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Alleged to Have Wined Large Groups of Prisoners,
and Dined His Guests; Spent
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New York, Aug. 11. Morton E.
Lewis, Htate attorney general, declared
in a statement tonight that he could
show bv a series of affidavits that
William Randolph Hearst, the news
paper publisher, had received at his
home, at the name time, on two or
more occasions, nolo Pasha, who was
recently executed by France for trea
on, and Count von Bernstorff, the
former Herman ambassador.
Moreover, Mr. Lewis asserted, that
he was "prepared to show, bv many
affidavits, that Count von Bernstorff
was a frequent visitor at the Hearst
home at about the time of Holo's visit
to New York in the sprint of 1916.
when Kolo obtained $1,683,000 from
von Bernstorff with which to carry on
the same German peace propaganda
in France that Hearst was then con
ducting in America."
Mot Bolo Three Times'.
Mr. Lewis claimed that It had been
shown "by the testimony of Hearst's
Pans correspondent, Bertelli, given on
the trial of Bolo for treason that. In
stead of Hearst meeting Bolo only
once, he met him three times." these
'meetings,' according to Mi'. Lewis, occurred when "Hearst entertained Bolo
at luncheon; Bolo entertained Hearst
at the Sherry dinner and Hearst entertained Bolo at a thealet party and
supper."
Included in the statement were cor
respondences of nine affidavits regard
ing visits to the Hearst apartment
house alleged to have been made by
Bernstorff and Bolo. Some of these
affidavits were made by chauffeurs,
who said they had driven Bernstorff,
Bolo, or both, to the Hearst home at
137 Riverside drive, on one or more
occasions, while others included those
by the doorman, superintendent and
elevator boy at the apartment house.
An affidavit by Harry Block, a former taxioab driver, now employed at
the Brooklyn navy yard,, said that "on
one and possibly two occasions I remember distinctly driving Count von
Bernstorff to No. 137 Riverside drive
in company with a stranger whose
photographs are shown annexed, and
waited for them about forty

LCACID

WINK

With the British Army In France,
Aug. 11 (by the Associated Press, 3 3t
The allied forces continued
P. m.)
their victorious advance all along the
line lust night and today, pushing in
the general direction of the upper
reaches of the Somme. They wore
smashing the stiff resistance interposed by the rear guards of the retreating Germans, the bulk of whom,
according to reports considered reliable, are fleeing In disorder. British
:

cavalry are reported this afternoon
Nesle.
operating eloso to the town of Chaul-nes(Nesle is six miles southeast of
).

'

Many hours ago the British, French
and American troops had reached,
roughly, the old line held by the Germans before their retirement to the
Hindenburg line. They have now
pushed beyond in many places.
Goyeneourt, two mi:es west of Roye
is reported to have fallen to British
troops four hours ago. Other British forces were o nthe front of
and
The Germans are retiring gradually
In
the face of the fire
everywhere
from the British guns, rifles and ma
chine guns.
Allies Push Toward Bravo.
The Americans and British north of
the Somme had further hard fighting
and with fine spirit pushedyon toward
Braye. They have traversed the
northern spur each of Chlpilly, and
Ltinehem as well is In their hands.
Villers-Les-Roy-

e.

Gressaire wood had long since been
Cleared of the enemy, the allied forces
passing around the wood, which was
reeking with gas from many pockets
Here both the British and Americans were helped on their way by
tanks. At one place a tank contain
ing twelve volunteers rushed a strong
enemy position. Scores of Germans
were killed and seven officers and
200 men were captured.
This per
mitted the infantry to get on to the
line it wiiB holding this morning. The
Americans In the fighting of the past
twenty hours have suffered further
casualties, principally caused by ma
chine gun bullets. But their casual
ties were no more than could be ex
troops constantly de(These exhibits were said by Mr. pected among
livering attacks against the enemy,
Lewis (o be photographs of Bolo.)
who
here
prohably put un the stiffest
Photograps Identified.
of any along the line.
Carl J. Fredriksen, another chauf- resistance
A considerable number of additional
feur, deposed that he could identify
were taken here. Ten dlvi
photograps of Bernstorff and Bolo af prisoners
reserves
those of two men he had driven to- sions of Prince Rupprecht's
been
identified in the fighting.
have
gether to the Hearst home "during
Prisoner
Many
Captured.
1916." They remained
there two
Large groups of prisoners, hungry,
hours, according to the affidavit.
Alexander P. Gazollo, now a pri thirsty and grimy and appearingtothorar- vate in the national army at Camp oughly disheartened, continue
cages. Among
Devens, in his affidavit, said ho was Irive at the collecting
an elevator boy at 137 Riverside drive, the captured were five regimental
asserted ho took Bernstorff to the commanders and ten battalion
Hearst apartment five or s'.x times
Iate today strong enemy forces
and Bolo three or four times and recalls distinctly" taking Bolo to the were concentrating east of Proyart
Hearst apartment once when Bern- and apparently were making preparations to oppose a determined resiststorff was still there.
probably
Asserting that employes of the ance. The German object
house
had nicknamed
Bernstorff in merely to cover the retreat of the
enemv
forces.
"Duke Le Da Brew" and Bolo "Duke large
Allied airplanes reported that long
De La Car," Gazollo's affidavit added
and transthat he remembered seeing an invita streams of enemy troops
The
tion sent to Bolo for a costume party ports were rushing eastward.
bombers
also
Va;vgbgnlM"
given in the Hearst apartment, but enemy
that he did not know whether he at
(CuRUnued on Page Two.l
tended the party "for the guests ar
rived in fancy dress."
Charles H. Jerome, superintendent
of the apartment house, stated in his
affidavit that he recognized "the man
Bhown In the photographs as a gentle
man who called upon Mr. Hearst on
at least two occasions to my knowl
edge and was known as 'The Pasha.'
E
Hearst Issues Statement.
Mr, Hearst late tonight Issued a
statement in which he declared that
"the Intimation that Count von Bernstorff and Bolo Pasha met at my
house is a characteristic falsification,"
tiy Mr. Lewis. Mr. Hearst said Bolo
fcad brought
excellent
credentials,
that he was "courteous to him. Just as
I would he courteous to Lord N'orth-- (
Desperate Fighting is Going
Continued on Page Two.)
min-utep- ."
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THE WEATHER

witz, Says' Paris Report.

FORECAST.

Denver, Colo., Aug. 11. For New
MORNtNf JOURNAL RCCIAL LCAHO WlRBl
Mexico: Monday and Tuesday cloudy
Paris, Aug. 11. The Germans to
with occasional
showera; warmer night are holding the Chaulnes-Roy- e
Tuesday.
Noyon line hut the allies are making
Arizona; Monday and Tuesday genprogress south of Noyon. The enemy's
reserves are, coming into the action
erally fair and' warmer.
and the defense is stiffening all along
LOCAfc REPORT,
the battle front from Noyon to
Chaulnes.
A summary of local weather condiDesperate fighting is going on betions for the twenty-fou- r
endtween
hours
the British army of General
ed at 8 p. m. yesterday follows: Maxt-mu- Rawlinson and the German army of
temperature, 82 degrees;' mini- von der Marwitz. The enemy is
mum, 57; range. 25; temperature at
savagely west of Noyon
6 p.m., 7;'spitth .Wind; clear;, trace and seems determined to hold 'he
'
town
at
all
t fain,
costs,
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Has Been Passed
House Revision Will LikeBill

Occupy Senators; Bond
Issues Raise Eight Billion,

ly
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IRY MORNI ,a JOURNAL
.fllL tAtn W,t,
.Washington, Aug. 11. War taxation!
with all its problems, and its benefits
as well as Its evils, is the subject which
XV
nil
will occupy congress almost to the exclusion of nil others whi n It reuss,
for regular sessions on August 2t.
A statement of un older generation
once remarked that government was
notliifii! more or less than the power to
levy anil collect taxes. It is obvious
that while the subject of war taxation
has
the attention of congress it must
wlT3 " i - "i
necessarily command the attention of
the Amertcun people, because the statf
3EKCFEByiNANDOCH--:''--u,"4"-iij
bility of government is measured
This is the laiesi jihoiograph or C.cneal roch, the great, allied com- chiefly
by its revenue.
Koissons-KhciUiwho
s
has driven the Boche. from the
mander,
Hill Being I'limu'd.
salient, win.
th-allied
the
of
ning
the war since
greatest
The ways and menus committee of
victory
first battle of the
Marne.
the house is now engaged in tho preliminary work of framing the
revenue bill which is to
provide the sinews of war for tho
coming year. Passage of the 111 hy
I
the house in substantially the form In
which it comes from the committee,
promises to be a matter of course.
I
in mo senaio, nowBVPr, win cumt;
revision and reconstruction, often the
GA
S IN subject of prolonged
debate and oven
filibuster, which will put the bill more
nearly in tho shape in which It ultimately will become, the somite as
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Scottish Representative of Na- Among the Captives Are Gen- tional Committee on Churcherals and Colonels; Geres Declares There Is No
mans Also Lose More Than
Divided
Longer
500 Guns to Attackers,
Feeling,
.
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New York, Aug. U. After traveling more than 20,000 miles and delivering one hundred and nineteen addressed In every part of the United
States, Sir George Adam Smith, the
Scottish clergyman who has "'been
making a speaking tour of the country under the auspices of the, national
committee on the churches and the
moral alms of the war, reported to
the bureau of Information
of the
British war mission today that the
American people everywhere are fully
aroused and heart and soul in the
war.
"From a very wide experience in all
parts of the country and among all
classes," says Sir George, "1 am sure
that the conscience, the heart, the
will and fill the boundless energies of
the United States are thoroughly and
Intelligently enlisted in the war. This
is as true of the more German centers
as of the rest of the conutry. I had
nowhero ft more cordial reception for
my message than In St. Louis, Cincinnati and Milwaukee and among men
with German names. My chairmen and
otner speakers were frequently men
of Gorman descent." Sir George came
to America last March. "The mission with which I was
charged," says Sir George, "was twofold: to enforce the moral, aims common to the allies and to tell the part
which Great Britain has taken in the
war,
"I fOiind everywhere an enthusiastic response to these sentiments and
arguments, I know that the American
people are convinced of the Justice of
our common cause and resolute to
which
carry it though on these
Germany has forced on the world.
"I found a good deal of Ignorance
of the scale on which Great Britain
had been fighting and supporting the
war and naturally of the details of
our warfare. Most Americans
had
failed to value the many fronts on
arm-lea
three continents on which our
have been engaged; the vaufe numbers' of our armies which were raised
before conscription was established;
or the extent of our sacrifices. I supplied them with concise information
on each of these Hubjects. Many aud
iences were amazed at the facts I gave
them; and it would have been well
worth coming to America for this pur
pose alone.

TWO SHIP BUILDING
PLANTS BEING' BUILT
,

V
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Aug. 11. Two lareo
shipbuilding plants are being erected
in soutnern Chile. They will be ready
for operation in September and the
Washington.

building of wooden vessels will begin
Immediately. The first vessel, of 3.000
tons, wilt be launched in March 1919
according to the schedule, and another vessel of the same f ilze will leave
the ways shortly afterward.

MOnNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL LCABID W,RR

The number of
so far in the allied
offensive in picardy Is now estlmntef!
lit, 36,000, Including more than 1,000
officers. More than C00 guns fmve
been raptured, lurordlng to t lie latest advices. The pivot of the German
resistance appears to be the town of
Noyon. midway between Montdidipr
and ,Sissons. The enemy Is throwing In reserves from this base to prevent the allies from gaining control of
the Noyon-Haroad, which Is choked
with material, guns-antroops.
The Germans are expected to make
n
i desperate stand on the
lino to permit the columns which are
retreating in the direction of Nesle
and Ham to reach safety,
The resistance of the Germans is
stiffening against thft Fourth British
army under General Rawlinson. They
are reacting violently In the region of
Lihons, which changed hands twice
the night but which this morningduring
-was
firmly held by the British,'
All bridges across the Somme between Pennine and Ham, a, stretch of
about fifteen miles, have been destroyed by allied aviators. The Germans have been attempting to construct temporary bridges. Allied airmen aro now systematically bombing
these.
Among the prisoners taken are generals and colonels and eleven divisions
have been identified.
Paris, Aug.

11.
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ARE UNABLE TO STOP AMERICAN,
FRENCH AND BRITISH OFFENSIVE
itiff Opposition

is Being Offered

By Foe, Which

Does Not

"Indicate That the Retreat is Ended, But Rather That the
Maneuvers Are Intended to Cover the Retirement of Rupprecht's Army to New Positions;, Some of Large Fires
Continue to Be Visible Far Behind German Lines, and
There Are Other Indications That Fleeing Armies Are
Seeking Safety.
'

(Undated War
by Ihc Associated Press)
The Germans have materially stif mediately Juithwest and south lof
fened their defense against the Hrit-isItoye and its capture, which seems
American nml French troops 911 have driven their line well across the
o
the Pleardy buttle front, but they
road and at
have been unable to stem the tide.
have reached the road lending
Although tho forward push of the from Compiegne to Noyon. Hinee the
allies has been slowed down. they rapture of Montdldicr
the French
have made important progress frm have penetrated eastward to TIHoty, n.
the north of the Somme, where the distance of about seven miles, and to
Americans and .British are fig'iting tomore than eight and
gether, to the northern bank of the
miles, and through the hilly
1,1
Oise lie
by the French.,
region southward to the Oise have avAmericans anil British re pressing eraged gains exceeding
six mllc.fl,
aidover a front of twelve; miles.
closely upon
ed 'by tanks and' armored cars.
The stiffening of the German deAcross the river the Germans heav- fense does not, In the minds of obily engaged the Pritish at Lihons and servers of the battle front, indicate
its vicinity, and at one point pierced that the retreat If the enemy has endthe Pritish line and gained the out- ed. Rather It is assumed that theso
skirts of Lihons. A counter attack re- nianeuvres are simlliar to those carstored the P.rltish line and the enemy ried out over the Marne- front, when
retired to positions east and north. strong rear guards covered the. reUnofficial reports credit the Hritish tirement of tho cvown prince's armv
'
with entering Chaulnes and the Brit- northward.
ish cavalry with a penetration of tho
'
KmoUc of
Spen.
r The smotnt of
enemy's territory "wtmost to Nesles.
large fire continues
French Mailt Progress,
to be seen far behind
the- - enemy's
The greater progress has been made lines and the movement of long transImby tho French from the region
port columns eastward is ronsidered
evidence that It Is the Intention of the
enemy ultimately i,o retreat to nw
lines of defense. Aviators have destroyed all the bridges across the
OF Hommefrom the region of Peronne
southward and with the enemy's com.
miinlcatimr lines either In the hseds
of the allies or dominated by theii'
guns the retrograde movement necesVAST
sarily must be slow.
Tho allied troops are eneircllmf
Roye and It scapture, which seems
Imminent, will greatly heighten the
difficulties of the Hermans.
IN
Intensive Air Flirliiliig.
,' Intensive air
fighting I nroceedlng
over the battle line. In iFrlday's batd

Cam-bronn-

Caiiny-Hur-Mat- z,
one-ha-

lf

saucer in which Is cooled the hot tea
sorning from the cup of the house,"
thn deliberations thero are sure to be
prolonged.
Will Trim in Conference.
After the bill has been passod by
the senate, it will go to "conference. "
often referred to us the place where
bills really are made. Here ft Joint
committee representing senate and
houso smoothes out conflicting provl
sions, arranges compromises for hard- fought amendments: and finally, im
(hieing each side to give way a little
or when agreement Is shown to fcc
tles thirty-nin- e
German machines
hoof less, discarding provisions entire
were destroyed and twnty-tw- o
driven
!y, reports back to both houses of
(V MORN,N JOURNAL IPICUL LRASVO W,R
out.
down
of
control.
The Pritish war
undhornet
congress a completed hill,
El
Each
II.
Paso,
Tex.,
Aug.
one houso or the other, Insistent on evening at sunset, an old man with offices prkjiowledges that twentv-thr- e
Pritish machines are missing.
some provision, refuses to accept the silver-whihair and a snowy beard Unofficial
estimates bring the numdecision;! of the conferees and de- may bo seen
around
and
walking
in
ber
of
but
mands further consideration,
taken bv the allies
around the place taking his dally
Ono
3k.
to
and the number of guns
the end a bill flint is adopted by both
tip
two body guards.
his
with
o move than' B00.
houses of congress conies out.
He 1s General Luis
the cantured
On th Vesle front the Germans on
The Wfir revenue bill will be thread- ootigeiiarlan exile frontsTerranas,
Mexico
who
it's
way through these tortuous lost virtually all his great fortune In the northern side of the stream are
ing
passages in the halls of congress tor the revolution of Madero and Villa reported to be entrenching and stringsnow and now Is
several Weeks, possibly until
forced by pollllell condi- ing barbed wires over the territory
flies, and It will be well for any Amer- tions In the country to
live on the whre they are facing the French'and
ican newspaper reader who wishes to border." When the Madero
Americans.
revolumoveof
Its
grasp tho significance
started in 1911 "Don Luis" was
ments us it. progresses to fix in mind tion
known as the cattle king of Mexico. NO COMPLAINTS FROM
the five stages through which lh hill His herds numbered
more than 200.-00- 0
passes before It goes to the White
and grazed on a thousand
TOMMIES IN ADVERSITY
House for the signature of the presi- hills head
and plains of Northern Mexico.
dent, these stages are:
His
estates
from
stretched
the Hio
The bill is framed by the house ways Grande to
,V MORN, NO JOURNAL IMeiAL LSASRB WIRai
Chihuahua City and he
(This Is now could ride for
and means committee.
ttehlnd British
Lines In France.
twenty-fou- r
hours
by
going on).
train over his own acres, which then Aug. 11. Neither fatigue duty nor
ong Argument Likely.
are
working
parties
popular with the
It Is considered In tho house and numbered more than a million.
From his offices In tho state cap- soldier but they serve a great purpose
with a more or less limited debate, and
because in modern war man's
possibly some amendments from the ital, General Terrazas governed this est enemy !s likely to be hisgreatown
committee form, is passed and sent to vast cattle empire, conducted a bank Imagination.
In tho heat of action
and many other industries connected
tho senate.
no
he
has
time
for
horThe
The bill is considered by the senate with his cattle business. He and his rors of war cannotthought.
force their way
financ committee, to which It has large' family lived in luxury in tho
his preoccupied mind. But
been referred. In this committee the marble palace on the Alnmada or at through
died
later, when the excitement
1,111
may bs practically "mude over," Qulnta Carolina, his summer home way. the reaction sats In and has
a realiTrain after train of zation of
or to the structure of the work of on the plains.
the
to
depress
the house may be added the ideas of cattle arrived at the border from and deaden hispast iliegins
the Terrazns ranches.
vitality, for the memHis annual ories
the senate committeemen.
of
a
modern
are
termore
hattlo
senIs
and
export
averaged 25,000 head and the rible than the actual
It debated
passed in the
experience.
brand was as well
ate, often after nights of prolonged
The
antidurte
to
this depres-sio- n
only
known at the Chicago, Kansas City
argumcn and parliamentary maneulies In action,' and activity. Acand Fort Worth jHtock' yards as it
ver.
provides distraction for the mind.
As' altered by the senate the Ml was in Mexico.
Terrazas holdings tion
It is this
the; working party sup.
goes to the conference committee of. were estimated to bo worth $5,000,-00- 0 plies, andthat
in spite of the generally
senators and representatives which
(gold) but were not for Bale at abusive terms
applied to it by the solfinally reports back a compromise any price.
Now Genera Terrazas and his fam dier, it is really doing him a service.
drnft on which both houses can agree.
It is the British soldier's historic
bill ily live in a rented house on Golden
Inasmuch as this particular
privilege to compilain, or "grouse," as
lengthens the long arm 6f the govern- Hill, he rides to his office in an old he
it. Put his complainings
ment tax collector so it can reach into automobile, and buys his groceries mustcalls
not be taken to Indicate a state
almost every man's pocket, one who rrom a
store.
morale. ; Exactly the reverse,
The revolutionists under MHdero of low
attempts to be lnformod of what sacrifor It Is an unwritten law in the Britfices he will be called upon to hake Orozco and other leaders killed the ish
army that a man may complain
that the world may become a decent TerraJtas cattle for food, burned his
when things are going well. In
plale to live in, will d6 well, io survey ranch buildings and looted his stores only
there Is no comthe needs which have brought before and warehouses. Then Francisco danger and adversity
plaining, only that dogged determio
tho country this measure for tnxiha Villa, acting as commander
which,' makes the British solthe high and low,
north for Geneml Carranza, Issued a nation
a formidable opponent,
Aid mr Allies.
decree confiscating all of the Terra- dier such
The American people of course will zas holdings- 'including
the
not only flnanco their own share of lands and porfonul property. herds,
To. Diiport Three Aliens.
Gen
the war, but they will furnish in large eral Terrains was forced
Santa Fa, Aug. 11. Governor W. E.
to flee from
measure the monetary backbone to en Mexico before
an
Villa's advanco on Lindsey
order
today issued
able the allies to continue. This new Chihuahua City from Juarez.
He releasing three aliens who have been
law Is expected to make an equitable made the long tiek to the border at serving indeterminate sentences from
distribution of the burden to all tho OJinaga with the fleeing federal col- Bernalillo county. They are Antonio
people In just proportion to their umn on December 19. He has never Fuentes, serving two to three years
share of the nation's wealth. Results returned to Mexico.
since October, 1916; Jose Sandoval,
,
of the present laws have not been enOn July 22 last, General Terr,azas sentenced May 1915, serving four to
five years, and Tomas de la Rosa, sentirely satisfactory.
celebrated his eighty-nint- h
Experience has pointed out weak anniversary surrounded by birthday
his ten tenced October, 1916. to serve two to
spots.
sons, seventy-fiv- e
hnd three years. The men were turned
grandchildren
Estimates submitted to congress many more relatives.
over to Immigration Agent V. D.
H-maintains
place the expenditures of tho coming an office downtown wher he at Partch at Albuquerque for deportation
at
about $30,000,000,000. It does tends to his private business affaire to Mexico.
year
not necessarily follow, however, that
and he keeps in elo.te touch
the actual expenditure will reach that daily
cw German Railway.
with cattlo and market conditions.
'
figure. The house committee on apIt
is his dream to be permitted to
Aug. II. -- The
Is
of
the opinion that return to his native land with sufpropriations
of a fourth direct railway
$24,000,000,000 will suffice. According ficient
guarantees to allow him to line between Berlin and Vienna ha '
to the original budget the expenditure
begin over again to
the been approved by the German railway
tCuaTurueiTfronrTaga
Terrazas
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.
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W,NS

London. Aug. 11. The
movement in Russia' Is growing rapidly, the bolshevik soviet organization has virtually gone to pieces,
and Nikolai Leninc, the premier, and
Leon Trotsky, his war minister, intend to flee to Germany should the sit.
uaion become too serious,, according
to recent Russian newspapers, the Exat
change Telegraph correspondent
f
Copenhagen telegraphs.The Petrograd newspaper Isvestia
is quoted as stating that at several
ocpoints "in that part
cupied by the enemy."
movements have broken out.
The Bolshevik Soviets have been
n
in these places and replaced
by councils, consisting of representat Modertives of the Mcnshevlki, "or-'
"''
ates,
' In the city of Kazan, the newspaper adds, the widely known Bolshevik
leader Olschinsky, has been killed.
'
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HiiiiBf re Offering
Strong Resistance
To Allied Thrusts

Estimates Before Lawmaking
Body Place Expenditures to
Run Country for Coining
Year at Thirty Billion,

ENEMY IS RETREATING
PART OF
IN GREATEST DISORDER
SLUSH FUND

Is Alleged,
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TEUTONS STIFFEN DEFENSE BUT
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24 BILLION
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Newspaper Publisher Received "Whippet" Caterpillars Raze
Houses Harboring German
the' Men at His Residence
Several Occasions, Says
Machine Gunners and InAttorney General,
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Dailj by Carrier or Mall, 70c
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YOUTHFUL FLIER

TEUTONS DIGGIN

i.inoi uuili
AVOIDED

SEEKING RECORD
cliffe or that any other visiting
any importance," and that he
"did not know that Holo Pasha would
GALLS
turn out later to be a spy."
"I had met von Bernstorff several
limes, and I had also met Jusserand
and Spring-Ricthe French and
Hritish ambassadors," said Mr: Hearst
"So did Innumerable
other good British Major Only 23 Years
Americans, including the president of
the I'nited States.
Old When He Had Downed
"I do not recall ever having met.
von Hernstorff at my house, and I
52 Enemy Planes; Accident
think that the only time he called
1
Ends Exceptional Career,
there was at afternoon tea, when
was away.
"Hut all of this occurred before the
(AiAorhitpd Pretin rorr,niin(If,npe.)
entrance of tho United States Into tho
London, July 20. MaJ. James P..
war, and I had a perfect right to meet
the German ambassador then or any McCudden, recently killed in an aviation accident, was an extremely reti"
other ambassador.
cent boy who hardly looked his 23
Hurls Charge at liCwis.
"If Mr. Lewis has the slightest years but who, within a little more
seintillH of pertinent or competent than two
years of flying, had won a
evidence against me, reflecting direct- long
of decorations and had
ly or indirectly upon me or upon my come string
within two victories of
the
papers, let him produce it. and let premier flier of the British being
and Cahim act upon it.
nadian forces. He 'was In quest of
"I charge definitely and directly these victories when-kille- d.
that Mr. Iwis is using the prislige
While with a party of friends in
which should, under any other occuLondon one night shortly before his
pancy, attach to his high office, for death he lamented the fact that ho
the gratification of his personal en- soon was to be ordered to Instruction
mities and for the satisfaction of the work and probably would not have
financial' interests and the liquor in- another opportunity to better his recterests that own him and operate ord of fifty-tw- o
Hun machines. ,IIe
him."
confided to friends, however, that he
planned to slip across tho channel
soon from a Hritish areodrome and
EL PASO IS SEAT OF
attempt to down two more German
settled down to
REVOLUTION , JUNTAS machines before be work.
the safe Instruction
McOuddon's flying poor Is a Canae
but
El Paso. Tex., Aug. 11. Mexican dian with a record of
comrevolutionary Juntas have been In ex- who. has been transferred from
istence in El Paso since the first one bat to instruction work. It was this
here was organized for Francisco I. situation coupled with the fact that
Madero In ttbM In a back room of a he was so close to gaining tho highest
cheap hotel in the Mexican ouarter. flying honors that, stirred young
to his last fatal effort.
Orozro, Huerta, Villa and Felix Diaz
havo all had their Juntas here at difTrue
plans ho drove a fast
ferent times since the revolutions battleplane from a British aerodrome
started. A second class rooming house to France and was flying toward the
or: hotel la always selected for these German lines at a low altitude when
meetings of revolutionary followers his machine crashed to the ground.
In order to o void suspicion a ad to es- Those who witnessed the accident are
cape secret service agents. Beds are certain something happened to the
drafted Into service as chairs and the airplane but the real cause of his
Mexicans squat around the walls death may never be known. ,
while tho junta meetings are bring
held. In these meetings are planned
Final Argument in Hearst Case.
tho revolutionary movements, schemes
Santa Fe. Aug. 11. Final argudevised for getting contraband and ment in the Hearst injunction case
ammunition Into Mexico and often re- in tlie federal court will iio made
cruiting among the floating Mexican tomorrow by Attorney Francis C.
border population is carried on by Wilson for the petitioners who seek
theso juntas.
to restrain the state council of deAt present a well organized Villa fense and various other officials
in
in
is
is
here.
It
junta
from further interfering with the
operation
charge of a young Mexican revolu- sale in the state of varl.ms magationist who has the usual retinue of zines published by the International
clerks, lookouts to watch for secret News company.
service men, military advisers and
Behind
American legal advisers.
closed doors the revolutionists whisper plans for aiding Villa in tho field,
for
ammunition and machine!
guns and for spreading the Villa prop-- !
Uganda In American papers. These;
agents have plenty of money and live;
Several
well whllo on the border.
lawyers on tho border havo grown
wealthy acting as legal advisers to
the juntas while ammunition dealers
and uniform supply houses reaped a
rich harvest until the embargo against
all military elements was ordered
from Washington.
The activities of theso revolutionary agents are closely watched by
government ngents, but, because of
Iheir clever advisers and their care in
avoiding any violations of the neutrality laws, it is difficult to obtain evidence, upon which to convict these
revolutionists.
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Fighting is Desperate and for
With the American
x
Vesle. Aug. 11
the Moment No Big Advance seriated
l'ressl. Alii
that, the
Is Expected on Front Held reported
in opposite the Fiuiro-along the Vesle and
"By British,
barbed wire along the
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(By Hie Earl of IVnblRli.)
(In the following article the Kurl of
fH'nlilfrli makes plain why tJie nllli'S
uiiisl ritiht this wnr to a diflnivc finish
Diid how the Hums are milking overy
l liw attempt to undermine tlie unity
tf tlie natJons who are opiHsiig

IBY

i

;

V

llicm.i

The British people are singularly
trusting find confiding. One of our
chief troubles Is that the ordinary
Briton will persist in lookinj
upon the neople of every other eonn-t.y- ,
whether they nro black, brown,
yellow or white, as being people like

4

themselves
They do not.

In the least nndvstand
COL. P. M. CALLAHAH
the mentality of the modern l'russian
that with nil his cunning, ambition
t'olonel I'. II. Callahan of Kenand arroeanee he Is at heart little tucky is the past chairman of the
better than a crafty savage. For this War Activities committee of the
reason some people too often become Knights of Columbus.
He has long
railed been working to
men and
the innocent prey of what
send
What do we money to help the soldiers, in Franco,
German propaganda.
mean by propaganda as applied b our and bi.s success ha;?
remark

able.

enemies?

the allies, are endeavoring I"
make the German people. undei;::.ind
we
did not begin the war tlui
that
the trick of Germany calling this a
War of self defense, on her part is
ludicrous, and that th's fnci W ref.
We,

evident if only hecaune of Hie absolute unpreparedness
for war on the
of everyone who had to get up
jurt
and fight Germany.
Nobody but a
rece of lunatics would have embarked on a war of ag?rrssion against
I'ermany with a trained expeditionary
force, no matter how tood It was. of
s'x divisions, harked no hv n territorial force which avowdlv ami by
B't of parliament waB only to tie considered fullv trained kIx men'liB after
the outbreak of war.
We ore alsoi tryinji to malt? the
German people see that the world
does not intend to be dominated, by
.
Germany.
If the German people are content to
live alongside of us without our
feeling that they are perpetually
scheming to get us into the position
of under dog and that a German
treaty is merely an instrument for tlie
purpose of keeping things tpiirt until
It Is convenient for Germany to break
out, there is no reason v. h;' there
Bhould not be peace.
We wish to see that war when they
have got the whole world against them
Is not the paying business it hai been
to them in the past.
We want them to understand that
the hatred they are arousing in the
minds of every belligerent nation who
knows of their methods and conduct
of war, and more especially
their
cowardly brutality to our prisoners,
will react upon them most seriously
the .longer they continue th?ne practices.
If they go to the bitter end and prove
to us that, whereas we have treated
their prisoners humanely, our men
continue to come back wvth tho appalling stories which we now hear on
every hand it will be many, many
day before our people will have anything whatever to do with the Germans.
,'fte colonel of a distinguished
Scotch regiment said to me nut long
ago:
Illumed Soldiers I'liipi liuulaml.
"When the Burvivors of the mam
thousands of British prisoners come
back to England and are distributed
ever tho country and tell everybody
.cf the Drutalities, insults, outrages,
end starvation to which they have
been systematically subjected, It will
'te a bold boche who will try to show
his face inside an Kn;lish
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nation if they have to give up Belgium. The others, however, know perfectly well that if Germany 'were
given a free hand in the near east ami
Russia, and evacuate;! Helguim and
.
France and even
she.
could consolidate herself lnt a position of unssullablo
ami
strength.
that in the next war for which they
are already prepering.' nothing coo!
prevent them from taking evorytbin;,'
back again. A German peace, which
would be a German victory, is, what
they are working for, and all out
blood and treasure and sacrifice
would have been thrown away.
While we were recovering slowly
from the effects of this war Germany
would be putting herself into a position of absolutely unassailable power. That is, of course, on the supposition that the German military party
remains in the ascendant.
Germany, bemg a
nation, which the allies are not is
much lets likely to have a revolution.
The military party could point to the
spoils of war which they now possess,
and with Germany unbeaten in the
field we should be without that moral
factor without which there could bo
no lasving peuco.
The Degenerate German.
One means of obtaining this German peace is to make the liritish people believe that the Germans are
and that it is no u.se
fighting any longer.
We have undoubtedly made appalling mistakes. There was our failure
to act with decision in the early days
and obtain possession of Constantinople when wo might have done no,
and so kept open the route to the
ltlack sea and koit Turkey out of the
war by cutting off supplies of munitions from Germany.
Kcrythmg, therefore, that could be
done to exploit these mistakes and to
rishearten the Uritish people by making them lose faith in what are popu-larlcalled the governing classes
the people with education and knowledge is to the advantage of Germany.
It Is well, therefore, to bear all this
in mini anil also to remember that
a degenerate nation Germany had for
a long time before the war and during the war reached a depth of appalling
depravity and immorality
which is almost Inconceivable. Hero
are some statistics of crimo in Germany and England:
Annual average Germany.
England.
Alsacp-ljorralnc-
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Murder
;tT,u
87
.Iiil
5(i
that will be kept clfaii from the boche Incest
I
had
have
letters describing Rape
taint.
lilii
!l,:!M
boil.
Assault .
172,1V!
l.l'tiii
things which made my blood oneMail-.way
An officer told me how at
Wilful damage to
'
:!5S
station a number of wounded sol25,75!)
property
diers and one officer in the early part Divorce petitions.
iHl.illO
a!5
bethe
.were
down
"Oil per
war
of
marched
77 per
Huieidos
tween two-- ranks of German soldiers Illegitimate birtha
37.0 1
I7S.I15
million. . million.
fsciiig each other, and as the wounded men passed thev wci kicked and
The English
figures arc taken
struek and spat upon and insulted all home office returns, the Geininn from
men
were
who
the way. Some of these
the Imperial statistics of 1911, and
hobblitig along had their crutches Ihey are published
In
taken from them and when they fell normally," a book by If. dc Ualsalle.
their own It contains all you want to know about
they were beaten with
crutches.
For four to five days our Germany at home. These statist lea will
wounded men travelled In cattle open the eyes of many who see that
trucks, and they' were days gf horror, just as the Germans by their teachatrocities that are ing will stop at no .cruelty or brutaland even now
committed are a disgrace to humanity ity In warfare which will bring them
JVvhen will the allies understand that military advantage, so no divty trick
all 'this is an exhibition of the. latent in the way of this insidious, propabrutality of tho German character and ganda Is too dirty for them if It will
ls part of German teaching?
in any way serve their purpose by
n
,'To bring all thjs home to the
lending to undermine their opponents.
nation is part of our propaganda.
There Is no
whatever that
The German propaganda is to make these facts and question
figures chow that tho
sim-ulIs
allies
believe
that England
,11)8
degradation in Germany is of a nausing fliew as so many pawns ture of which tho allied people, havo
for the preservation of tho Hritis'i no conception. ( t'y the Internationa
News Uureau, Inc., Huston, Mass.)
.empire. .
Two Fairy Stories.
tinIn
Garman propaganda
Uritaln
REVENUE BILL TO RAISE
- uoubtedly
takes-twforms.' Realising
how ignorant our people are with re24 BILLION IN WAR TAX
gard to the German baseness which
brought about this war, they are
IS CONGRESS TASK
everything they can to inculcate
war
Idea
is
it
a
the
that
capitalists
and that everybody making war mu-- ,
terial Is making so, much money that for war purposes alone will bo
Ithey do not want the war to stop.
,
It may be a capitalists' war so far
Mom! Isnic;--. Kactoi'.
tn Germany is concerned, for conThe fourth issue of
lionds
fessedly ihey are always out for raw would be authorized atLiberty
$K..00l,O0n,.
.materials for their Industries and for not), which leaves $K,iHo,Oui,000
the purpose of putting money Into the be secured through other means. to
It
pockets of their fcommerclal magnates is with
raising of this $S,0tO,onn,.
.who have grown so fat as a result iof 000 thattha
new revenue law will be
the
. their success over the French In 1870.
riuicerned. The problem confronting
The Germans are also getting1 it those
drafting the bill is Just how to
about that Germany ardently desires levy equitably
.upon the various taxpeace (a German peace, of course), able soiirt-cswhat proportion of the
and that jieace can be had for the amount is to be taken
through excess
asking, arid 'It Is only ,the allied
taxes and Income taxes and
who are responsible for tiic profits
what iy luxury, consumption and
c6tlnuanr of the bloodshed.
other taxes. At tho present time opin-lo- n
Is divided upon this suhket, and
.Top 'art thing in the world that
is
wish
,jt'hey really
that the people whllo at first It was believed that an
cause of excess profits and income tax would
understand
the
real
?hbujd
That la why the pacifist furnish at least 6, 000. 600, 000,000 of
to the amount needed, it has now been
, press have lately heen objecting
my Activities- In going about with practicalfy determined thut, in view
rni)s Intructlnir people about the of the reuction of profits, brought
.wajHri a way wnloh cannot be denied. ajiout through the increased cost of
labor and materials, and also by govWhat Is That In lltin Politics.
The German press takes every op- ernment
it will be imposportunity of maintaining the fable sible to raise more than $4,500,000,000
means.
this
that there is nothing at issue but the through
Granted that these tentative figures
ni'fistlo.j. pjf .neutrality of .Belgium.
.Thctev.' a"rj KtwQ shades. OJt .ppinlon prove to be correct, there then comes
the question as to how the other
Is to be secured. It U
"Tne extremists-afrepresented "by $1,BOO,000,000 there
will be a general;
Tlrpitx, Reventlow, and others, who positive that
ihricK it& sflU TB&m&tiXSn .defeated increase in the tax rate, but Just how

.
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ljondon, Aug. 11. Today tho situation south of the Nomine was becoming more stabilized. There has
been no important allied advance in
the last twelve boms and at some
jilaces a slight retirement has been
necessary.
The fighting has been desperate and
of a ding (long character, and for tho
moment any 'big advance on this front
is not expected.
The enemy apparentely Is calling
upon his reserves to help him save
nil material possible.
' At
today the allied line was
as follows, starting from the north:
wcs'. of Meaulte, which Is still in Gorto Ellnehem,
thence
man hands;
Framerville and l.ilions, which are
ill German; lUtllu station (the Ger- lans still hold noun). I'arviuers,
li'Echelle and Armaneourt, Imlh of
the latter still being German, and
thence through
Tilloloy park and
the station of
trough
to Samson and
to Mareiiil-I.amotl- e
Maehemont, 'from which it joins the
line on the disc.
In tho area before Vauvillers the
enemy has hern supported by heavy
artillery, but further southward the
French first and third armies have
advanced slightly, and in this neighborhood tlie Germans do not appear
to be too well supplied with artillery.
Iarge fires and long transport, columns in the enemy's back areas tend
that his
to strengthen the belief
heavy counter attacks againt the Britlire
intended to afford him ,time
ish
to evacuate his stores.
The allied casualties! in tho last
two davs of fighting were comparatively light, because the allies virtually ran through the German positions
l!ut since Saturday the fighting has
been of a more severe character.
Struggle for Massif.
Interest centers around the struggle
for the Eassigny Massif, which Is high
ground in difficult country, and affords a considerable view of thn surrounding neighborhood.. Its southern
edge is in French hands, but a considerable advance must be registered before the allies can cross the
road.
All accounts agr-- e that the attacks
of the Third French army on the massif are making satisfactory progress
and that an advance of from three to
five miles has been made since Saturday, morning. The roads for the enemy's retirement are by no means
good and it is believed not improbable that sooner or later he wil lie
compelled to return to the line of Polemic, Vcslos and Noyon.
Guy-Noy--

will be applied must be
determined' by thorough investigation.
The matter of exemption, tho prevention of duplication in taxation and the
ironing out of those technicalities
through which some, people have escaped the payment of their just share
must also be settled before the means
of raising additional revenue is defi'
nitely decided upon.
tme thing seems positive. Tho lawmakers sav they are determined that
the nation's business shall not bo
hampered. It also seems certain that
the people of America will not be compelled to hear tho heavy burden ot
taxation that has been placed upon
tho English.
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J'aso, Tex., Aug. 11. The assertion of Gaston I!. Means, in Chicago, that Gen. Vietorlano Huerbvwns
In the employ of tho German imperial
government, was not a surprise to
federal officials on the border who
uncovered tho llnerla. revolutionary
plot and arrested Huerta July 2. 1915.
While being held for trial as a prisoner at Fort Uliss General Huerta
told his guards that after ho abdicated tire presidency of Mexico he
went to I'.erlin and had a personal inHe
terview with Emperor William.
said he had gold deposits in banks of
Ijondon, Paris. Herliii and Harcelona.
Federal officers here believed the
Huerta movement was being financed
by the German government and that
the purpose of the movement Wns to
Involve the Fjiited States with Mexico
and prevent tho shipment of munitions to Europe.
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of Fisincs.
It was learned from German
that an old mn :t." near
largo enough to conceal two rai
ments, was being wil as in refngi
n
for troops
at rest. The
the
heavy art ill 'ry shelled Gercavo all day Saturda" and the
mans were finally compelled to aban'
i
don it.
Kraneo-Amcrica-

.

AND TANKS HELP
BRITISH TO THROW BACK

YANKS

HUNS NORTH OF SOMME
f rorriPaffeOneV

'Continued

and repeatedly were chased away by
the Hritish nursuit planes to prevent
them from dropping bom lis to hinder
'
the advance of the troops.
The Germans wire reported. to bo
retreating eastward past Peronne 4n
the greatest disorder. Many were sab)
to lid without arms, apparently Inn
a pons. Among
ing discarded their-them wore many Hounded men stag
i

gcrhig along
I'lt--

on foot.
li Press
from t he

I'orward.

south received
., Reports
hero say that the French continue to
o
road.
Woiidl
the
push along
Manv fires and explosions are report
ed 'within (he German lines as their
retreat book on. Chaiilncs was shroud
shot with
ed in clouds of smoke,
llames. Among other buildings in the
town,
railway station was reported us having been burning for many
hours.
The German resistance thus far gen.
erally appears to become weakercen-a le
progresses toward the
ter, especially opposite thq positions
held by the Australians.
Tanks again performed tremen
dous services at a small cost to them
selves all along the line. At one small
roan,
town, south of the Amiens-ttoy- e
thn advancing French infiuitry senl
word to the Hritish that they could
not get on because of heavy machine
gun fire from the town. Tank Kacs liiiibllng.
Five armored monsters went over
and rolled directly into the place.
Their occupants discovered that tho
houses were crowded with Germans
manning machine guns, principally
from second tory windows. One tank
leisurely advanced upon u house while
n hail of bullets splashed off its metal
hide. After reronnoitering aft close
range, the tank backed off and
charged. Its great weight crushed In
tho whole building and it continued
forward until the. structure was flat
tened out, with the enemy machine
gunners thoroughly effaced.
After this success, the four companion tanks engaged varions groups
of the enemy and the
machine proceeded to roll down and
flatten nine other houses. This tank
entire village and
literally crushed-thall the enemy within.
When tho French infantry. who
hud paused until the way was made
clear for them by the liritish tanks,
proceeded on their way they nn t with
no resistance. Germans who had witnessed its demolition, fled in terror.
Anti-tan- k
Jliflcs Worthless.
German prisoners have boasted that
their forces are now equipped with
new anti-tan- k
rifles, firing a large
projective at great velocity. Actual
encounters
demonstrated that they
were complete failures.
advanco east of Rosierfs,
the
Huring
Hritish cavalry sent back word that
because of
they could not proceed
heavy fire from a woods In their front.
A number of swift "whippets" rolled
around to the back of the wood, but
the Germans saw them coming and
r.m for their lives. Tho cavalry then
charged and tile Germans were sabered light and left und 700 of them
'
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sacre. Everything of value was taken!
I
ilucators to Convene.
from the train by the bandits who,!
Santa
Aug. 1. Word is being according to the passengers, rode away;
received from the presidents of the an hour before tho arrival of the re
various slate institutions ns well as lief train.
others prominently interested in edu
cation That they will attend the three
TRAVELED
days educational conference at tfanta COLQUITT
Fe to meet August IB, 16 and 17 In
IN "SHADY" COMPANY
the auditorium of tho new museum
at the call of the United States buMnRNINO JOURNAL lfCIAt. L(AIO WIMl
reau of education and of SuperinXew York, Aug. II. Oscar II. Cotendent of Public Instruction J. If.
.
former governor of Texas: Dr.
lquitt,
,..
Wagner.
Hernard Uernburg, Gorman propagandist; Bernard II. Kidder, editor of
the New York Stnats Zeitung and
tleorge Sylvester Viereck, formerly
editor of the Fatherland, conferred at
one time on tho purchase of a New
York newspaper, according to Information which Deputy States Attorney
Ueneral Recker announced tonight he
had obtained from Viereck, during his
Investigation of the German propaganda movement in this country.
1
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Paris. Aug. II.
dispatch
ceived here from Stockholm says that
as a result of tho efforts of Sweden's
representatives in Moscow, the- Hritish and French consuls, who were recently arrested by order of the
A

re-

-

have been released.

Rcuily to lluitR Ulaiicett.
Santa Fe, Aug. 11.
the Santa Fe county Jail yard on
Water street, from which Elbert W.
Hlancett Is to be hanged on Thurs
day for the murder of Clyde Armour
or Sioux City, la., have been completed and were tested this fore
noon with weights.
They worked
smoothly and efficiently..
The"-gallo-

ws
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on his face. Br'er

Bacon-rl-

n'

that I

would havo
to go through an
operation before I
could get well.
"My mother, who
had been helped by

LydiaE. Pinkham's

lly

Vegetable

Com-

pound, advised me
to try it before submitting to an operation. It relieved mo
from mv troubles
so I can do my house work without any
advise any woman who is
difficulty.
afflicted with female troubles to givo
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial and it will do as much fop
them." Mrs. Marie Boyd, 1121 Eth
St, N. E., Canton, Ohio. serious condisometimes there are
tions where a hospital operation is the)
only alternative, but on tbe other hand
so many women have been cured by this
famous root and herb remedy, Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, after
doctors have said that an operation wan
necessary
every woman who wants
to avoid an operation should give it a
fair trial before submitting to such a
trying ordeal.
If complications exist, write to Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.,
for advice. The result of many years
experience i3 at your service.

AZTEC FUEL CO.

Allies Capture Chaulnes.
London, Auj. 11. Chaulnes, tho
important railway town in the heart
of the Somme battle front and the
key to the southern line of the German salient, has been captured by the
allies. The capture was effected.by
Australian and Canadian troops. '
;
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Jewett Fire
Brick.
Storage, coal and

all kinds of wood.

Phone

.251

Every dollar in War Savings Stamps
or a Liberty Uotid gives the kaiser a

chill.

Try the Want Ad Way
"A look inside

The Hoover,"
Note the Hoover
Heating-Sweepin-

g

lirush driven by
a belt from the
'
electric

motor.

Beats, Sweeps, Suction Cleans
other vacuum cleaners rely mainly upon
suction alone. Only The Hoover
beats out imbedded grit and thoroughly sweeps
carpctings besides doing what the Others do,
using suction to withdraw the dirt,

ALL

1

m. W -i-

r

iMPIil

Mill

Only The Hoover has a soft-- h
a i r .Beating - Sweeping

Brush not stationary like
a pushbroom, not slowly revolved by floor rollers like
in nrrlinarv
not weakly propelled by air
powenuny ana
but
sneedilyrevolved, over 1,- 000 times a minute, by a
belt from the strong electric
motor.
.
camet-sweeper- s,

The Only J00 Per
Cent
Dirt-Gett-

er

This patented Hoover Brush
vibrates loose and shakes to
the surface every particle of,
d
sand, grjt
and dirt. At the same time
the brush thoroughly sweeps
the nap clean of even the
stubbornest
clining lint,
hairs, threads and litter.
Powerful suction dustlessly
withdraws this loosened
dirt, along with all other J
surface dirt, into a dust-tig"
bag.
In no other way can your
rugs .and carpets be more
deeply-imbedde-

tar

a

doctors decided

Only The Hoover

SLAIN

BRITISH AND FRENCH
CONSULS RELEASED

IT

Canton, Ohio. "I suffered from n
female trouble which caused mo much
Buffering, and two

to-Ji- is

El l'aso, Tex., Aug.
passengers and forty soldiers of the
train guard of fifty men were killed,
and seventy soldiers and civilians
wounded when the northbound train
on the Mexican Central railroad was
held up at Consuelo, Chihuahua, fifty
miles south of Chihuahua City, Mex.,
at 2 p. m., Saturday. The outrage was
committed by Villa followers under'
command of Martin Lopez. The pas-- j
sengers left alive and tho bodies ofi
the dead were stripped of their cloth-- 1
lug and valuables, even the women;
and children being forced to disrobe,
surrendered.
The alarm was sent to Chihuahua;
(
That was only one of the many
by members of tho train crew, who.
where Hritish cav;alry ha;l tnade
their escape by uncoupling the
made thrilling charges with the tra- locomotive and
for tho ntxt:
ditional dash of the mounted forces. telegraph station. raring
A second
The battle Is progressing at thl train, carrying a strong force military!
of sol- hour from one end of the lino to the diers was rushed to the scene and,
other, and the most favorable result!) the pursuit of the bandits at once be-- j
are reported everywhere for the
gan. This train returned to Chihuahua'
today bringing the survivors of tho mas-- 1

g,

Ml

--

.

ht

.

-
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Broom
than
or
carpet
ordinary
sweeping
swepnitiL' won't rid the car-petings of rriore than half
the dirt without beating, as
you well know. And suction,
no matter how strong it is
will only collect loose dirt
as a demonstration proves
half-cleane-

to

d.

Restores Colors
Straightens Nap

In addition to cleaning 100
per cent The Hoover brightens your carpetings and removes their dingy appearHoover
ance. The soft-haBrush does this by straightening the crushed nap and
restoring the matted pile to
its intended position.
ir

Guaranteed to
Save Your Rugs

The wrold's oldest, largest
and most successful makers
of electric cleaners guarantee The Hoover to prolong
the life of any oriental or
domestic rug or carpet.

Ix;t us demonstrate Tlie Hoover. Convenient terms If desired.
4 sizes one for every purse.

ALBUQUERQUE

GAS

&
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Albuquerque Morning Journal,

THREE

19 IS.'

Monday, August 12,

that they will ship not les-'- than 300
cars.
Indigestion
The, prolonged drouth that has existed practically all over the state has
been broken.
Tho condition of the
"I believe, tlhaniberlaln's Tablets hava
pastures is good, and while the grass Mved my life, writes Mrs.
Jlafjgie Coil,
is short almost the entire state has
Golden
City, Mo. "I had pains in my
had good rains and the prospects ars
Stomach so bad I
good for a supply of winter pasture
lor our stock.
thought I conld not
live. Onr doctor said
Peis. beans, grain, sorghum, millet
it was congestion of
and other dry farm crops are being
the stomach. I would
planted in those countries where the
rains were late In coming. Tn many
goto bed perfectly well
cases the planting may be too late for
and wake up in the
the crops to mature, but they will at
night as bad as 1 could
least produce some feed.
be and live. Our docs
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Paris, Aug. It.' Continued prog
ress wus made last night by the
Kronen on the right flunk of the al
lied front on the entire line be
tween the rivers Avre und Oise, the
war office announced today. French
troops captured the entire massif of
Boulogne La Orasse and penetrated
to the east of flus. six and
one-ha-

lf

mi lea east

of Montdidier.
vFurther south on the line the
French have penetrated the wooded
urea between the rivers Mutz and
Ojse. reaching In this region the en
and Oury
virons of La Berlicre
Moreull-Lamott- e
has been captured
and the French nile has been punn
ed two miles to the north of Chev

lineourt.
The text of the statement reads:
"During yesterday evening and last
night the Frftnch troops continued
their progress along the entire front
between the Avre and the Oise. They
captured the entire massir tf
Orasso and carried their
lines to the east of Bus.
"Further south they penntr.it !
the wooded region tetween the Alulz
and the Oise, reaching the outskirts
of La lierliere and Gury. Thy took
Moreuil-Lamott- e
and realized
nn
advance or three kilometers :n Me
to
the north of Chevriri:yiirt."
region
a

Tails, Aug. 11. The text of the
official communication Issued by the
war office tonight follows:
"Our troops have continued to gain
ground between the Avre and the
Uise, In spite of the resistance of the
enemy.
"To the south of the Avre we occupied Marquivillers and CMVill?rs
and have reached the line of Arman-cou- rt
and Tilloloy and progressed
north of
abont two
kilometers as far as the outskirts of
Further to the south
we enptured and passed the Milage of.
Ioye-Sur-Ma-

Canny-Sur-Mat-

z.

La Berllere.
'Between

V
the Matz and the Oise
our advance has assumed a more
pronounced character north of Chev
slncourt. Machemont and Cambionne
are ours.
"Army of the east: The artillery
nnd patrols have been very active on
the Struma and Vardar rivers and on
the Serbian front. An English detachment has made a successful raid on
the Bulgarian lines west of
,

JJoiran."
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of Honor

Attacks of

CROP OUTLOOKS

FLIPS FROM THE F1LLVMS

LEASED WIRE

MtNINa JOURNAL SPECIAL

LEAKED

AT THE THEATER--

W1REJ

Washington, Aug. 11. The army
casualty list, issued today, in four sections, shows:
Killed in action, 154; died of
wounds, 1C; died of accident and other
causes, 4; wounded
severely, Ttl;
wounded, desree undetermined,
63;
wounded slightly, 2; missing In action,
28. Total, 345.
Killed in Action.
I.ieuts. Oliver Ames. Boston, Mass.;
Franklin A. llarwood. Richmond, Va.;
Frank L. Young. Florence. Ala.; SerInil
flrn'v
geant Marcus Wnlent
Corporals William Carter, Erie, Pa.;
Aaron conen, Dubois, Pa.; Patrick A.
Cooke, Leisenrlng, Pa.; James Daley,
Paul C. Duron, Michigan
Chicago;
City, Ind.; George C. Duf field,
la.; Benjamin T. Francis.
Marlboro, Mass.; Harold O. Hallberg,
Kane, Pa.; Harry VV. Hammons. Malvern, la.; William 11. Horton, Cleveland; John It. Jarvis. Creston. la.;
Don H. Kitt, Los Amjelcs; Holla M.
"W
rv.if.i-iniNewman. Mabten Til
O'Donnell, Bradford. '.Mass.; Frank
11
K.IWHOn. ramn l.nrnrt
ClnronA
V. Shurtz, Baste Grove, la.': Allen B.
M
White. Chplsea
R. Goodridge, Philadelphia; Wagoner
n own ra uotschall, Douglass, Kans.;
if-

'

Dewey M.'Ilurser, McLean,'
A.

Bnrkett, Hombauer,

111.;

Mo.;

James
Harry

Til
Camohell .
fjircnnrt
Cirullo, Italy; Asa L. Collins, Kansas
.ho.-tttllmvv,,
i.eroy f. uaiev,
irty,
u : .Tnh
flnhin trpliinrl- Oliver
Kd wards', Clay, Ky.:
Dannie F.stcs,
Herman lauiknor,
letiviue. Am.;
Buffalo; Laverne 1',. Gitssy, Orient, la.;
flttllrM-uTinlnh C llrilmmof
In
Cornelius Grauer, New York; Walter
A. Muimeri, Dent, vi inn.;' Charles c,
X'
Hull lfort
Mnrrio
perin, New York; Francis F. Hein- :i Lrn.
nrw n .n
nurcK. na I n ( rp
. r1., el
limn
l,ri nlim
llli
c.
Kin
tiimwa, ia.; nurweii
itim V 1' ("nrl A liillliunn T ,i All
geles; Hugh B. Kaiser, Brooklyn;
V.
Ind.
Kcndull, Anderson,
Brewster Lathum, Klkton, Ky.; Edgar
U. Lea, Princeton, Ark.; Vito O.iLIdd,
Vl'ii-I'ltnlv
Ti.ruu., Clli"
.itfli'oti
James L. I.undy, Baltimore; Patrick
McCarthy, New York; William T.
I

1

11

Mm-tni-

T

T

;

TODAY.

Ciwstal Opcia I!oiim
Dark
Lyric Tiii Mor Nell Shipmun and
Alfred Whitman starring "A Gent Ionian's Agreement," followed l,v a good
coinejy reel.
1M: thro Tlicater
Repentini; "I'fg-gyllyland as the star in 'titlu-i- Meii'j
To-also
"A
Daughlcr;"
S.Uees:e,"
a SuiiNhiiK' comedy of two reels.

Korono, New York; Lincoln Schlott,
Lincoln, i'a.; Aiaynnra it. .simpson,

Mass.;
court,
Falrview,
Joseph
walczak,
Buffalo; George K.
West, Oliver
springs, Tennessee;
Died of Wounds llccclvcd In
Action.
Sergeants Douglas I'rquhart, Ash- rieiu, Mass.; juen z.umer, ivionroe,
Alexander
Wis.;
Corporal
Loyd,

T.

.

not to speak of the excellentphotoplay

photography, are all that tho most exacting
taste can command.
This will b0 followed by repeating the reel of "World's Events."

in five reels.
It was written by E. Lloyd Sheldon
and directed by Carl ilarhaugh.
The management is repeating
tho Sunshine comedy of two reelstoday
entitled, "A Tight Squeeze."

ENLIST HOIS OF

Cross work-tiibl- o
on which hamlnees
of any length and width can be laid
out in quantity with mi electric cut-- )

II

TO ASSIST

St.

-

:

n

1

Joseph, Mo.; James (J.
Mason, Dublin, (la.; Privates John
P.
licll
Mprkpl. (Iscobt
:iw:tP(iltn
Iuly; A. Perglavannl, Italy; John

i

ii'.-'-

.

e

10

in on mm
Manual Training Students to
Make Tables, Splints and
Other Articles in Schools for

Resigns Arc Approved.
table to Do used in

A convalescent

the work of reconstructing disabled
men is sr light that it can be lifted
over the head b,v a nurse; when not in
use it folds

u

''completely, yet it is so
strong that work with tools can be
performed by the patient in bed. It is
so simple that boys in an advanced
wooKwoi-Kiusnop can make it irom
a drawing.
"We have already turned out quite
a lot of furniture for the Red, Cross
convalescent houses at the various
cantonments," said Roland.

Washington, Aug. 11. "Aside from
FIRST AMERICAN
.the Red Cross,
Hrnrtlo
C.
the usual artillery activity ulong the EHskri. Aln.. lrivnle
Vesle.'the day passed quietly In the (iwnie, South Sioux City, Neb.; Otto
sector occupied by our troops," said Koch, Ulemlale, X. y.; Albert M.
General Pershing's communique re Swanson, New Haven, Conn.
(By Fmlorok M. K1rbv, X. i:. A. Start
Jidlcd in Action.
celved tonight which covers the fightCorresixiiitieiu.)
FIELD ARMY HAS
Tlnnnnzn.
A.
Sertreants"
Bolo.
John
ing of Sunday,
Pittsburgh, Aug. 11. Tho age limArlt. ; Clifton V-- Campbell, Clarion, it for enlistment in the
be
is
to
army
la.; Sheridan Cardwell, Tlioinpson- - lowered to include boys of 0 years.
111
Paul H Winlnl'
vlllp
l.nll. Every schoolboy in the t'nitcd States,
sello, Ga.; William Shoemaker, Le- - lfl years or older, in to be asked to
BEEN ORGANIZED
A.
Itoscoe
Pa.;Wi'l.ird, enlist In tho arnjy fighting the Hun.
London, Aug. 11. Strong German highton,
;
Corporals t"'lar-enc- e
Nat at the front, of course. At the
attacks delivered with fresh reserves MountW.Carmel,-III.Allen. Turner's Kails.
work benches of all our manual trainand
Against the British nt Lihons
T?.
Hererthrfik. T.jitr,il,o ,.,
ing schools with the opening of the
north and south of that village were Georce
UU( KORNIN
JOURNAL IPICI1L LEASED WIKE!
C.
John
Bishop,
Chambersburg,
I'a.;
full
term the boys will get
in
Ger
with
and
the
the
repulsed,
figthing
i
iu. m. (jarsey, tiiocomp, Ala.; Dliver saw,
I.,, urn
;oin,v at rruncc,
to
and
hammer
nails
plane,
mans suffered great losses, according
help
ltansomvillp. NT Y
General Pershing win the war. Thev Aug. 11 (by the Associated Press).
to the British official communication A. Curtis,
Hays, Morning Sun, la.; Leo It. are going to build furnititrejiiul equip The first American field army has
Haig
received from Field Marshal
been
if Ih im,1
n,A '.t;,.a,.i
ivecK, (jresion,
ment i or
la.; Frank
Their products
this evening.
New
Ia. : Charles E. liih- - will includehospitals.
brilsido tables, work ta- command of General John J. Persh
The text of the communication betts, London.
bles for convalescents, wooden splints, ing, commander In chief of the AmerAssinippi, Mass.; Thomns Upfollows:
ican forces. Tho
ton, Salem, Mass.; Thomas D. Way, crutches and orthopedic
commanders
"'Thin, morning the eneni' delivered Kxline,
appliances, thus far announced corps
E. Winkler, cabinets, chairs, tables boxes,
are Major Gener
la.; ''Robert
Btroni? uttnr-kwith friilt tW v luionM
lamps,
Louisville, Ky.;
Jules M rugs,, work tables, and similar arti als Liggett, liullarit, Uundy, Reed,
Bugler
brought up from his reserves ngainst
una wrignt.
looter, Mo.; Musician Jacob cles.
the British positions at Lihons and ljunn,
The creation t( Ilia fitut fi.,1,1 .,.
Mass.:
Pelanz.
Mochnmr
Pittsficld.
The man who will Inspire and lead
to the south and north of that place. C. F.
Lee, Evlngton, Va.; i
es this army of
is F. W. Roland, Is the first step toward the coordin- "All these attacks have been reboys
vwirrea T. Arnutage, Idackiii'itin, head of the
of Industrial ouon oi an me American forces in
pulsed after severe fighting in which
Harry W. Arnold, Oltumva, education of department
the Schenley high school France.
our troops inflicted great losiseS" vpon Mass.;
Robert E. Baines, Jersey City; of
This does nol mean that the immela.;
one of the finest manthe enemy's advancing limv
diate withdrawal from the British and
liashalla, Italy; Ernest T. ual Pittsburgh,
in the country.
schools
"At one point, immediately (o the Joseph
training
Birch. Albee. S. !
French commands of ell American
John i: T!tt. u.
north of Lihons, Gerrmr.i assault ster.
Every School to A.d.
and it is probables that divisions
Miss.; Charles F.
Mr. Roland has been designated, units,
troops broke Into our posit King and uriggs, Meridian,
will
be used on the French and BritForest
Muss.;
John both by the Red Cross and the Sur
penetrated to the west sido of the Pull, Plymouth, Hills,
ish
fronts
for weeks yet.
Conn.; John CallaThere were then counter
geon general's office, to take charge
villages.
It is understood, however, that the
New York: John Cn f'l, T.;il. A or
manwork.
He
attacks with determination ): Our han.
this
is
a
preparing
of organizing other armies will
Charles, La.; Claude L. Chnstlan, ual which will be distributed
to all policy
troops, and In the course nf the Koshltonong.
bo carried out steadily.
Mo .:
f iVrrv mnnu-'- l
teachers in the coun
fierce fighting over the difficult Gouverneur, New Waller Maurice
training
A.
Yark;
try. Each school workshop will then
ground were driven back to the east Corbin, Boston; Patrick
Cunningham,
be asked to volunteer in the "RoV's SMALL BOY IS DROWNED
and i.orth o fthe
village.
New
S.
'
Robert
York;
MorKeller,
reand will be assigned certain
"Our line was completely
w. va.; Francis I. Kelly, Army,"
IN IRRIGATING
gantown,
DITCH
articles to make.
stored.
.ew
J.
jorK;
Kennedy,
"On the right of the British troops, ruffalo;
as young as ten years, in the
Boys
George
King,
Springfield,
In
forces
SPECIAL
French
CORRESPONDENCE TO MORNING JOURNAL1
acting
Mass.: Harrv F. Knr ao.,.,,..., fifth grade, who aro just 'starting
with them have made progress southN.
Jf
shop work, will make such simple
Soccrio,
Aug. 11, The
Pa.;
Paul
Kokoszka,
Chicago;
west and south of Loye.
as
be
wooden
son .of Mr. and Mrs. Phll- to
things
plain
splints
Robert E. Lee. Ensley, Ala.; Cash
"On the remainder of the British H.
used
in
nmon
the
of
Baca
was drowned
"over
this
there."
rospitals
7
Lonus.
,
-Pi ,
uaiuro Boys in the higher classes will make In an Irrigation ditchcitynear his home
front a few prisinfs have been C AlcSnprrv Kane
L
knnh
more
our
captured by
complicated furniture and in the today. The boy had been
patrols during the John S. MacDuff, Cambridge
for
Springs, high schools substantial furnitWe of several nours. When his missing be
clay.
,
parents
uiuii iviurasco, jjanoury. Conn
be
all
will
turned
out.
came
types
alarmed
to
as
his whereabouts
Emmett L. Martin, Barnesville, Ga
Director Boland is a
at this and stalled a senrch, they found his
John T. O'Brien, Brooklyn;
William work. He has Invented genius
GERMAN
a
dozen dif- oody at the bottom of
L. Olson, Fort
the stream
Dodge, Ia.; Claude ferent types of furniture and
appli Hue to the heavy rains which have
Pahlman,
Jericoe Springs,
Mo
ances
tY MORNINC JOUWN'L SPEClAw vEABBO WIRB1
to
In
he
used
Red
and
hospitals
been falling lately, the ditch was
Charles E. Park. Earlington, Kans
Jierlln, Aug. 11 (via London). The Kolsta
New London, Conn : Cross work. He has designed a Red filled with water.
v
official communication Issued by the Nicholas Piaski, New
Pitt,
'York; Melville
war of rice today follows:
New York;
Frank Saviano
"Between the Yser and the Ancre Prince,
the fighting activity decreased dur- Plainville,Ia.;Conn.; Irvln Ij. Sears.
Edgar Thompson, Kirks-villing the day, but was revived at many
Mo.; James Gr Vaughn. Waterlipolntu in the evening. Strong enemy oo, Ia.; Sergeanits
Harry W. Marson,
thrusts on both sides of the Lys were Waterloo, Ia.; Alexander
Shanoff,
repulsed,
Corporals John Conna- "On the battle front the enemy has., Philadelphia;
rozzi. New York; Charles A. Groulx,
extended nis attacks as far as the Oise. Ogdensburg, N. Y. ; Henrv E.
Hopp,
"Between the Ancre nnd the Som-Tn- e Mason City,
la.; Robert P, Lachlan,
they collapsed before our lines. Dry Ridge, Ky.;
R, Mitchell,
Uirectly south: of the Somme the en- Holdredge, Neb.; George
Phillips,
emy Infantry remained inactive after Cray's Landing, Pa.; Henry
a.Homer
their failures on August 9. Strong parLawrence
KGainesville,
Fla.;
tial attacks of the enemy near Jialn-cou- rt .Thompson, Thurman, N.
C; Privates
and against Lihons failed as the Edward Brennan, Long Island,
N. Y.;
result of our fire and In counter
Joseph Gibson Dale. Iinsford. Pa.;
Edward J. Genz, Elizabeth, N. J.;
"The main strength of the attacks Floyd N. Girton. Waldron. Ark.; Ed-tyesterday were directed against our
W. Hall, Chapman. Ala.; Clayton
front between the Ancre and the Avre Hammonds,
Gate City, Va,; Ira W.
"ruRtttHmMikCn"
In the fluctuating battle against the Holman. Moravlii.
Tn
.Tnhn T
V
masses of armored cars the unshak- - New York;
Moses,
Harvey
Raymond
able- attacking strength of our infanTamaqua, Pa.; Joseph Pray.
try again made Itself fully- felt at this
Calif.; George J. Silvoy, South
(There"was a big demand
oldest paint ".housea'in thff s
poirtt. On many occasions the enemy's bethlehem, Pa.; Collins Daniel Thomfor a clear, transparent varassaults broke down even as a result as, Smithport. Pa.; Sasscl Vinson, St,
country.
tire;
ui our
Louis; Clarence Waters, Arcadia, Tex.
nish that would resist sun"Before the sector of a single divisDied of Wounds.
Cosmolac Is a tough, elastic
ion alone more than forty armored
shine," snow,' rain.' hot and
Corporals Dan Broughton, Hurrl-can'
car are lying destroyed.
Ala.: Merle w
finish fox, any surface rewo
cold soapy .water,' etc. This
"Between the Avre and the Oise the Seattle, Wash.; Privates William A.
varnish j either Inquiring
enemy, after violent artillery prepa- Allen, Boston; John Howard, Bresse,
perfect J varnishl mustnot
ration made strong attacks against N. x,; Clarence Colburn, Toledo, O.:
or
doors
outfit is perfectly
r- .
our old positions from Montdidier as Alfred B. Cole. Now ua
crack,"' scratch nor bruise
not
far as OtitheHil." He was not able Joe Hodge Phoenix, Ala.; Henry
transparentfandfdoes
jwhite. It must be as strong1
to reach our new fighting line east
Toronto, Canada; Jay H
-.
underaffect
fof
the
Jcolor
of Montdidier, which we announced Wilson, Thompson, O.
as an extremely thin sheet
Died of Accident and Other Canses.
coats,'-woo-d
letter- -'
yesterday.
grains,
-of steel as dear as plate
Sergeant
"Our rear guards receiving the enDouglas Connallv, Lyle
ing, striping, or any decora
emy in our old positions with a strong College, Park, Ga.; Privates Michael
glass -- to protect and prefire and then yielded, fighting bevond Koskoska, Chicago; Charles U Rosoll.
tion.
'well
serve as
the line of Ia KoishierH. Hainuvillers, Wellsville, N. Y.
as beautify'.
Klllcil tn Aetlnn
Klequcnourg and Marest.
WhenTyou needvami8li,
Louis
A.
been
has
Corporals
"There
very lively aerial
Gemuent, Akron
Eventually Cosmolac ; was ' aslc for Cosmolac "with!
ectivltv over the battle field. We have O.; Ora A. Sweet, Crocket, Calif.; Prihot down twenty-thre- e
more enemy vates William M. Myers, Antrim, N.
discovered J byi one.ofithe
the rnan on the can.'
Blrnlanes and one captive balloon.
H.; Lloyt Parker, Hamilton,. Wash.;
"
"On the Vesle the enemv was re- Henry Crlchman,
Anderson,
Ind.;
SALE 15 Y
FOR
pulsed between Fismcs and Courland- - Milton ,C. Stevenson, Fairmount, N. D.
J. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBER CO.
on.
n'iHl of Wounds.
"In Champagne, west of the Bonn
Sergeant Fred Rogers, Ensley, Ala.
.
ALBtQt'EKQI E, a. M.
Died of Accident.
road there were local
Sergeant George F. eBrownlng, Abengagements In which w- took -proerdeen, Wfteh. '
filers,"'

BRITISH.
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GOOD. SAYS

w.-r-

THE "I."
It was Abraham Lincoln who expressed the opinion to Airs. Harriet
uteoner tove that her lioel;
Tom's Cabin." published i!i
s.r.2.
brought on tho civil war. It cerlainly
cuused such a commotion as eventual-iv
resulted in the abolition of
in this country. A plctui ization slaveiy
of this
famous story, with Marguerite Clark
in the roles of little Eva and Topsy,
will be shown at the "IS" theater
for
the last time today.
AT TI1R PASTIME.
The story us outlined in Mrs. Stowe's
"Other Men's Danglm rs" is the title
book, has been scrupulously followed rolo of the new play in which' Miss
by J. Senrle Dawson, the director am) Pecay llyland .the William Fox star
none of its beauty or interest has been will bo seen at the Pastime theater
sacrificed. It is needless to toll the for the lust time today.
The story is full of notion and snap
story, for who has not read
Mrs.
Stowe's immortal novel? It is suffi- and gives Miss Hvland a far better
cient to say, perhaps, that from the opportunity to display her ability
time when Cnele Tom, Eva and Topsy than anv other plav in which she h is
aro introduced, until the final- scene appeared. "Other Men's Daughters" is
fades out, there is continuous action, a photoplay that mirrors the feeling
expectancy, thrill- and heart appeal nnd attitude of gay fathers when some
Of a quality seldom
other man trifles with their daughconveyed by anv ters.
IT is crowded with
motion picture.
thrilling inMiss Clark is admirably stppportcd cidents and keeps Miss llvland on the
jump all the time to cover the ground
while the direction of the
AT

T i

Or-vil- le

Till" IA IMC.
Mystified fit the silence of his
sweetheart who promissd 10 wait for
t
to make his
him when Jic went
fortune, Allen Hparso was .pccding
back home to learn why she hail
cea.-e- d
I'nissnig into New
York City, a man fulif from a ferry-bouml SuurgOi leui-ininto the water, saves his life. Thai nighl in his
hold he receive:; a leu,.,. fvo;:1 nK.
man staling that under a:i ate-i- at lawlie held lumsell Ins n y.
ond
slave and that Kpuriro h:,, absolute
over the rcinai'i ler of Irs life
The following day, :;i.uL.
passe-the church he and his sweet iu a ri
attended in time to
ler emert'e
the bride of the man v.iio:., liie he
had saved the day before and who had
Pledged him absolute control over bis
life and all he possessed. This is the
powerful theme of 'A Gentleman's
Agreement," tho Vitagraph lilue Ribbon feature which will
seen al the
Lyric theater today on'y. Noll Ship-maand Alfred Whitman ore the featured players.
The above will be followed l.v a one-recomedy.
AT

"IV Theater Itrpcating again today, the film pioiliiction of "Civle
Tom's Cabin," with Marguerite Clark
in the title role; also the "World's
Events" reel.

1
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FEDERAL BUREAU
Department of Agriculture in
Connection With Agricultur
al College Shows Conditions
Good in State.
t.PECIAL

COBHF9W1NDINO
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Swollen Arroyos Unit Tourist.
Santa
So tremendous
Aug. 11.
was the downpour on the divide between Santa Fe and Itoswell that
several motor parties on the way to
the lower TVcos valley had to turn
back because arroyos. which have
been dry us n booe for years, were
running bankfull and Suit Creek wus
so high that It. could not be forded.
The Hondo also ran a big st renin of
water. One of the returning part'es
brought word that an u'litoiui.nile
going down the .'.ipitan mountain
divide was overturned and under it
was pinned the son of Fred A.
of Artcsia.
The bov died of
l::s injuries.

State College, N. M., Aug. 11. The
T'nitcd Stales bureau of crop estimates
in its August cron report Issued for
publication through the office of It.
F. Hare, field agent here, forecasts
a production-froconditions existing
of 3, ATI, 000 bushels of corn,
August
or an increase over last year of" 14.4
per cent; 3.439,000 bnsheis of wheat
or an increase of 24.9 per cent over
last year's production; 1,4 50,000 bushels of oats, or nn increase of T.4 per
cent; 4.14.000 bushels of barley, or 18
per cent increase over lust year's crop
For the United Stales the corn production 1st estimated nt '.Sfifl.OOO.OOO
bushels less
bushels, or lT,.ri05,000
than last year; tho wheat production
at RTS.S.IT.OOO bushels, or 22S, 000,000
bushels nioic than last year; the oat
17 TTT.000 bushels,
production nt
or l.ri9, 509.000 bushels less than last
year; tho barley production nt 2.12,-14,000 bushels, or 21. 739, 000 bushels
more than last year: be rye production at 7(!.r.34,000 bushels, or 111, 409,1
000 bushels more than last year; the
buckwheat, nt 19,71.1,000 bushels, or
2,255,000 bushels more than last year.
These figures show a decrease in
all grains mentioned
of 59.524,000
bushels from last ylar's production.
The New Mexico potato crop is estimated at 971,000 bushels, compared
to 1, 2711.000 bushels last year. For
the entire United States the production of potatoes is estimated at
or 51,4S1,000
bushels less
than hint year. I,ast year's potato
crop was nn unusually heavy one, and
the low price of potntoeu in the st.it t
and nation undoubtedly accounts for
this reduction In production. Last
year New- Mexico htiil 11.000 acres of
potatoes planted, while this year Ihe
acreage amounts to only 10 .000. with
a condition on August 1 of the two
years about the same.
The Now Mexico hay cron will bo
3.12,000 tons, or 5,200 tons less Hum
last year's production.
For the entire United Plates the liny
production is estlmaled at, 99. (MS, 000
tons, as compared with 94,950,000 tons
'
last year.
Tho condition of tho fruit in New
Mexico has Improved since the July
New .Mexico will probably
report.
ship boo cars of apples ami fifty cars
of pears. The peach cron is In fair
condition in parts of the state, but, the
nerenge is not large enough for car
shipments.
The cnntelnupe crop In New Mexico
is in good condition.
In l)onii Ana
county where the commercial crop Is
grown, tho farmers aro
estimating
1
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PATTERNS to be
used for the new
materials make delightful gowns that
the woman who
lives on her, war
income cannot resist, but can afford.
All the McCall
are new and
distinctive.
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Allow

the Hun to Terrorize
the World?

-

How much longer are you willing to
permit the arro-gabestial brute of Berlin and the bloodthirsty Huns
to COI?ue the!r work of sinking hospital
ships and
unarmed merchantmen and trying to fasten the yoke
of Prussianism on the entire world?
nt

e,

It Took Years

.

To Find

Ra-bor- n,

Stop

s.

-

By joining the United States army.. YOU

means
every man who can assist in any manner, either in the
front line trenches, in some less hazardous position if
you are not able to shoulder a gun, or in some one of
ftitude of positions in the United States where
.war ,ork is being carried on."
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How Much Longer Will
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would do
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aid

no good to give medicine internally. H 9
hail to inject ruedicini)
in my arm. Since taking Chamberlain's
Tablets I can eat anything I want without
hurting me." Thia
form of Indigestion in
extremely painful and
often dangerous. By
taking Chamberlain's
Tablets after catin.y
and especially when
and weight in the stomach after eating,
the diaeasemay- be warded off and
avoided . Chamberlain's Tablets not on ly
aid digestion, but strengthen und invigCrow Clnh. orate the stomach.
t

N

.

U.

Army Is Open for
Enlistment in All Branches
S".

Call at Room 21, Grant Building, Albuquerque.

I

Albuquerque Morning Journal,

FOUR

GALjvtma

HAVE NO

NAVY MIDDLEW EIGHTS

CHICAGO TAKES

For Sixty Days Manufacturers Are Pledged
Their Normal
to Produce Only One-Haof
Tires.
Output

Monday, "August 12, 1918.
JiOYICB I'C.-- reBI.IL'ATION.
Di partmpnt uf trie Tntrnur, t.'. S band Of- fir at Santa Fe. N. M., July 3, 1:H8.
Nolice Is hereby given that Palroelnlu
N. M , who. on bpc
Murqurt, uf
H, lil-'- . made Homestead entry No. 1)17200,
f'ir nki-4- . sietiun 6. Tuwnshlp
Hange
N. M. P. Meridian, ha filed' untie uf
intcnttun to make five ypar Huin-nteaI'tnul frouf, to etabltsh claim to the land
Ken
abuv deecrlbed, before William C
nedy, U. 8. Commtmluner, at oeboyeta, N.
M
on Sept. 3. 11)18.
Claimant namt-- aa wltneKSee:
Mnrquez, uf MurqueB, K. M.:
JuramtlH.. of t)!.l, X.'M.; Munnrtu
llunieru. uf San Mateo, N. M. ; I'erniltll
Salazar, uf tltbo, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELCADO,
KeKlXef.

lf

E. E. BLISS
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firft game:

'

PiitMhiii'g'.i.
AH. K. II

Poorie. ss .
Bigbeo. If .
Cuicy, rf .,
Sotithworth. rf
'ntsha w, 2h .
Mollwitz. lb
McKechnie, ;!h
Schmidt, i' . .
Adams, ;n . .
Comstock, p..

.

.

STANDING

OF THE TEAMS

.

Klamllnrr

x

of teams
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SP illT ..
i.f.agi i:.
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Chicago
Pittsburgh
New York
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
Boston

3 RUNS

Hrooklyn
AMKKtCAN

4N

-

65

.500
.471

Flack,

4i),

r,7

.4(15
.4 17

Mann, If

T.

4"

til

.417

4rt

II

5

.41.".

fi:i
HI

Detroit
Philadelphia

-

I'd.
.k:,:i

HI

r,l

fi.'

4S

TiC

47
49

.'it

mokkvi journal iricuL
Washington, Aug. 11. With Shaw
pitching in good form Washington defeated Philadelphia. Score:

Philadelphia.

A B. R.

Acosta, rf .
Kopp. If
Walker, cf
Burns, lb
Gardner, 3b

Pick, ab
elder, 21)
Killlfer, c

Perkins,

c

Dykes, 2b
Pugan, ss
Adams, p
XJamieson,

.

H.

.4k:i
.4ti2

IKS

.
.

.

. .

.

.

TAKING

0

.

. .

24

r!

12

ab. n.

II. pn. a. K.
0

3

JOURNAL

tBV MORNIN

f,

0

i

'-

Totals

-

Score bv innings:

6 27 10

000 000
100 002

Philadelphia
Washington

0

00008

OOx

Davan
hit
Summary: Two-bas- e
Sacrifice hits Judge, Morgan. Double
pltiv Iavan to Judge. Bases on balls
Shaw 1; Adams 3. Hit tiy pitcher
Pv Adams (Morgan). Struck out By
Shaw 5.

.': t'lovt'lanil
Chicago
Cleveland, Autf. 11. Chicago
Cleveland split even in a double-headeScores First game:
Chicago.
A B. R. II. PO
Good, cf
Lelbold, If
K. Collins, 2b,
Oandil, lb
J. Collins, rf.
Weaver, bs
Pinelll. 3b ...
--

and

r.

.

c

.

Totals

IPICIAk LkAltD

Wll

40

6

1

1

17

7

fe
fat

r
H

,

i
4

'

Urn

;

Paulette,
Fisher,

33

3 12 27

18

4

St. Louis
fit. Louis, Mo., Aug. 11. Detroit
and St. Louis divided today's double
header. St. Louis winning the first
game and Detroit the second. First
game:
R. H. E.
Score:
2;

010 101
001 000

t

fc

.

6

8

3

10

3
?
a

1
3

BY

vr.i

lU

Totals

2005
0001

10

7

li
2

Lei-flel- d,

ENEMY

and is champion of the Cnited
Kddie
McCoorty for tho title recently.
When C.reb leaves the navy he will
find but few middleV.eights who can
ceriously dispute his claim to the
world championship, the most danger

States navy, having defeated

010 010 21x
Dauss and-

5

8

0
11

3

1

1

0

0
0

0
o
0

r.

1
.

.

0

.

1

'.

0

5

t'lm

Oroh, 3b
L. Magee, 2b
Sotish, cf
S. Magee, lb.
Nenle. If
Griffith, rf
Blackburne. ss.
Wingo, 'i
Eller, p

inn-Mi-

17

2

.

AB. Tt. H. PO. A. E.
4
3
3

.

.4
4
3
2

. . .

3

3 27 14
3
27
TotaW Score bv inninus:
000 2002
000
St. Louis
001 000 0023
Cincinnati
e
hits Paulette,
Summary:'
S. Mahits
Gonzales. Three-bas- e
PauStolen base
gee, Griffith.
Blackflies
Sacrifice
lette.
burne, r.etzel, Fisher, McHenry. Sacrifice flies Uoiish, Blackburne. Double plays Blackburne, I Magee, H.
Mageo (2); Griffith, Wingo; droll. L.
Magee. Bases on balls Off Eller 4;
Doak 4. Struck out By Kller 5; ly
Doak 1.
R.H. E.
Score Second game:
0
5 12
201 000 011
St. Louis
1
Two-bas-

000 001 002

WIRI

3 10

Gonzales;
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Aug. 11. Canada will he
by a military unit of
4,0tl0 men in the expedi-

tionary force which the allied governments will send to Siberia.
This was announced here tonight
by the dominion government which
promised a more detailed statement
within a short time.
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Chicago, Aug. 11. The Howard F.
a small excursion boat playing between Lincoln park and the munici
pal pier, was reported to have sunk
in the lake just outside the break
water late tonight. Boats from the
llfesaving station immediately set out
to look for any possible survivors.

On Hun Soil

Wl.

'

Qtmi.izT.L. Hin.es
Gen. J. L. Hines Is In command
division, U. S.
of the thirty-fift- h
army, which is fighting on German
soil in the Vosges, near the Swiss

border.

t
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On the French Front in .France,
Aug. 11. When the French troops
entered Montdidier at 12:30 o'clock

Saturday afternoon the ; Germans
had not yet completely evacuated the
town, clinging to the outskirts of
thi place with the help of machine

being
guns, some of which were detachserved bv the officers of the
been killments, all the men having
'
i '
ed or wounded.
are
pursuing
The French troops
their success and have now progressof
Montdidier,
east
gathering
ed far
up along the route thousandscanof
prisoners, together with enemy
non and machine guns. Harrassed by
nan
the French
cavalry, which were
pushed far ahead, the Germans
thrown into great disorder as tncj
sought to fall buck. In he wae of
the cavalry came armored cars wunautomatic guns which scattered t i
reror and destruction amongst tno enwas
treating foe. The enemy
gaged in a desperate effort along
the roads to the rear, crowded with
masses of men und material, seeking
himself from the
to disengage
French pursuit.
Further south the urencn army
on the rignt conu.iucu eiium in en
sure, taking, the heights of
Grasse. At the end of the
day yesterday the French held the
Bouiogne-i.of
front
Orvillers,
'ots,
Grasse, La Poste, Conchy-Lesta Meuville, p.iermont, Le Plessier
and Chevrincou: t.
The French fcttillery has under
its fire important enemy concentrations of men and material retreating
near Noyon and Guiscard.
Everything tei d to confirm the
impression that a groat victory lias
been won.
-l

was permitted to' fight a few main
a
bouts, uStur winch tho manager,
l'iltsburirher with more en rgy than
judgment booked him for everything
he could get. Oftentimes his bouts
wore f.o fretment thut. ClrHi scarcely
had time enough to get bis meals between fights.
(!ieb joined the navy this spring
soon after Ktblie McCoorty, who had
pulled a sensational comeback, put on
tho blue. A match was quickly made
between the two for the championship
of that branch of the service, and Greb
won a decisioh in twelve rounds.

A.

4r4V)

Wallace nesseluen

General Contractor
We are In a position to five
more value for the money than
H
any other BUU.UINO HUM
this vicinity.
Office With

The Superior Lumber & Mill Co.
PHONE

877

.44444

DUKE CITY

1
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AHU LANDF!) AT POUT

Washington, Aug. 11. Coming to
the surface in the midst of a fleet of
s
off the
.lining .schooneiVi
coast, a German submarine
totlav sank nine vessels of the fleet,
tho navy department tonight announced. The schooners sunk include
the Kate Palmer, the Ainita May, the
Reliance, the Starbuck and the Progress. The names o fthe other four
ships were not contained in the navy
department dispatches.
Four survivors from the crew of the
Kate Palmer were picked up by the
fishing schooner Helen Mtirley and
have reached port In safety. No information had been obtained by the
navy department tonight as to the
fate of the crews of the other schoon
ers.
After the crews of the Kate Palmer
the
submarine
had been taken aboard
anil held prisoners for an hour, they
were set adrift in n small boat.
Massa-ciiusett-

VTTAt'K IS lll'.l'OlM FI) OX
I'OI U OTIIF.Il sciiooxr.tts

Atlantic Port, Aug: 11. The
auxiliary fishing schooner Gleaner arrived lute tonight and reported an attack by a submarine on four other
fishing vessel!! off the southerly edge
of George's Hanks Saturday afternoon

TO THE JOURNAL

Tobacco Fun d
How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!
guarantees to WHW
By special arrangement The Jotirnt.1
tobacco manufacturers two dollars
through an arrangement withdollar
subscribed, to our soldiers In
worth of tobacco, for every
France and on the way to France.
The packages (ROc worth of tobacco) are put up In attractiye
postal
In every package w. put a return
patriotic packages.
that you will get word back from
with your name and address- -o
subscribe
as
ii sent
you
soldiers
as
from
many
battlefields
the
places.

IS MIGHTY SCARCE
Near the Trenches.

TOBACCO

An

FLU SPREADS
Captain Edward A. Proctor, of the
seshoon-e- r
saw one
OVER ALL OF EUROPE Gleanor
say
disappear I,nt was unable to veswhat became of the other three
he
he
said
same
sels.
morning
That
(llv Newsimiior I!iitcrnrlse Ass'n.)
1
heard gun fire but it was so far away
London.
Ana.
do"Spanish 'flu," as it is called is ho could see nothing of the vessel
spreading- throughout Europe.
ing the filing.
In Kurone alone thera have been
more than tint) deaths from the disease N. M. C. WAREHOUSE
in less than two months. One week in
July the deaths in London reached
AND WATER TANK AT
287.
Quinine iueuea are common
sights.
ESTANCIA DESTROYED
The Fourth and Sixth German
armies were out of the fighting for
pJRRCIAL DISPATCH TO MORNINA JOURNAL!
weeks with the disease and great flu
tCstnncia, N. M.. Aug. 11. Fire decamps'' have been Jistublished in Bel
gium and France, where the Germans stroyed the New Mexico Central warewere sont to receive treatment and house at the depot, also the water
All the
to prevent the d isease i rom spreading tank, here this afternoon.
tools used In repairing engines were
through the Hun armies.
these
loss
of
two
the
and
warehouse
in
the
Many deaths occurred In these
German armies and. other German will discommode the company until
The origin of
units. Few cases have been reported they can be replaced.
in the fire has not been determined.
so' far anions; the allied armies
France, but the civilian population of
A heavy rain throughout the
France is suffering greatly, as are tho
people of Spain and Portugal.
valley last Thursday has given
In Britain tho disease is not con- the bean farmers new hope. Crops
fined to London. The country districts are looklnc fine, much better. In fact,
and other cities suffer greatly. In than they did last year at this time.
Leeds.
Herts, Kgham,
Manchester,
Sntr.irllo ami Swastika are mined in
Sheffield and Birmingham certain
schools and factories t have, been th3 largest ronl fields In New Mexico,
closed.
Must modern machinery nsotl In lis
l.t'MBF.K
Perhaps the greatest toll, if reports pieiiamlioii. GIHNON-FAare to he believed Is Wing taken by COMPAN Y. Phone S3H. ,
the epidemic in Austria, also victim of
cholera,
and diseases arising from
'Journal wants bring results.
malnutrition. The number of cases In
Austria is reported to be reckoned In
.
thousands.
Spanish "flu" in its symptoms Is
much like what the Americans call
gi'ippe. Hut It Is more severe and ofPaliite, Oils, Class, Mnithold Rooflm
'
'
ten fatal.
.'
and Building Paper.
In Ilussia both "Spanish- flu" and
have claimed hundreds of vic- J. C. BALDRIDGE
LUMBER
tims and are both spreading.:'
COMPANY
.
Join the Two-b- it
Club.
SPANISH

Copper

--

Bf SUB

d

STEAMER.
SINKS IN THE LAKE

EXCURSION

BRITISH

IRARRR
11

v

NEAR NANTUCKET

CLAIM DF FRENCH

u

EXPEDITION

s

Freed.
Alleged Train
Santa Fe, Aug. 11. Four persons
arrested in Springer on the charge of THE WM. FARft COMPANY
placing an obstruction On the Santa
and Betal! Dealers la
Fe railroad track near Colmor with Wholesale
FRESH AND SALT MEATS
the intent of wrecking westbound
Sausage a Specialt
passenger train No. 1. were found to For Cattle and Hogs the Bolliif
have been put off a freight train by
Market Prices Are TaM
the trainmen and finding a signal torpedo bad merely put it ou the track
to bring No. 1 to a stop so they could
proceed on their journey. The case
was dismissed upon the promise of the
defendants, two of them being citiGleaners-Hatte- rs
zens of Mexico, and the other two
boys named Garcia and Maestes,
IRY MORNINO JOURNAL RPRCIAL LEAIIO WIRR1
would
hunt
that
they
Phone 4H.
320 West Gold.
Nantucket, .Mass., Aug. 1.: Nine
were sunk off themselves a steady job.
schooners
fishing
George's Hank today by a German
submarine, a naval scout boat which
put In here tonight reported.
Th scout boat picked up word
of the raid from the auxiliary fishing schooner Helen Mtirley. which
had rescued fiur survivors anil was
Hanks
taking them to port. George's
are sixty miles off this Island.
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ous of whom would be Mike Ci'Dowd,
who has claimed the American title
since, iiis defeat of Al McCoy.
(!reb lias had a hard row to lioe
si lit o lie broke into the boxing game,
lie broke In as a preliminary boy in
Pittsburgh one night when another bo
didn't show up.
firob's father didn't think mm h of
the fighting game und after bis early
engagements Harry could usually look
forward to a walloping at home,
whether he got one in the ring or not.
As tho youngster gained reputation
he gradually moved forward until he

I, I'l UMAX.

It's only a topple, of years ago that
the boxing world bei;.ni to think much
about tho fighting ability of Harry
idrcl... the Pittsburgh middleweight
Since that time the Smoky City
gent has balthd bis way through

1

AIRPLANES

DOWNED
tRV

0

.

Batteries: Packard und
Ltique and Wingo.

Washington, Aug. It. Casualties In
the army and marine corps overseas
made public today aggregated 4 32,
bringing the total for the week to
4.H16 and the total since American
troops landed in France to 20.112.
In the 20,112 casualties total deaths
including I'.tl lost at sea. men killed
in action, died of wounds, disease, ac
cldeitt and other muses, numbered
7,71(1
soldiers, 6.883; marines, 833.
The wounded aggregated 10,874
soldiers, 9.048; marines. 1.826; and
the missing, including: prisoners 1,522
soldiers, 1,431; marines, 91.
Of the week's increase, deaths from
all causes aggregated 1.572 as compared, with 651 the week before." The
wounded numbered 2.610 compared
with 732 the previous week and the
missing and prisoners 734 compared
with seventy-fou- r
the week before.
While the proportion of the deaths
for the week ns compared iwth the
wounded was large, attention was
called today to the fact that the casualties being reported now by General
Pershing represent an accumulation
as the result of the fighting which
began July 15.
61
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London. Saturday A".
Batteries:
Stanage; one German airplanes were accounted
'
for
by the British Friday, August 9,
Wright, Houck and Severeld.
the second day of the allied offensive
tt ws nffieialR' announced toniuht.
Church McX'ts In Santa Fe.
Thirty-nin- e
of these were destroyed!
Santa Fe, Aug. 11. Two big state- and twtnly-tw- n
driven down out or
wide 'church conferences are to be control. Twenty-thre- o
maBritish
of
latter
the
Fe
Santa
In
part
held
chines are missing.
conference
The
Methodist
September.
for the tate will convene on Septem- n
To Show New Mexico PixmIucIm.
ber 18. The New Mexico Presbyter-IaSanta Fe, Aur. 11. New Mexico
synod will likely meet In Santa farm
It
agents and county agents in
Fe the last week in September.
was to have met In Silver City but cir- conference at the state college, have
to assist In getting together
cumstances have arisen whioh have agreed
a fine evhihlt of New Mexico Droducts
congregation 'to
caused the Sliver City enlertnlM
lie .nliwuA with the exhibit Of the
the
to waive its right to
Kvnod this year and Santa Fe Is con- - El Paso chamber of commorce at the
' "
iv.i....
sldered as tne mosi iiseiy pmue iu no jiiieiuuiiuiui own
tlon at Kafsas City in October,
designated for the meeting.
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0" 200 102
010 001 010

ss.

Mcllenry, If
Hcatheote, cf
( Ion znles, c
Doak, p

represented
MONNINO

Batteries: Kallio and Spencer;
Davenport and Nunamaker.
R. H. E.
Second game, score:
2
000 000 2002 11
Detroit
1

u

b,

Hornsby, ss
Crimes, lb

Int

Han for O'Neill In seventh.
Batted for Coumbe in seventh.
zzz Batted for Enzniann in ninth.
Score by innings:;
..101 020 200 C
Chicago
200 001 0003
Cleveland
Two-bas- e
hits Good,
Summary:
hits Turner,
Sacrifice
Johnston.
Sacrifice
Speaker.
fly
Chapman.
Ease on balls Off Cicotte 1. Struck
out By Cicotte 1, Coveleskie 1,
Coumbe 1. Innings pitched Coveleskie 4, Coumbe 3. Enzmann 2.
R. H. E.
Second game:
101110 1005 15 1
Chicago
101 000 0046 10 1
Cleveland
Batteries: Shellenback, Kitssell ami
Jacobs, Schalk: McQuillan, Enzmann,
Morton and O'Neill.

St. Louis

1

Ottawa,

iz

Detroit

tt

0

E

NUMBER

Totals

Detroit

I

0
0

Cincinnati

.

t

'

4
3
3
4

O'Neill, o . . .
Thomas, c . .
Coveleskie, p
Coumbe, p .
Knzmann, p .
zEvuns . ...
zzBeecher . .
. ,
zzzBaghy

'

K10
Ml"i

A

Anderson, rf
Betzel, 3 b

CASUALTIES TO

1

Cleveland.

Johnston, lb
Turner, 3b . .

'i

.

SI.

.

Graney, If
Chapman, ss
Speaker, cf
Koth, rf
Wood, 2b

Si

.

('iiiclniiali
Cincinnati, Aug. II. In a. double-headCincinnati won the first game
and the second went to St. l,ouis.
Score, first game:

AB. It. H. PO. A

M

mtk&Ajt 1

2
fi
1

.

M.

rrtANCisco ijei.oado,

Wall Paper

3

.

M. : Tatrlclo
Correo.
N. M : Samuel Oar.
X. M.; ouiniuiu
.a.M..,

f Hudson

PC).
0
0 '

St. I .on la

Franco-America-

Lavan, s
Ainsmith, c
'f.haw, p . .

"i

10

24

7

.

.

4.ieet'N.

444.4,44V
3

1

.

A

Reglntef.

r,

.

SeboA-'eta-

of
uf Sebuyeta,

Mayer and Schmidt;
Vaughn, Carter and Killtfer.

With the AmeVienn Army on the
Vesle Front. Aug. 11 (S p. m. By the
Associated
Press). The Oermans
made two artillery attacks against
n
the
troops on the
Vesle front, but the allied troops
counter-attacke- d
so vigorously
that
the nermann did not launch tin in- fan try attack.
The struggle for tMr- retention of
I'ismette, on the northern bank of the
Vesle near Kismes has developed vir
tually into a continuous fight. The
Americans, however, are holding the
tipper hand, noihwithstanding the
German attempts to dislodge them.
In the region of Flsmette the Amer- icans Friday captured a
Cernian. lie minted out snipers and
machine eun nests and the artillery
soon wiped them out. This German
assisted the Americans in caring for
the wounded.
The German was wounded this afternoon by a German machine gun
bullet. He was taken to a hospital.
A wvjtindetl
private from Kismette
said about fifty German prisoners in
a collar in Fismett were killed by a
German ins attack Saturday night.
jThey had lost their gas masks.lavish-ll- y
The Germans are using gas
and the French and Americans are
reciprocating.
The Americans bold the outskirts of
Flsmette. There also are many troops
within tho village.
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Pittsburgh
Batteries:

1

.

l

0

t,

Clalmart nnmeR
V P Harrington,

Cliicngo
hit Cutsliaw.
Summary: Two-hu- s
Stolen liases 4 'urey 2), Sotithworth,
Molhvitz, Mann. Sacrifice hit Mann.
Sacrifica fly Pick. Double play
Doiurlas to Zeitlir. Hasca on balls-t- ifflioiiclas 4. off Adams 1, off Cornstork 1. Innings pitched P,y Adams
3.
out ny
StriK k
"), by Comstock
2,
by Cumstock
Douglas 6 v Adams
as.
2. Winning jiitcher-DouglH. II. K.
Score Second game:

.
.

p

0

Pittsburgh

.44.1
,4 3 4

l'.4

CARE DF WOUNDED

Washington.

Cicotte,

:!

0

S
.

Chicago

27
Totals
x hutted for Adams

('chalk,

IN

4
4

Score bv innings:

PC). A. E.

.

0

i
tt
ti
it

:t r

.

GERMAN ASSISTS

4

.

2
4

.

Paskort, cf
Merkle, lb
Barber, lb

l.a.c o wimi

t.r

1

1

3

Iouglas, (
.fit!".
c.
r.
.f.r.2
Totals
z
.510
Patted for Comstock in ninth.
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Chicago, Aug.
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SENATORS

NOTICE F01 TTBUCATIOM,
e
Department uf the Intaitor, i:. s. Land
N. M.. July IS, If 18.
ut Santa
Nolle Is hereby given that Estevall C.
Chaves, (if Sebuyeta, N. M., who. on Oct. 4,
l7al0. fur
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SHAW'S PITCHING

Hero of

is

Nine; Doupjas
Initial Contest,

Goodyear Service

CIS

SECOND

League Loaders Divide Doubk
Header .. With
Pittsburgh

Kelly-Springfie- ld

a

WITH CHAMPION GREB

FIRST GAME MD

-

LUMBER

...

FROM UtVIN COBB'S "PATHS OF ttlORT"
"As I recall now, we had come through the gate of the school
house to where the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across the battlefront brought
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew full well.
" Tou get It, I see,' said the German officer, who stood alongside of me. "It comes from three miles off, but you can get It five
miles when the wind Is strong' and he waved his left arm toward
It as though the scent had been a visible thing. 'That explains whJT
tobacco is so scarce with us along the staff back yonder in Laon.
"All the tobacco which can be spared le sent to the men In the
.front trenches. As long as they smoke and keep on smoking the?

ean stand that."

-

No Matter How Small

the Amount Send It In.

Our boys are going to need tobacco In great quantities. Fill out
the coupon now Today Is None Too Soon and make It generousi
Bring It, or mall It, to The Journal Office.
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HAIG'S DRIVE FORESTALL
HUNS' 'FINAL OFFENSIVE

FOR

GDVEfl

I

MET

Reviews

WHERE HAIG HIT HUNS

Retirement of Foe on
Line Hastened

Work of

to Nominate
Republicans
Him for a Second Term.
Santa

Fe. A"e

TO

11.

MORN1N4 JOUNNALl

In an open

New Mexico' Gov. W. E. Undsey j
last Saturday formally announced his j
candidacy for the republican nomi
nation tor governor. The letter says:
"The lamented and untimely death
of Gov. E. C. de Baca, at almost the
inception of his term of office, elevated me to the office of chief ewu-tiv- e
of the state at the beginning of
the Inst third of a general session of
the legislature, which adopted resolutions and enacted legislation of
consequence to the people
of the state.
"Among such resolutions is that
which proposed an amendment to the
constitution of the state prohibiting
tlie manufacture for sale, barter or
gift of any alcoholic liquors, or Int. '
puliation for sale, barter or gift, in
the state after October 1, the present
year, and which resolution was adopted at the November. 1917, election
by a majority of more than 16,000
votes.
"Anions such laws Is that providing the modified form of the
Australian ballot; that providing for
a Rtate budget;
that providing for
workmen's compensation ; that providing for the reformation of Juvenile
that providing for the
delinquents;
consolidation of rural schools; that
providing for the care, disposition
and investment of revenues from state
lands, as well as many others.
R
"After the congress of the United
States had declared a state of war to
I
J
exlMt between the United States
Of
America and the imperinl
W
m..M
Herman
I
I
y
government, the legislature wis callMCAUX
MANTES
tVREUX
ed in extraordinary session and, In
the brief period of eight days enacted
PARIS
such legislation as has enabled the
people of the state to keep, proportionately, In the forefront among the
states of the union In furnishing men.
money, food, enthusiasm and loyalty
drive was launched In the vicinity of Mont-didlThe new Franco-Prtlisfor the prosecution of the war.
4) to prevent a. German drive which Prince Kupprecht had
(Fig.
la"The tremendous accession of
to aim at Do.itller.s and Amiens (Figs, i and 3) to divide the
been
bors incident to the administration of Frenchplanning
The allies offensive also forestalls a German
and British armies.
'
the selective service law and other attack on Ypres (Fig. 1.)
national war requirements has taxed
the energies of all our people, by no
means excepting the chief executive.
days gone by; but this is tho first tima
"The time is now approaching when
the vitality of the British empire has
my successor will have to be elected.
been tapped. The drain and the strain
After mature deliberation and In anIs bending our line; but, thank God,
swer to the solicitation of numerous
our line is made of British steel, and
interfellow citizens enthusiastically
British steel is regarded as the best
ested in the continuance of honest
in the world. Let the line bend good
and efficient government for the state
OF
steel always bends let us be patient,
and the unrelenting prosecution of the
for when the steel line is properly
war to a speedy and victorious peace
bent the Germans will find themselves
for the allies, I have decided to ask
encircled. And that circle will mean
the delegates of the people to the retheir destruction.
publican party state convention to
Oh, no!
We must not be
nominate me as their party candidate
Have we not seen as we walk along
for the office of governor at the comthe streets soldiers with three, four,
ing November election.
and even five wound stripes on their
"Many matters of prime Importance
arms? These men have fought in
to the people of the state" will have
been but barely begun In the less than Scottish Comedian Says "the many battles. They are not war weary.
So wo at home must not he war weary
two years of the presenC administraUnited States Is Up to the Work us hard as we possibly can.
tion. The provisions of the .now conand In every way we possibly can, to
stitutional intoxicating liquor prohiEars 'in War;" "The Hun help the gallant lads who are certain
bition will have to be enforced.
It
to bring us victory.
goes without saying that they will be
See here, mate,
Must Die," is Slogan,
better enforced by those convicted of
Don't you figure its great
their righteousness than they will be
To think when the war is over
rby those obliged to qualify by fresh
And we're through with the mud.
pledge. It would be preposterous to
(By
Harry
And the spilling of blood,
assume that the splendid majority of
(In the following article, Mr, Hairy
And we're shipped back again to
the franchise cast at the last election Kinder,
famous
Scoltich
comedian
the
old Dover,
for the proposition wil stand for the S'lvos Ills
of
Ills
recent
Impressions
election of any candidate to the of- tour in the United
When they've paid us our tin
Statics.)
And we've blown the lot In
fice of chief executive whose record
Phrases are dangerous. But If I
And ous very last penny is spent,
on that subject Is not beyond question, were
asked to sum up In one sentence
We'll still have a thought
"An opportunity for trying out the
of
the
United
States
my impressions
If that's all we've got
provisions of the state budget law will I would
United
"The
is
States
say;
be first afforded at the beginning of
I'm one of the boys who went.
in war."
to
ears
the
up
the next coming administration.
In
Is
world
The
of
"Prosecution tor the recovery
And perhaps later on,
monies wrongfully obtained from the the meltingandpot not only the United
When your wild days are gone,
America, but also Can
And you're settling down for life.
state, first discovered on the second Kingdom
New
Zealand.
and
With
Australia,
ada,
You've a girl in your eye
day of the present executive incum-buen- t, the
war
America
into
of
the
entry
You'll ask bye and bye
just now under good headway, Great Britain's oldest son has returnbe
to
to
conclusion.
will have
To share It with you as your wife;
pushed
"The war work, thus far so suc- ed to the fold. America is Great BritAnd when a few years have flown
ain's oldest colony her first colony.
And you'vo got chicks of your own
cessfully carried on. must not be per- Then he broke
away from the mother
mitted to lag. Every energy and
And you're happy and snug and
after
of
war
the
and
Independence,
every resource at the command of our since then the knife has been In Britcontent,
It will make your heart glad,
people must be devoted and furnished ain,
not
fault
the
with
lay
though
adminnational
in
of
the
up
When they boast of their dad
support
the Prussian
istration for the speediest possible Britain at all but with
"My dad was one of the boys who
George III. He brought over
ending of this most bloody and de- George
went."
Hessians
to
from
the
Germany
fight
structive conflict by the utter defeat the
Americans, and Britain was conof the enemy.
"Should I be nominated and elected quered. Ever since then the German MEXICANS WHO FAILED
to succeed myself I propose to de- propaganda has been carried on most
TO REGISTER ARE GIVEN
vote my whole energies to the accom- assiduously in the United States.
the tuMe are now turned, and
plishment of the foregoing outlined theButPrussian
to
Is
LECTURE AND SET FREE
he
all
get
going
as
such
and
other purposes
purposes
the vicissitudes of the time and the asked for, and a wee blttee more, If I
not.
mistaken. Because wherever taPCCIAL COMUMNDINCI TO MORNINQ JOUHNAL1
voice of an informed, public opinion Pm
I went in the Uniteil States
from the
demand.
'Carlsbad, N. M., Aug. 11. Five
Boston harbor to the Gulf of Mexico; Mexicans
"The republican party in New Mexwho claimed that
were
ico is responsible for the legislative to the burning shores of I,os Anglees all aliens, having ben borntheyIn old
resolutions
and enactments herein, and to the fair northwest I found Mexico and never having applied for
mentioned,
Personally I have done, that the great cry .was: The nun must their first
were rounded up
am doing, and will continue to do the ole. "She name of Germany stinks In last week papers,
Hewitt
and
by Sheriff
nostrils
the
of
I
the
the
best
can;
poople.
very
very best know
Deputy Batton for having failed to
The United States was a long time resistor.
how. The division of the elective
state offices between members of the In coming Into the world conflict; but
to trial bc'ore
They were
two dominant and, to some extent, I am convinced she could not Join In Tt'iwarl Kerr brought
and Delbert Jackson of
in
my opin- before she did. It is only the man who the local board, Medical
antagonistic parties, has,
Examiner
ion, hampered the success of the ad- has travelled that great country who Pate not being able to attend. Rov
the
I
can
of
realize
but,
whole,
that
the
upon
ministration;
fully
Dickson acted as
strength
All five
am confident that notable advance-methe German propaganda she was up of them are busyinterpreter.
farming south of
has been achieved. I am. fur- against was enormous. The coun'ry town on various
cotton
patches find
thermore, confident that If given the had to be guided by a noble mind and two of them said that they
had been
term a steady hand, and I feel sure that told at registration time that
next succeeding constitutional
as governor, and the support of our those who appreciate the immensity need not register, as they were they
good people, I will be able to mater- of the task thank God for President
of old Mexico. The board adWilson, whom history will surely ac- ministered a good lecture, tolj theru
ially aid the state to progress accordan
enlightened claim as one of the outstanding men that they must register and to' bring
ing to the demands of
for humanity In these terrible days. all others who had not registered Into
public intelligence.
Now a reunion has been brought town immediately, and then let them
"I feel free to ask the support' of
all the republicans who endorse the r.hout between the
g
return to their farms. Juan Armcn-dare- s,
constructive work of the only repub- peoples of thi world. This spirit of reJose Llcon, Brlgldo
Gasper,
New
state
of
union
is
lican administration the
well lighted and Is burning Antonio Armendarea and Sllherlo
Mexico has had and who believe we brightly. Its glow can be observed evwere the hombres' names.
should enter the campaign with a rec- erywhere In the United States. It is
ord as a party of performance.
wrong for us to say that America is
"The records of the office of the helping us to win the war. America GRANT CO. DISTRICT
'
governor, during my Incumbency, arf realises that she is not fighting for
IS
COURT
an open book. I will confidently sub- Great Britain, she well knows that
REVERSED
mit it to the clear conscience and the British empire can fight for herIN THE B0YLES CASE
good Judgment of the enfranchised self. She realises, too, that she Is fightcitizenship of this state to win an ing for her own personal refense.
the
candidate
as
nominated
if
Her sword has been buckled on. and ttuciAL coanioroNOiNct to moknins
election,
journal)
l er gun Is shouldered.
of the republican party."
Her teeth are
Santa
Aug. 11. The district
set. There is a calm but stern look In court for Fe,
Grant county was reversed
the face of every American soldier Saturday by the state supreme court
HILLSIDE STILLS
whether at home or in this country. In the case of the state, appellee, vs.
that it In better to die William N. Boyles, convicted of drawSPREAD IN IRELAND They realise
figthlng for liberty than to perish ing a deadly weapon upon Frank
In the bondage of Prussian rule.
Jones. The decision rests
a dif(Awwrlnfril Vnm f,rrniidMi'.)
I feel certain that every American ferentiation of the words upon
"draw" and
Dublin,
July 15. The tax on soldier, whether he lived in the
"flourish" In the charge to the. Jury
"whiskey, which has risen from 10 to
land of the Prairies of the and in the Indictment.
SO
shillings a gallon, ha .: greatly Weit, or in the Rockv Mountains, or
The district
for Eddy county
stimulated Illicit dlstillatloh in Ire- In the' valleys of Tennessee, has is affirmed In court
Llla M. Enfield, et al.,
land, and there has been a ereat ad- shouldered his pack' with grim deter- vs., M. C. Stewart. Bheriff,
dition to the number of cases of mination, and possessed only of ono the replevin of an Overland involving
automopotheen-makin- g
reported to the po- 'Ideal: Complete victory or nothing. bile. The opinion In the former case
lice. This has always been a secret
me
Now let
this message. is by Supreme Court Justice Parker
hillside Industry In Iceland. Now It is To the folks at impart
home listen! Britain and in the hitter by Chief Justicn.
.
extended to Die town
tas had many, many fights in the II. IJanna,
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(By NowxpniKT Kiitrrpriw Ass'n.)
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A
Washington, Auggreat
German retirement on the
front between Arras and Verdun is
imminent.
General Haig's new offensive at the
apex of the salient pointing toward
Paris at Montdidler is the beginning
of the end of the German occupation
of northern France.
This Is the belief of American milwatching closeitary experts who are on
the buttle
ly the developments
front.
The results of the Franco-Britisof
Monttlidiei
offensive southeast
cannot yet be determined, but they
a
German
retreat
will nieiely hastcn
which was inevitable whether or not
the allies began their assault.
ForMlalls ticrmau Offensive.
The Germans had planned one more
the allied urmica in
great smash at followed
by a big reFlanders, to be
tirement along the whole front below
the lielgiun border. The big smash
was .to have been launched by Prince
Kupprecht at the British army In
Flanders. Its purpose was to protect
he German extreme right flank in
Belgium, so that when the retreat lakes
place the huns would still maintain
their grip on the nation they are holding as a pawn for peace negotiations.of
General Foch was fully aware
this Plan, ami the Franco-Britis- h
drive was launched to forestall its being carried into execution.
His offensive means that the German retreat will come all the quicker,
l.udemlorff will soon give the word
to his armies to fall back along the
front between Arras and
Verdun, establishing a new line
through Cambral and St. Quentin as
Hlndenburg did Inst year.
Shortening Is Necessary.
Thi would make the line at least
seventy miles shorter. It would release
several hundred thousand troops for
consolidation of the new positions to
prepare them for the winter deadlock.
This straightening process must he
put into effect by the Germans
winter, because It It isn't they
won't have enough men to hold the
line.
The present salient which hns Its
apex at Montdidler, pointing at Paris,
will be wiped out, giving the allies
once more possession of hundreds of
French villages which the huns occupied In their sweep along the Somme
last March.
The German general staff is fully
cognizant of the fact that the American army has given Marshal Foch
superiority in numbers, and that this
superiority v.ll put victory In thea
hands of 'the nllles if they attempt
great drive this autumn.
To offset tills superiority before
winter the huns undertook their series of offensives this spring and summer. Each failed and the last resulted In a great French and American
victory. So the Germans arc ready to
concede defeat and make the best
stand they can for the cold months ori
a line miles behind the present front.
h

I
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DURAN OF UNION COUNTY
CANDIDACY
ANNOUNCES
FOR SECRETARY STATE
(PICIAL OrtHRLBPONDIMCt

TO

MOftNtHO JOURNAU

Santa Fe, Aug. 11. Juan J. Duran,
clerk of Union county, since the establishment of statehood, has formally
authorized the announcement of his
candidacy for secretary of state, subject to the action of the democratic
state convention. He enters the race
with a solid sifpport of his home county and with considerable accessions
of strength in the northern part of
the state where he is best known.
Mr. Duran was born in Tascosa,
Texas, February 1, 1 877, son of J. D.
Duran, and Begnina M. Duran. Several years later he moved to Beaver
county, Okla., on a claim filed on hy
tils mother, then moved to Clayton In
1902. He was married to Miss Amalla
Montoya that same year, worked In
general stores to 1907 and run a grocery store to 1911, when he was elected as first county clerk of Union county in' 1911, at the first state election
in 1916, have served as
and
such for seven years. Ho has also served as treasurer of the county central committee, clerk of the W. O. W.
and Is now consul commander of Clayton Camp No. 11. He Is in the cattle
and ranching business and intended
to move out to his place after the expiration of term of office, but only
after the persistent efforts of his
friends decided to enter the race for
the nomination for secretary of state.
1

PERU AND CHILE ON
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HOTEL CLARK

IN

NEW
MEXICO
THAT
IS USED
EACH
SEASON
BY

COAST
RESORTS

JOURNAL

LOS ANGELES

August 10, 1918.
Mr. J. R. Miller, President.
The
Company, Inc.
0
South Broadway
Los Angeles, California.
My Dear Mr. Miller:
Although the summer season was somewhat late
this year, the Register of the Hotel Clark shows a continuation of heavy .ravel from Albuquerque; in fact, all
points through Now Mexico.
During the early part of the summer the travel from
Read-Mill-

er

100-12-

the interior was considerably lighter than at the same
time last year. However, since the warm weather commenced, the. hotel register shows a suprisingly big increase in patronage from all New Mexico points particularly Albuquerque.
This is the fifth summer we have advertised in the"
Albuquerque Journal, and the results from this particular line of advertising in the larger daily in each community indicates to our entire satisfaction that the Albucirculation and is one
querque Journal has a high-clas- s
of the most widely read newspapers in New Mexico.
We believe that Yhe Hotel Clark is one of the best
advertised hotels in Western America and, like the nationally advertised product which, to stay sold, must
have merit, the management of the Hotel Clark is satisfied that its accommodations and service are such as to
make permanent friends of all who pay the hostelry a
visit.

We again thank your Agency for the splendid results
obtained for the Hotel Clark since its
opening five years ago.
With best wishes for your continued success, we
Very respectfully yours,
remain,
we-hav-

PAYS BIG
WRITE
RESORTS

HOTEL CLARK,
F. M. Dimmick, Lessee and Manager.
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Washington, Aug. 11. Peru's nervousness regarding Chile and her Intentions caused a scene in the national congress of Peru recently, ac
cording to Information received in
official chanWashington through
nels, when Don Juan Maria Zalles,
former senator and former diplomatic
representative at Lima, waa assailed
us an "agent of Chile."
Scnor Zalles, who has always been
considered a great friend of Peru, was
accused of attempting the "peaceful
conquest of Peru for the benefit of
Chile," In trying to purchase as an
individual extensive territory In the
Peruvian department of Moquehua
and Tacna Libre. His real object. It
was charged, was to turn the propdenied the
erty over to Chile. He was
endeavcharge asserting that he
oring to purchase the property ffr
himself. The charges against him,
the
however, effectually
prevented
'.
The Merchants
crossing tho sands.
'sale of the lands.
were coming over this hard strip in
their big Franklin, when their passage
HORSE DISPUTES RIGHT
was disputed by a big bay horse, who
to let them pass. Aside from
refused
OF AUTO TO USE ROAD;
an impatient flirt of his tail, he paid
repeated requests from
KICKS HOOD OFF MACHINE no attention to Klaxton
to get off the
the, Merchant
earth.
Finally the driver ran his car
TO
MORNINO JOUftNAkt
PVdiAI. CORRMPONDINCt
close tin to the brute, when the big
Carlsbad. N. M., Aug. II. Llge and horse turned and slammed both heels
John Merchant of the Merchant
k
against the shiny green hood of the
company had a peculiar experitrack, rolled
Franklin, jumped off
ence last week, in crossing the sands his white eyes and
d
away.
which separate their range from Carls,
When the Merchants got in town,
.
bad.
,
they had to have a mechanic to
This sand is so heavy that an auto straighten out the dent in the hood of
road has been built across it, consist- their machine.
ing of two narrow and parallel strips
David GonJtales Is a Mexican of
of clay. Horses and cattle of the coun- whom everybody is proud. In Carls-hadiscovered
how
have
In
It
It
try
easy
Gonzales, although barely 21,
to go in to water over these narrow lhad been put In a deferred class by
trails and use them frequency in the local board on wount of a slight
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CLIFT HOTEL
SAN FRANCISCO

August 5, 1918.

Mr. J. R. Miller, President,
The Read-MillCompany, Inc.,
120 South Broadway,
Los Angeles, California.
My Dear Sir:
er

In response to your recent letter asking us to advise you as to returns derived from hot belt advertising,
wish to say that we are more than pleased to state that
our Registers show a very substantial increase in arrivals from Albuquerque; in fact, from many points in New
Mexico. This is the first season we have used space in
Morning Journal, and we feel

Albuquerque
confident that to

show a gain in patronage from any

one community these war times is owing to the advertising that appeared in the local newspaper.
You are at libertv to convey to the publisher of the

Albuquerque Journal our hearty endorsement of their
publication as a live advertising medium.
Guests from New Mexico who sojourned at the Clift
Hotel during this summer have been very much pleased
with the accommodations afforded all places of interest being so easily accessible from our doors, and the
efficient service) that our management has always en- deayored to render its guests has made the Clift one of
the most popular stopping places in San Francisco
for New Mexico people.
Thanking you very kindly, we are, '
Very truly yours,'
'
- CLIFT HOTEL,
S.
II.
Assistant
By
Ward,
Manager.

Gonzales wanted to
much and he didn't like the
deferred part of it at all. He asKea
Dr. Pate if tho matter couldn't be
fixed. Tho surgeon had htm on the
table the day after; and now Dave Is
convalescing very rapidly. The skill
of the surgeon and the spirit of Gonzales will carry him to the front rapidly. Dr. Pate Is very proud of his
patriotic patient.
physical

Xight very

defect.

uncovered. The strfke was not expected to yield so well until a lower level
was reached, but now with the lucky
... .
4...., maun .U.
ht.il,. juoi
me
oi.mo
is put
on a producing basisproperty
at once. The
owner expects better results as the
work proceeds.

.

To Poport Three Aliens.
Fe, Aug. U. Gov. W. E.
Lindscy today issued an order releasing three aliens who have been serving Indeterminate sentences from BerSOCORRO COUNTY MINE
nalillo
county.
They are Antonio
Fuentes.
serving two or three years
IS SHOWING UP WELL since
October, 1916; Jose Sandoval,
sentenced May, 1S1B, serving four to
eoiwawNMNa to moiinih jounnau
five years, and Tomas de la Rosa, senMngdalena, N. M., Aug. 11. The tenced October, 1916, to serve two to
Old Soldier mine at mile canyon, as three years.
The men were turned
the work of opening up proceeds, over to Immigration Agent V. D.
shows the ore body broadening and Partch at Albuquerque fur deportashowing, up richer and better as It is tion to Mexico,
j
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Marquette Bldg., Chicago,
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Enstern Representative
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Larger rln'ulutlon than any other paper
in ftew moiico. Tho only paper In New
Mexico Issued every day In the year.
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Pally, by carrier or by mall, one month.. 70c
Yearly. In advance
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Subscribe
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MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS.
The Associated Press ts exclusively
entitled to the use for republication
of all news credited to It or not otherwise credited in this paper and also
the local news published herein.
THE JOURNAL takes and prints
sixty hours and thirty minutes of exclusively Associated Press leased wire
service eadi week. No other newspaper published In New Mexico takes
hours of Asmore than twenty-fou- r
sociated Press service during a week.
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Every winter the people of this
country have been gouged by rxhorbk-tan- t
food prices. This whs made
by the system of private slorage
plants near large marketing centers.
The individual
who controlled the
storage plant controlled our winter's
food.
He could open or close the
doors of the plant, totting out or
withholding food as he pleased. By
skillful manipulation of thee doors
he was aide to create a fictitious food
shortage and a consequent increase in
the cost of living.
So,
Storage plants are necessary.
too, is it necessary that storage plants
be outside the conltrol of food gamblers. This seems to have been impossible under private ownership of
storage paints.
Obviously the thing to do Is to take
them out of private hands.
This the government has started to
do. Just recently Uncle Sam bought
a large tract of land near Chicago,
America's greatest food distributing
center, and will put up a mammoth
food warehouse, with ice plant, trackage facilities and all. This will be
used in storing - food for army and
navy. It will only be a small cog in
the system of governmental storage
plants as mapped out. I
Until the war ends this and other
government storage plants will be used
for army and navy needs.
After the war the government may
go on running these food storage
plants, using them as a lever with
which to regulate food prices and as
a club to hold over the heads of food
dealers who are inclined to speculate
in the things we eat.
That would help fill the family
market basket.

Monday, August 12, 1918.
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Geneva. The "Tribune de Geneve"
publishes an interview with a wealthy
Swiss business man who resided in
Merlin for the last twelve months and
has Just returned. He declares that
is
the. economic situation in Berlin
becoming, worse every week.
Only
the very rich can obtain sufficient
food and that at exorbitant prices.
Angry popular strikes happen regularly every month. Troops have to be
brought up from behind the front to
repress the strikes, as the local police
are indifferent and refuse to fire on
the crowd.
The general subjects of conversation
are the American millions entering the
war and the political and diplomatic
failures in Russia after the "military
Many moderate Germans
victory."
now consider the war to be practically
lost and that Germany should make
every effort to obtain immediate
peace.
The Swiss businessman
further
states that he was1 visiting Cologne
during tho last British aerial bombardment. "The damage was terrible.
Entire quarters of Cologne were destroyed and several of the principal
streets are in ruins, while the number
of killed amounts to 300 and the injured are far more numerous," he
says. He concludes by saying that he
does not believe the Germans) can;
support another winter campaign.
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The river Marne has twice proved
fatal to German dreams of victory
"When the French andHritish armies
turned at hay south of the Marne in
"YVAVKS OF If ATK."
September, 1914, they won a triumph
which, in conjunction with the first
new "Optimistic League" hope?
battle of Ypres, determined the whole to The
win
this war by rolling waves of
west.
war
in
the
of
the
future course
This is the plan:
After an Interval of nearly four years hate into Germany.
"Twice a day the league's optmlsts
the victorious allies once more witat a designated hour, concennessed the spectacle of German forces shall,
trate
intellectually,
grit their teeth,
across
the
in full flight northward
their feet and simultaneously
Marne, as a consequence of General Btamp
the Germans."
Foch's brilliant counter stroke and of wish dire things for
The league proposes to "mentally
allied
exerted
the
by
the pressure
electrocute-- ' the enemy.
troops all round the enemy's salient.
It
Wo wish this could be done.
The latest and perhaps the last
so much cheaper in
German offensive In the Marne nte-- i would be ever
has been definitely and crushing re- men and money.
But wishes arc not horses and waves
pulsed.
with waves of
Mow far the heartening- successes of hate can't compete
and Krupp cannon.
of the past weeks will afreet the fu- poison gas
If that "Optimistic League" really
ture operations of the Germans has
wants to help win the war It can do
still to bo seen. Clearly, the ciossing
of the Marne was only the first of a more by hoeing corn, digging potatoes,
professor Wilson, years before
Thrift Stamps and making mu ho (As
could have dreamed of attaining
very Mb series of moves Which had buying
and his
i
teeth
nitions
than
by
gritting
Lundemlorff.
been projected by
present office, wrote an essay on
and duties of the presithe opening move has leen stamping feet. Instead of using upIt tho nature
dency, so Major Foch in the Superior
what will time in concocting waves of hate,
countered so vigorously,
wero better to dedicate those minutes school of war in 1900 lectured his pupils upon the art of command and
happen to the rest of the German to work.
the functions of a generalissimo.
Lunendorff
The
true
is
that
If
it
plans?
We can't win this war with "waves Major Foch of those days was almost
has succeeded Hindnburg ns titular
do a mystic in his exaltion of the sacred
chief of the staff, he has certainly of hate" nor by telling what we'dThe
fire that must burn within the breast
to the kaiser if we caught him.
of the born
made a very bad beginning.
the "imperative
war fluid" which general,
this
will
win
which,
only
he must know how to
things
to
himself
he
surprised
By allowing
communicate through ail the ranks ot
and driven back on the flank of the are
his army, inspiring every man with
Work, save, fight!
biggest and most vulnerable salient
the "will to conquer." Unconsciously,
on the' whole western trort he has
perhaps, Major Foch describes in the
SUNDAY AND VICTORY.
article which follows, the qualititm
committed a blunder compatible with
which his subordinates of today unanthe worst of the allies' mistakes in the
Again Sunday has proved a day of imously ascribe to their generalissimo.
past. Unless he retrieves his position
quietly in a little house
for the allies. Although it is He dwells
the lines. There are no maps
the tribal meb of Berlin will once victory
made
the
soon
too
to
estimate
in evidence, no hurrying of motor
gains
more be driving nail", but this time
British and Americans cars, but here Foch is carrying out
Into the coffin of his military repu by the French,
his theories of long ngo, leaving
yesterday or to draw accurate con- today
to his subordinates, Fetain, Haig and
tation.
we
to
as
clusions
tho
consequence:?
the rest, the task of accomplishing in
Tho German retreat across the
do know that a real victory was won their own way, on their
own initiative
Marne was manifestly due directly to
the strategic aims he sets them.
the swift nrocress of the counter by the allies.
Foch
but
waits;
through his army and
The drive by the British and Alts
the armies of the allies of France, he
stroke between Soissons and Chatenu-Thierrfront
on
the
tralian
Ficardy
troops
has sent coursing that "imperative
The enemy's main supply
35,000 fluid" which he describes here and
routes were either cut or brought un- had already netted more than Ger every
soldier who comes back bears
prisoners. Including a thousand
der heavy gunfire. They were also man
n witness to It.
mornnig.
officers,
yesterday
(Major Foch had one quotation
being constantly harried by the addition to the prisoners extensile which
he was so fond of hammering
French and the Americans.
P
been
into
had
the heads of his pupils, that they
captured.
The German official bulletin pre- territory
camo
to
Chaulnes
regard it as the professor's;
The taking of the town of
tended that the withdrawal was not
pet saying. He acted upon it on the
Immost
one
of
the
is
the
French
by
"noticed" by the allies', which is
Marne, and will do so now when the
of the day. It is in a time comes. It is the saying of Naprobably tho clumsiest lie ever circu- portant gains
the
was
used
area
by
poleon to the Austrian generals in
lated by the German staff. The real strategic as a and
Leoben: "Thero are many good genin
main
base
Germans
supply
atto
not
truth is that it was derided
erals in Europe, but they try to enMontdidicr
tho
in
their
troops
taining
visage too many things; they try to
tempt tho costly operation of captur-see everything, to- guard everything,
region.
lng outright the retreating force, hut
to defend everything.
the
now
that
turning
I.see with a
It
appears
were
to
last
they
from first
sv?pt
last single eye; for me, only masses exist.
the
Marne
at
tho
of
back
enemy
I charge nyyself with destroying them,
with artillery and machine gun fire,
month was more decisive than at first knowing
well that the accessories Willi
they were bombed from the air and
ot
the
With'
the
fall of themselves afterwards."
On
passing
their bridges were repeatedly de- supposed.
frbm the Germans to the one occasion, Foch from his rostrum
initiative
stroyed.
blazing eyes repeated this to his
allies a tremendous advantage was with
students. Then more quietly, he paraAt various other points ground has
General
the
latter.
Clearly
gained
by
phrased what the emperor had Baid,
been i wrested from the enemy, who
has used it with telling effect.
simplifying it, giving It as his own
ate nevertheless fighting stubbornly. Foch
creed. There is no doubt that it has
conflict
has
the
All around the salient
inspired him throughout the immense
ROLL.
HONOR'S
ha (We which has been in progress
at times been very bitter. Though
'
since
March 21.)
the Germans began their offenses
Wo have talked so much about our
estimated
ts
It
dvisions,
with thirty
BY FKKDINAND 1WH.
"sons" going to war and fighting our
Contmaiidi--lii-rliii- f
hat they have now used over fifty.
of Allied Forces,
battles that we have co'mo to the nol
ts
The
alone practices
While the general expectation
fellow j. the art generalissimo
all
are
young
that
tion
they
in
of
the complete
strategy
that Ludendorff will now strike else But
fathers.
are
not.
of
sense
Some
are
the
and
word;
strategy Is the
Where and probably against the TJf it And they
U
others confine
one is grandfather. This poetry of war;
least
at
been
themselves
to
tho prose of
lsh front, Sir Douglas Halg has
oldicr with grandchildren is James war. Ho alone tactics,
Is the organizer and
dealing some useful blows on his own A. House, of Clinton, Mont.
of
conductor
the
orchestra; the others
account. At any less dramatic moare only players tinder his baton.
House enlisted, for being a grandof
Meteren,
ment the British recapture
Whether the generalissimo is hiim
father he was too old to receive a sewest of Ballleul. and the smart attack lective servlco call. ' His son put on self Willi the advanced guard divis
or divisions of battle, every unit
ions
which drove the enemy from Rosslg-no- l a khaki uniform and marched away. In our
military organization the
Somme
of
on
the
the
edge
Wood,
That made Houso rather lonesome. army, tho corps, the division, the brigr
been
have
recogthe regiment
Is a subordinate
battlefield," would
He, too, wanted to got Into the fight. ade,
unit. Tho chief of each of these difnized as of considerable Importance.
his son could do ho Could do. ferent units, consequently, as well as
What
While events in the field are shap- And
of the Vouth commanding it, must learn to obey;
being possessed
ing so favorably for tho allies, the (young for a grandfather) and physi- before dictating his own orders, he
firm and scornful reply of Mr. Balfour cal qualifications that make a man must Inspire himself with those whioh
he has received. But in war to obey
to Count Hertling on, the subject of eligible for a place in Uncle Sam's Is
a difficult thing.
Obedience is
Belgium will not escape attention In army ho was readily accepted for the needed in the presence of the enemy,
In
and
Germany.
spite of the' enemy; In the
engineers' replacement company.
midst of danger, of various and.
Mr. Rudyard Kipling's speech ilso
A proud man was grandfather
circumstances; before the uncontained admonitions which the Ger- House when . he made tho rounds
known, which mnv be full of menace;
man nation might take to heart.
He
and
despite the fatigue which results
kissing his grandchildren goodbye.
from many causes. - And how can an
Nothing could be more apposite than had the right to be proud.
officer puruse the execution of an
Mr. Kipling's quotation from the New
order received, how. can he continue
York Tribune, which said recently:
SAKK.
HUMANITY'S
tho development of a program or a
FOR
When we went to war with Gerscheme, if he docs not safeguard his
many it was with th rosolvo to deUncle Sam needs more nurses-skil- led, lityerty of action to move In spite of
'
the enemy? Moltko said: ';ln war
If that
brave Women.
stroy! German war power.
our will soon encounters the indepenA thousand : must volunteer each dent will of the enemy."
power is inseparable from tho Ger"The art of
man people then we are resolved up week dedicate their efforts to ' the war is the art of guarding one's libof action," wrote Xenophon.
on the destruction of the German peo- cause of mercy.""
', erty
In the measure that numbers InWhen war was declared, the re- crease, and with them
ple. The alternative Is in their hands.
length of time
" There, In a nutshell, lies' the Issue cruiting offices were besieged by men and extent of space, these
questions
1"he high combecome
more
difficult.highest
the
at
with which tho German nation ts
lives
to
sell
their
eager
in the strict sense of the word,
Germand,
In
dead
reckoned
price possible,
loses in precision.. It must as always
mans. '
"'. '
determine strictly the result, to be
is
crown
prince
Before the break, "f thousands had won, but not the ways and means of
It appears that the
giin to' be a We to say he has beaten poured across via Canada for hu- winning it. How then can subordinates maintain the clear vision of the
the Americans to the' Rhino.
manity's sake.
single aim with which they have been
'Calumbla'swomen will not be out- Inspired, and at the same
time con"
serve their own liberty of action In
Tanks Tanks Hanks Thanks.
done by Uncle Barn's men,

1

tY

mit false items to the neutral press
with the prefix, "via London" or "via
Paris," in order to convey the idea
that the reports have been passed
upon by the allied censors and are
admitted as correct. They publish In
neutral papers inspired articles purporting to come from official source?
in one of the allied capitals concerning such a, point for instance, as the
capture of a position held by the Germans.
This then is followed by a
"denial" with full references to German papers and newspaper men are
even in some cases sent out to confirm the "untruthfulness" of the
ehemy'u statement.

Rl'NS HER OWN CANTEEN.
(Cleveland Plain Pealer.)

,

Generalissimo Foch Carrying
Out Theories Today Taught by
Himself in College Years Ago

Now-tha-

y.

'
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Germans Losing Hope

tho sense indicated?

Only by the

de-

velopment of intellectual discipline,
tho first requirement, which Impresses
and Imposes on all subordinates tho
aim desired by their superiors: and.
in the second place, by intelligent and
active discipline, or rather initiative,
that choose tho means by which to
arrive at tho goal indicated. Here
we have the high conception of military intelligence; which, be it well
makes demands upon
understood,
character as well as leadership, re
quiring thought and reflection, and
rejecting that immobility of intelligence which may bo called absence of
thought. The automatic obedienoe of
the ranks is perhaps sufficient for the
Soldiers who have only to carry out
orders, though even they will work
better If they know what they are
doing; but it Is entirely insufficient
for tho subordinate chief who must
with the means at his disposal Interpret and carry out the will of his superior. To do this he must first understand his general's plan: then ho
must accomplish it with the means
which he posses most appropriate to

the circumstances, and of these he is
tho sole judge.
Who says "chief,"
then, says a man of character; that
Is obvious; but the word means more
than that, it means also a man capable of comprehension, who works on
his own initiative while carrying out
his orders. Too passive obedience, In
tho absolute forms of former centuries
wo must
oppose active obedience,
which makes continual demands upon
the initiative of leadership. War is the employment of moral
force in which material forces are
included and swallowed up; victory is
moral superiority in the conqueror,
moral depression in the vanquished;
buttle is the struggle of two wills. In
order that our army should bo vic- torous it must have a moral superior
to that of the enemy; or this must be
To
imparted to it by its command.
organize battle is therefore to excite
the moral of our own army to Its
highest point and to break that of the
adversary. The will to conquer is the
first condition of victory, und, consequently, the first duty of every soldier; hut It also involves that su
premo resolution which the general
must at need know how to instil into
the souls of his men. From this we
see tho need for a general of the
highest order if his army is to con
qucr; and the man who proposes to
deliver battle must possess one suGood
preme gift; that of command.
plans and firm will, intelligence and
character, all these are not sufficient
for him; he must also possess what de
Brack calls "the imperative fluid," the
gift of making the supreme energy
which animates him pass into tne
masses of men who are his army; tor
tho army is to tho general what the
sword is to the soldier; the army will
not move unless he Impels it, directs
it, invigorates it.
Tho greatest results of war have all,
In fact, been the deeds- of the commanders. So it is just that history
should enter in tho records of generals
not only the victories which glorify
them but also defeats which discredit
them. Without the general nO battle
and no victory is possible.
Let me
recall the profound saying of Scharn
horst at the mordent of the nomination of Blucher to the command ot the
army in Silesia in 1813: "Is It not
the way in which the chief imprints
his own resolution in the hearts of
others that makes htm a great man
of war, rather than all the other aptitudes or abilities which theory de
mands of him?" That such an influence is needful is easy to understand. The hour mast come when it
is necessary to take decisions, to incur
responsibilities, to begin to make sacrifices, and these decisions must be
taken before they are imposed; these
responsibilities must, be assumed beforehand; since the general must seize
tho initiative In order to unloose his
offensive.
Therefore the only men
who will undertako such risky and
perilous enterprises must Inevitably
bo superior natures, greedy for responsibility.
Profoundly impregnated with the
will trf conquer,
they must find in that
will, and In the clear vision of tho
only means which can lead up to victory, the energy to exorcise without
hesitation the most enormous powers;
--

Ashtabula, O. Mrs. Scott Lee, an
aged negro woman, is happy because
she has found a way at last to cheer
1he soldiers on their way as they pass
through here on route; from camp to
coast for overseas service.
t
Mis. Lee, who lives near a railroad
track, looked wistfully' at the troop
trains as they sped through, wondering if there was any way in which she
could make tho long trip more pleaB-afor the men. But the trains went
through so fast she almost despaired
until she finally hit upon a scheme
that works to perfection. She got a
long pole, and to it she fastens bundles
of magazines and lunches, and as the
trains whiz past she stands on the
platform and reaches her gifts to the
men as they iean from the car win
dows.

to plunge (with assurance Into difficulties and to incur greut losses; they
must find, in that same will to con-iutho energy to risk everything,
even their honor, since a beaten general Is a chieftain dishonored. "People have little idea of the force of
soul necessary to deliver, having
calculated the consesuenees,
one of those great battles on which
depends the history of an army and
of a country, the possession (it a
throne," said Napoleon; and, he added
"It is rare to find generals who fight
QUEER.
battles willingly."
(Spokane Spokesman-Review- .)
So let us salute tho soverign power
"This law is a queer business."
of tlio generalissimo, as on the field
'
"How so?"
of battle the drums and tho trumpets
"They swear a man to tell the
herald his arrival the man who is truth."
necessary for the; organization of the
"What then?"
whole, the man who delivers tho final
time he shows signs of
"And
thrust, who is alone capable of de- doing it.every
some lawyer objects."
of
all.
fortunes
termining the
(liythe
International News Bureau, Inc., BosVERY FEW ARK FATAL.
ton, Mass.)
(Fargo Courier-News- .)
A French army doctor named Rendu, who has treated a large number
of gassed soldiers, says the great mafatal cases bejority recoverto rapidly,
the thousand.
ing only six
com-plete-

'

WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE

"TORE 'KM LOOSE

IT THERE."

WHAT HE LIKED.
(Vancouver
Tarson Do you know the parables,
my child?
Johnny Yes, sir.
Parson And which of the parables
do you like best?
Johnny I like the one where somebody loafs and fishes.

(William Slavens McNutt, In
Collier's Weekly.)
His hair was red and curly, and his
eyes wore gray, spotted with tiny hints
of brown. He was propped up on his
cot, laboriously endeavoring to write
a letter with his one available hand.
"Say, hold that pad against my knee
for Just a minute, will you?'' hou carlsbalTsheepmen
begged. "I m trying to write a little
RECEIVE RETURNS ON
note to the folks to tell 'em I m not
hurt bad, an' my left arm's all busted
THEIR 1917 WOOL. CLIP
up with high explosive. I can't keep
that pad in place.
I held the pad while ho scribbled ISPSCIAI.
TO MOSNtNa JaUSNAL)
his message of assurance.
Carlsbad,- N. M., Aug. 11. Sheep"How bad are you hurt?" I asked men
of the Carlsbad eountry are just
him.- - He laugheel mischlevously-a- s
he now
receiving complete returns from
folded up the letter.
1917 wool clip. This wool has
their
man
can
an'
as
as
bad
be
a
"About
been stored .in government
mostly
livPV
In
holes
I've
my
got
i gness.'
warehouses in Boston, and about 70
back and on my hip from high
cent of Its value has been drawn
that you could stick your fist per
by the consignees, Lately, however,
in, an my left arm's all busted up the
which
Joyce-Prui- tt
company,
An' I feel fine. That's what gets me.
of the wool in this
I feel fine! When I come to after I handles the most
complete returns
was hit an' kind of looked over what section, has received
was left of me I just kissed myself from Brown & Adams of Boston, actas government graders.
goodbye an' wondered how it come I ingThe
wool was graded on quality,
was still livin.' Then they bandaged
me up an' got me into an ambulance length, shrinkage and burrs, and H.
of Carlsbad topped the
an' when that old bus began to move F. Christian one
sack, which brought
an' 1olt I was afraid I was goin' to market with
live too long. Oh, boy!' That was a 67 4 cents a pound. The least price
rido! But, I'm all right now. I'm all paid by the government was 47 4
"
right now. I'm going to be crippled cents.
The government has not yet taken
anyway, an' I'll' probably be marked
1918 clip, although
or
for
the
in'
another
month
delivery
for duty again
six weeks.
Its the limit what can it has nearly all been shipped from
happen to a man without kill in' him! Carlsbad. The Michael Irribane clip
But. oh boy! Wo certainly did tear still remains, as this sheep man' has
'em loose up there. We kicked 'em o' not yet completed his shearing.
that town, an' "
Other sheepmen whose clips were
"What town was it?"
handled through Carlsbad arei Jones
"Darned if I know. It was just one Brothers, " 21.046
pounds; Tracy &
'
o' them French towns.
Guadalupe
pounds;
Up there Simpson, 8,216
near that Chateau Thierry Sheep company, 20.000 pounds; VV. T.
somewhere
place. ' They had some fun with us Smith, 9.000 pounds:' Mnldrow Brothwhile wo was gettin' there, but wc ers,- 1,677 pounds; Francisco Alzuga-radone all tho laughin" after we got at
20,844 pounds; J. W. Thurman,
'em. I been in France for pretty near 6,056 pounds; Ivan Thurman, 5,941
a year now doin everything from pounds; Ramon Agesta, 2.271 pounds;
stevedore work to provost guard.' I've Fj. M. Delk & Sons, 3,122 pounds;
peddled wheelbarrows an' long shored Joyce-Prui- tt
company, 1,000 pounds;
ships nn' built roads an' swept up Adams
company, 3,589 pounds;
towns that was dirty an' been a bucket Adams Sheep
6
Sheep company in Texas.
o' cold water jn poor guys that was
pounds; Jim Etcheverry, 25.000
just out tryin' to have a little good pounds;' Babtista Barberia, 20,000,
time, an' up there last week was the pounds. The total is 189,626 pounds,
first chance I had to get at Heinle." with the Irribane clip running over
60,000 pounds yet to come.
MVS FALSE NEWS SYSTEM. '
(Jtimes "G. Randall, in the North
COPIOUS RAINFALL IN
American Review.)
One side to Germany's news system
SOCORRO CO. GLADDENS
Is what might be called foreign policy the attack upon neutral and
HEARTS ,0F STOfcKMEN
Laborious
methods
enemy opinion.
are used to discredit the enemy's official reports. Before the" commenceISPSCIAL COSRSSi ONOSNCC TO MORNINO JOURNALl
ment of the Somme offensive (which
Magdalena. N. M Aug. 11. Stock
the Germans men
they foresaw),
are present at the roundup
circulated exaggerated reports re- rrom who
various parts of the county,
successes"
the
of
the
garding'
"great
allied armies, so that the people notably from the Roseilale, Reserve,
a"nH
discover the falsity of these rumors and Quemado, Horse Springs, Burley
the
fail later to believe' the genuine re' Aragon districts, are jubilant overrain
fact
of
;
amount
that the large
..'-'ports.
secfall
in
their
respective
recently
German wireless operators sent out
on tho night of June' 27, 1916, mes- tions has been of inestimable benefit.
The
has
improved by
range
greatly
to
i
emanate
which
sages
purported
from allied stations announcing the the frequent down pours and- an abuni
of grass is assured.
"taking of Lille,"' the "capture of St. dance
In some Sections of the county last
Quentln.' "Constantinople in flames"
in the Burley district,
week,
such
notably
and other
Interesting developments. These messages began: "At- heavy rains caused washouts which
tention! French wireless stationthe made the 'roads- Impassable and defollowing Is the latest news!" Because tained ranchmen and their families In
of this clumsy wording and the tone town for the duration of the roundup,
'
of the waves, the elites had no dif- at least.
ficulty in determining 4hat the reports
"
"Two-BitRed
Don't neglect (lie
emanuted from German stations. At various times the Germans trans- - Cros Club. Joiar today. '
,
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T
ABLE BODIED MEN
Gothamites Do Not Intend to
Leave a Single Stone Unturned in Putting Every Energy Behind the War,
SPCCIAL CORflESPONDCNCt

TO

MORNING JOURNAL

New York, Aug. II. TO" provide war
work for every man, woman and child
within Greater New York, a careful
census of the present and possible
wartime activities of every one In every block throughout this city was begun today by economic experts for this
new. drive behind the lines. Even the
inmates of prisons, asylums and other
institutions housing hands that can
work, are to be canvassed for enrollment in these working forces that will
employ every spare motion and
iino-me- nt

hereafter to pushing the backing of the boys abroad. With millions

of men in Uncle Sam's service expending upon the. home folks for support;
New Yorkers do not intend to leave
one single stone unturned In putting
every energy behind their part In the
fight for freedom.
Holds Hit. .
Harassed by the blows of the food
administration In punishment for staple hoarding and other violations of
the varied wartime kitchen regulations, the hotels of this town are now
trying to defend themselves against
the general suspicion that their pantry
profiteering has ranked highin the
list of benefits from present conditions. In spite of all the reams of publicity paper that these landlords may
issue In defense of their present prices,
anyone who has ever eaten at their
tat'Vs knows that their war prices and
portions must be yielding them profits not to be scoffed at by the most
piratical profiteers. That they have
decked their walls and menus with
fulsome pledges of support of Hoover,
while, in many cases, secretly violating
his hoarding rules does not, appear to
square them with an irate and inquisitive public.

mbllo's Fart.

Submitting to a shadowy discussion
of lightless nights, the people of thi
metropolis are Just beginning to real
ize that they must stand for their pari
in the nation's earnest effort to conserve enough coal and electric energy
to move the wheels, that must be kepr.
on turning to make ammunition,
arms,
clollies and

food

products for tho

American army. Unless every aid and
Incentive is given to tho power plants
that feed the factories behind Pershing, the government war authorities
declare the much may be lost in war
backing, aid even in vital home safety, with every community depending
Upon electric current to keep its street
lights shining enough to guard against
riot and lawlessness, so small a part
for the public to play in this national
war work, Is the foregoing of all extra
illumination on lightless nights that
New Yorkers are already asking what
more they can do to help.
Highbrow Help.
For the first time in history here
the highbrow custodians of the art
museums are Just beginning to produce practical results, as experts In
ancient armor have begun to labor
nightly to guide tho government In
armoring their fighting men abroad.
Instead of lecturing to school teachers
on some aspects of the armor-bearin- g
hundreds of years ago, these enthusiastic scholars arc really making measurements, tcits and researches that
tend to help shield modern soldiers
against the enemy. If the old art
shacks hereabouts can succeed in
lending practical aid to our boys in
France, they need never worry about
popular support after the war.
Subway Shuffle.
Flaying "pigs in clover" with mil
lions of passengers who had te try and
solve their curves along new lines at
their opening, the subway czars have
enjoyed several perfect days of thu
herding at Which tney are sefadept.
Casualties in mauled women and
children and torn tempers and clothes
came up to tho highest underground
standards and resulted In closing many
new Junction points, with the public
left to walk. Now that the traction
ring is following up this straffing by
demands for more fare,- the people o(
this town are wondering if they really
should be cut down instead to Half

fare.

.

TOO MANY WIVES' ALMOST
GETS MAN INTO TROUBLE
SOlAL CORRKSPONOSHCB

TO

MORHINS JOURNAL!

Rosewell, N. M., Aug. 11. Married
twice in a month by the Same preacher, with a divorce granted a few hours
previous to the second marriage is the
record of Richard V. Guthrie. Guthrie and Miss Standefer, 17 years old,
were married hero July 8. A week
ago It was .learned by accitleTtf that
Guthrie had a wife and five children
In Lubbock, Texas. He and his new
bride had gone to Amarillo but Were
brought' back when igamy charges
were filed. It developed at the trial
that Guthrie and his first wife were
living under a common law marriage,
and the fact that they had never been
legally married wag not known even
to Guthrie's father with whom ' the
wife and children wero living.
Guthrie was bound over to the
grand Jury, but a settlement Was finally effected whereby Guthrie filed
suit for a divorce with the consent of
his young wife, and the decree was
was
granted an hour after the suit marfiled. Guthrie was then legally
ried to his common law
one month from the day he was wedded to the seventeen year old girl,
- - by
the same minister, vs.
i

wife-exactl-

SPEqiAL TO WOMEN

The' most economical, cleansing and
'
'germicidal of IJT uUseptlcd hi

A

r

i

, ,

OfUM

.

r t,
j.
VlUJept!C: rOWde tO

j

be disaolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
tn treating catarrh. Inflammation or
Ulceration of nose, throat, and that
paused by feminine Ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydli E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtlne
their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superleJrltV.
Women ' who have been " cured say
It la "worth its weight in gold."! At
druggists, 60c large box, or by mall
Th P&xum Tcllet Co, Boston, Mass,
.
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To rent
six or seven-rooIn lowlands north of Central ave-lm- o.
Mint be furnace heated, linve garage
nnd rent for not more than $50 per month.
Address Mr. I. P. Clark. 82.1 North Fourth.

WANTED
huuso

s

f. n.

ii

sow

PASTURAGt.

IfOS E

FOR SALE

They Now Amount to $1,990,-301,00- 0,
An Upward Jump
, of $620,000,000 Within
the Last Twelve Months,
JOURNAL SPECIAL

LEASED

Poultry and Eggt

CHIROPODIST.
urul i'hTIuusps removed without pain,
Inprown nalla cured. Arch support made
to fit your feet. Why do you think you have
rheumatism when It la hmhon arches. C.
R. Cnse, 809 2 Wnst Central, Phone 604.
OOltNS

ment has been in the position of having to increase its force by approximately 7,00 at the very moment when
it was losing approximately 6.000 of
its most effective and trained employes. This emphasizes the difficulty
nf pveciltincr the tasks Ininoserl lltmn
the department by congress, including!
the enforcement of regulatory statutes,
such as the meat inspection act, the
food and drugs act, the various quarantine laws, and the maintenance and

WISE

Vushinp,ton, Aug. .11. Gold reserves held by federal reserve banks
have Increased $620,000,000 within
0
the last year, now amount to
and still are growing steadily ,
according to the federal reserve
board's weekly statement showing tht
bank's condition at the close of business Saturday night. The report shows
the following:
of the. special emergency
Resources.
food activities. I recognize the statuGold in vaults and in transit,
tory authority of boards to decide
these questions, and believe that the
Gold settlement fund, F. It. board, facts recited above, none of which is
$606,354,000.
disputed, require that boards give speGold with foreign agencies, $9,606,. cial consideration to certificates is000.
sued by the department of agriculture
Total gold held by banks,
to conuty agents, rromulgate this by
telegra ph.
reserve
"CHOWDER."
(Sold with federal
agents,
(Signed)
$940,692,000.
Gold redemption fund, $38,149,000.
Total cold reserve. $1,990,301,000.
SLACKERS AND KAISER
Legal tender notes, silver, etc., $54,- $1,990,-301,00-

$305,-410,00- 0.

$1,011,-460,00-

0.

LOVERS GET ICY STARE

222,000.

Total reserves, $2,044,523,000.
Bills discounted for members
F. II. banks, $1,332,473,000.
Hills bought in open market,

and
$208,-E57.00- 0.

Total bills on hand, $1,541,030,000.
United states government long term
securities, $34,931,000.
United States government short
term securities, $17,404,000.
All
assets, $102,000.
Total earning assets, $1,593,467,000.
Uncollected
items, (deduct from
gross deposits), $584,758,000.
fund
Five per cent redemption
againRt P. It. bank notes, $753,000.
All other resources, $11,410,000.
Total resources, $4,234,893,000.
Liubililies.
'
Capital paid in, $76,876,000.
Surplus, $1,134,000.
Government deposits, $179,978,- other-'earnin-

000.

(BY MONNIN

JOUaNAL SPECIAL LEASED WISE

Juarez, Mex., Aug.
draft evaders and

11.

Deserters,
who
seek refuge in Mexico find littlo welcome or comfort here. These aliens
sit around the old passenger depot,
waiting for a chance to steal a, rido
south, .walk up and down the main
street begging money for meals from
any of thclr-ownationality or work
at the most menial jobs obtainable in
the stores and homes of the foreign
residents.
Recently these draft evaders appear,
ed on the streets here were true types
of the many who have come to Mexico since the United States entered the
war. One was a German boy of 20 who
had fled from Germany to escape
army service, had lived with an uncle
in Chicago and finally crossed the
border to prevent being Interned. A
second was an Ttalian shoe factory
worker from Roston who Ttnd failed
to register arid had fled. A third was
an American of the tramp type who
was demented from lack-ofood and
worry. All were dirty, unshaveil and
destitute and nil expressed a desire
to return to the United States and
i

Due to members, reserve account,
$1,420,705,000.
Collection items, $433,347,000.
Other deposits,
including foreign
government credits, $127,050,000.
Total gross deposits, $2,161,080,000:
Federal reserve notes in actual circulation $1,955,276,000.
Federal bank notes In circulation,
net liabilities, $13,716,000.
All other liabilities, $2fi,Kl 1,000.
Total liabilities, $4,234,893,000.
Ratio of total reserves to net deposlkgAtj xoticks.
its ami federal reserve note liabilities
combined, 57.9 per cent. Ratio of gold NOTICE OP
IKIi!QlT.T TAX
reserves to federal reserve notes In acHIIT AND SAM:.
tual circulation, after setting aside 35
Is hereby given that the unNotice
per cent against net deposit liabilities, dersigned, O. A.
Matson, Treasurer
73.6 per cent.
and
of Taxes, within and for the .County of Bernalillo,
New Mexico, upon the third day of
September, 1918, at the hour of 10
o'clock a. m will apply to the District Court of the Second Judicial
District of tho State of New Mexico,
sitting within and for the County of
Bernalillo, for a Judgment against the
lands, real estate and personal property upon which taxes assessed within
and for said county are delinquent
AT
and unpaid In the sum of more than
$25.00, and for an order of said court
to sell such lands, real estate and personal property to satisfy such Judgment; and notice fs hereby further
(special coaataeoNOBNoa to MoaNma jounai.i
State College, N. M., Aug. II. Due given that said Treasurer and
Collector of Taxes, within thirty
to the fact that draft boards in many
Instances have refused to grant de- days after rendition of such Judgment,
ferred classification to county agricul- will offer for sale at Public Auction
tural agonts and other extension at the front door of the Court House
workers, a conference was held re of said Bernalillo county,
separately
cently between Secretary Houston of
in. cptiBecutive order, each parcel
the United- - States department or ag- anij
of
property upon which any taxes are
riculture, and Provost Marshal Gener-- ,
al Crowder, the result being that Gen- delinquent and against which Judgment
has been, rendered, for the
eral Crowder sent the following teleamount of taxes, interest, penalties
gram to all draft boards:
''To All Draft Executives:
and cost due' thereon, or so much of
"Number B 2,207.
such each parcel as may be necessary
"The department of agriculture to realize the
amounts due.
views with special concern the evi- And notice la respective
dences 'which reach it of action by said Treasurerhereby further given that
Coland
boards In refusing deferred classification and In vacating deferred classi- lector of Taxes will offer for sale at
front
the
door
of
the Court House of
fication and order numbers of county
agents employed by that department. the said BernalHlo.county at the date
fixed
for
Is
the
sale
The department
of property upon
charged by congress
with the duty of stimulating economi- which taxes are delinquent In excess
cally food production 'along all lines. of $25.00, separately and in consecuThe extension machinery Is the most tive order each
parcel of property
valuable single agency for this purwhich taxes of $25.00 or less,
pose. It Is difficult to secure men with upon
as
shown by the tax
are
the requisite vision and leadership. rolls delinquent
and by the lists posted during
Institutions have not been training
men long enough time to permit the the period of this publication at the
department to man the force entirely front door of the Court House for
by men over draft age. Great care said Bernalillo county or so much
has been exercised In selecting the ex- hereof as may be necessary to realize
tension agents. They are selected by the respective amounts due, together
the farmers' bureaus and the state with interest,
penalties and costs.
college officers and recommended to
O, A. MATSON,
the department. The bureau chief)
Collector
canvasses each case and reports to the Treasurer and
of Taxes, Bernalillo County, N. M.
secretary of agriculture, who carefully considers each record. The depart- - First publication July 22.
f
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$2,500
sleeping
ward.
$2,500

modern.V
bungalow,
porch,
garage, Fourth

suit.
Valley ranches are
If you want to buy land it will pay
close
several
you to Bee us. We have
in farms now that can be bought;
worth the money.

stucco, bath, etc.,'
cement walks and coping, also
Four-roomodern
brick with
adobe, all on lot 75x142;
Third ward.
finish,
glassed-iwhite cement
frame, modern, glassed- sleeping porch,' hiif.lv. not. flnois,
$1,900
-in
porch, shade, good outbuildeast front. A swell littlo homo close
.

T EIMTON & CO.

FIRE INSritANCK AGENTS
Third and Gold

ings, West Lead avenue.
in, lowlands. See.
stucco
$3,250
bungalow,
sleeping porch, garage, University
Heights.
F1RR INSURANCE,
$4,750
cement block REAL ESTATK.LOANS.
and shingle residence, hardwood
21
IBS.
West Gold. Ten acres all in cultivation, close In,
floors, hot air furnace', corner lot, Phone
for $2,000. This is a good buy.
good location, Fourth ward.
$2,300.
It. McCLL'GHAN
shingle bungalow,
Phono 907
210 West Gold
modem, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping
Insurance, Ixnns, Notary Public
porch,
garage; 4th. ward.

h. L IIA1TIH C.:

A.

Open for Agency
with Old Line Life Insurance Company. Address
BOX 321, JOURNAL.

FLEIgCiEl

Real Estate, Insurance, Loans
111 South Fourth Street.

A PRETTY
'

A

BUNGALOW

AT

BARGAIN

to war.
House
Five rooms, bath,
glazod porch, brick and white
cement. Fine location. $750 cash,
balance monthly payments if you
Owner gone

brand new.

LOST.
War SaviiiRa t Vrt il'ic.i to c nvelopo,
contulninn several riollnitf wurih of. Thrift
Stamps. .Return iu Lynn fi, liuy. Letter
ruiTiur No, It or photm lulu-j- ,
Kuwaiti
Ktven.

HELP WANTED.

dtW,'

Mule.
WANTED

iSrrjuid 'Im.jV u tli.'liv. v purlv-Imiithe lieonomtst.
WANTED J a pa ucse" joy Fi
v.ui k.
Call ut 314 South .Syeanioin.
Motormen, Appy Ciiy jKlectrlc
,VANTh'I
Coin pany, Occidental Huliding.
WANTKI
First cUfs nierhunic wood money
to riKl't rnan. Apply Whltn Critrnge.
WANTED Experienced man for milk houtu
WANTED
Position.
work. Apply BeZefc'tf Dairy.
North
IF In rterf1 of n practical nurwe, I'hone 7J. x uurin.
lJitKht"osn'!Jt.ive
WANTED
1
enereilo man
WAN LP Position hy youiiK nun. Clerical
for outside work. First-clas- s
rumuiieratton
work preferred. Address, U W. 13., care
Journal.
j
A
Ford truck driver, mutu have
WANT MO Clerical position by young lady WANTED
.
uy iei,er iu
j
previous pxiieririK-wexperienced Jn general office work. p. M.
"Truck Driver," Journal. piif
M , .lournal office.
training
WANTED Position as cuok and general WANTED Teucher for manual
and an all round mechanic. Rio Grande
houne worker. First clasB either Santa Ve
or Albuquerque. AddressL. W., Journal.
Industrial School. Bog 636 City.
WANTEIV-rosHto- n
office
by experienced
A mitldle ascd man to cook for
YANTICI
man. Bookkeeper, salesman or clerical
two men, and work around ranch. Bteiuiy
line In store or office. Address E. S., Journal work and good pay. Address Box 7, Lupton,
WANTED Position desired on ranch view Arls.
class bookkeeper, permanof permnnent employment or foremsnshtp
,,.t.wr,u
ent position largo corporation. Btate ago,
by competent reliable man with references.
Married. Not A health' leeker. Address qualifications, and salary expected. Address
"O." csre Journal office,
"Position," Journal.
GOVERNMENT KKKDH 2O.00CLEIlKB"ttt
FOR RENT Office Roomt.
Washington. Examinations everywirero In
August. Experience unnecessary. Men and
1UH KIONT Ofrices In win or alngia. call women desiring government potions write
upstairs, ov-- r Wonlworth's stnr
for free particulars to J. 0. Ieonaru, dormFoS lilflNT I front couneotina; otrioa er C'lv'i Keivlcn Examiner.) tOSJ, K r.ols
rooms over Gulden Hula Htore.
Bldi!., Washington.
GOVERNMENT v ill hold civil Kervlce Ex
animations I:, AlniNiueriiue In Aiiguwt.
FOR RENT
o ooo eterkp to he appointed
at Washington.
Experience unnecessary. Men and tvo- North.
i
t'lei
write
lixhlps
desiring government
particulars to it. E. Terry, (fom-c- r
FUU KFJNT Bungalow, three ronma and for free Service
81o
Columbian
civil
Kxnmlncr),
two porches. Hight on ttre coiner. 1321
Building. Washington.
North First.
rooms.
lnnisi'S.
rwnnw,
KtJlt KENT Mortflrf
Close In. Kome furulshid. W. 11. McMllliun,
WANTED
Tbk
saleswoman.
Coinpulen.
I'M West Cold.
Economist.
FOR UKNT Furnished house, two rooms,
WANTED Girl for general housework. 619
sleeping porch, nice yard and out build-IngWest Copper.
Inquire 1300 fourth Second.
Mr
WANTED
General
Eperhnceii
girl
with
cottage
FOlt ItENT Now modern
housework. 40? North Boveitth,
Classed sleeping porch completely .furnish1387-JWOMAN
ed.
For general housework; no coos,,
outh Walter. I'lrone
tng. Address Box 826, Albuquerque.
modern cottage,
I'oKTtENT
n
glassed-i(Hi for dining rooni work, exWANTED
and
furnished,
nicely
newly
perience not ueceRBary, Appty Albuquerporch, front and side porches, shade. 823
Hanatorlum.
que
North Kleventh. Quiet action desired.
W ANT ED B Kit iTyou n g"glr toTioi7n The
South.
Millinery business; also experienced help,
I":'
Fourth,house, four Jhe Hat Shop.
FOIl KENT One furnished
A eapalilo woman
WANTED
four-roofor general
unfurnrooms at 403 and one
five-rooso
to
lo
housework
New Mex.
one
Lord!urg,
411
Also
South 8eventti.
ished at
unfurnished house at 0 West Silver Inquire of Mrs. Karnes. 600 North Eleventh.
WANTED
Experienced female stenographApply 214 West Gold.
er for steady position. Must be good
boa! Hi. Excellent opportunity
for light
HtgblanoB.
party. Address P. O. Box 60, Albuquerque,
For KENT Furnishes .wo.room cottage New
Mex.
Walter.
South
with sleeping porch.
house two glassed
tVK HUNT Four-rooIn porches. Water paid, f 14. Phone 1II22-WANTED Eperlenced Spanish salesladies
furnished eottage.
FOR BENT Three-rooJ. C. Penney Company.
Inquire 417 South Broadway. Phone H34-- J.
three-rooFOR RENT Nicely furnished
cottage, l.O0, lights paid. Phone 2139-- J
FOR SALL -house
FOH RENT Two-roofurnished
with sleeping porch, piano, water, garage. rUTPrATfcruTnoiheT
112.00. 1306 South Kdlth.
pays 10 per cent. Phone owner 6Sfi.
FOH KENT Modern bungalow three rooma FOR"bXi7e
ln6ld TownsTrnrn ad,die
furnished.
with large sleeping
porch,
house. Price 87iO.OO. P, o. Box 36, Old
Phone 671. Inqulre112J East Central.
j
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR KKNTVlodern furnished""? latoii East FOR SALE Nice home, furnished
and a
Central car line, --convenient to sanatorbusiness,
14,900,
half cash
good
paying
ium. Thaxton ft Co., Third and Cold.
t
Journal offic
Bungalow,
FOR BENt Furnished
modern,
cottage,
HALE OR RENT My five-roomodglassed porches; University car lines. FOR
ern home, with heating plant. Close In.
Phone SSl, mornings. Keys 1(24 Bast CenA. T. Care Journal.
W.
,
Bargain.
,
tral
FOR BALE Nine room house; four' room
FOR RENT House In Highlands, four-roo- m
apartment upstairs; bath room on each
bungalow, furnished: glatsed ta floor; hot water heat; lawn, ahade treea
1201
and
Call
Sast
garago. 615 West Coal,.
sleeping porch; also garage.
Central.
FOR SALE lily Owner)
modern
brick (first ward), hardwood floors, two
PERSONAL.
porches, bssenietit. Price $3,500.00. P, O.
.
Box 213, City.
MRS. H. V. IHJSKBY TAXI LINE Phone FOR BALE OR RENT
Modern
furnished
to
HOt. Special rates
parties.
house, 5 rooms and bath, large porches,
cellar, garage and other outbuildings. BarFOR SALL Real Estate.
gain for quick sale. 618 South High.
FOR PALE OR TRADE Near Osage, Okla., FOR SALE Cement' block house five rooms
aleeping porch, cellar, city water, corner
ract. What have you?
Improved
lot one block from ear line, handy lo -- hops
.'
Roy Cllne. Osage, Okla.
a little cash and 8U per month. Call 1301
'
FOR SALE OR TRADE 160 aeres in
South Arnrt Phone 1900-valley. All fenced, well of water.
residence In HighCash price S50.00. L. I). Knight, 108 South FOR SALE
lands. Worth 13,008, and 11.600 wilt twlng
Broadway, City.
FOR BALE A flne'slte for a chicken ranch It. The amount the houBo will rent for will
house, sheds, sleeping porch, pay balance on monthly payments. Phona
Address P. O. Box 415, City.
windmill and fruit trees. Fifteen acres, . two 18.37-nnd one-hamiles out of town. Price 14,250 FOR-6AMust
cash. Phone 2433-FP. O. Box 189.
dne new bungalow home five rooms, two
FOR BALE I6.5OO.O0 will buy two dellgllt-fn- l. porches, modern. One three-roohouse,
modern mountain homes on the Pecos electric lights and water In both houses.
river. Including 10 acres of land adjoining Houses furnished or unfurnljrred. Also four,
the Valley Ranch resort. This offer holds room house with two screened In porches,
good only to Sept. 1st. For further partimodern, plenty of shad. Outbuildings, Apcular apply Bog 125, Valley Ranch, N. M. ply 401 North Edltb,

ALBUQUERQUE
INVESTMENT COMPANY
115 South Second
Phone 199.

Ilavo a lurse Clurko Jewel Can
Kttnso with hlRh oven, l'rico JIB,
worth $l.r new. In tho market for
Second Hand Goods.
IMIONK 40.

our-lon-

n

FOlt RENT 70 acre good pasture; 82 per
month. Dolde'a Ranch, 4 mile louth of
1S78
(own r"lon

Inn hens and one cook. 1404 South High.

BY MOHNINO

The Star Furniture Co.
IIS WK.ST (iOI,l.

FOE SALE

GOLD RESERVES

-

;

,

IE

URes

1

,

Dwelling.

'

l!f

Homo.

seirSgdlefprfe

'

FARM

IMM

FOR RENT!

Rooms.

Fee

Csifc, Rfox&irii

ml

Four roiiins anil bath, large glnzed
and ncrponed sleopliiff porch. Four
block from Wost Central. Close
In. Some cash and J18 per month
will handle. It will pay you to
Investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.

FOR SALL

Mucelianeout.

FJRSATErmnoueTo
South Edith,

For

Auto lent; tittle used, 115.
SALE
I'hone 6S5.
I'i'st
FUR BALK Horse,
harness and bugcy,
("has. Mann, Old Albuquerque.
FOR RENT
Furnished rooms for light
HH1 SALE Household goods. Call Mrs. F.
housekeeping. 621 West Sliver.
11. Appleby,
312 East Coal.
Full RENT Furnished housekeeping rooms
Foil SALE Good gentle driving outfit, 2
lioa North Second. Phone lSiS-- J
one double, ono ainglo. 401 North
riK.
Full ItKNT Throe nicely furnished rooms, Thirteenth. I'hone 900,
modern, fill. 00. 1011 North First.
FOR SALli Two good double seated carFOR RENT Glassed In sleeping porch. No
riages and one singte buggy. Apply Joe
sick. 210 West New York, phone 2045.
Lewis at A. J. llachechi'a store.
no
"
FOR RK.NT Mudera rurnrsnea
foms;
bed,
FOlt HALE A Murphy
sick; running water. COHt, West Centlal.
good as new. Reason tor tellpractlcully
RENT
Two newly I urnished corner ing romo'lellng home. ol5 Wtst Lead.
rooms, bath connecting. 32t North Fourth.
1'tiR SALE HprlnK wuKon, harness, 2 ,lcr-se- y
FOR RENT Rooms mi f week, bath;
old
cows, fresh tills month; 1
no sick; over Golden Rule Store.
lliOl West Mountain
Jersey calf. 1 LM44-Hoinl.
Phone
FOR RliN't Large, well ventilated bed
21U North
street. Phone FOR SALE One Grand piano, $00, excelroom,
Fifth
1987-lent shape. Also one buhy buggy, new,
ISO, will sell for 115. 409 North Edith
FOR RENT Newly lutnished room-- and worth
me 1.114-Ph.
reasonable
rates, ill
sleeping porches;
horse weight
FOR SALE No. 1 dilvlllg
North Second
ln:,o. One wanon sheet, ono buggy pole.
Fttl: K1NT Funilsned rooms and houseTwo sets of
One
set
double
harness,
light.
new
modern.
and
keeping apartments, all
single harness, one heavy. Ono runabout
One
with utnhrella. very cheep.
dandy
Ri'oma and apartRIO (iRANrikr'HbTKl
Iron. 620
spring wagon. One single oot,
'
ments, M9 West Central. Mrs. " Richard
North Second.
.
West, Proprltress.
aooNice clean rooms; iOo per rallnn. Roofs under our ear will
IMPERIAL ROOMS
rates by day or week; over Woolworth'a, Improve from year to year. We caa put on
a new roof that will last aa long aa the
819 3 West Central.
The Manxaoo Co. Phona 14J2-sleeping building.
FOR RENT Large airy room
110 South Walnut.
for
suitable
housekeeping,
light
porch
ERim carbon root purnt aim root cement
I0,,0. inquire i.iti coriu rimi.
stops leaks; lasts flva years. Use Devo
HOTKU 602 2 West Central,
AMERICAN
houseready
new
paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-lumanagement,
under
Opened
mohair top and scat dressing. Motor car finkeeping and sleeping rooms, rates reason'
wator kalsomtne, and bs satisfied.
cold
301.
ish,
able. I'hone
Thos. F. Keleher. 408 W. Central. Phone 410.
Bourn.
FOR SALE Cooper-Hewilamp. No tube
825. Marsh picture frame vise with saw,
FOR BENT Furnished rooms, 414 West ll- 112.
Twelve
children
lugs, 19. Ten
ver: no sick, no
hot waJugs, 25c each. Thirty-gallo- n
iteslralilo front room, no sick,
l''ORKENT
In film developing tank,
ter lank, 5. 3
or children. 714West BllverL
1:1. Hnnna
Hanoi, Master Photographers.
FoiritENT Furnished room with sleeping
porch. Talile liourd next door. COD West

.v

HighiHnfla.
Foil

RENT

Furnished

rooms. 623

East

Central.

JACOB SANDLER,
lleHt

100 Wi:ST CKNTIlAti
Shoe Hospital Cnt's

I'aw

nnd I. T. S. French llecla at
same prices cheap heels Freo
Delivery.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

ArroRNKi.

723

the fifteenth,

NortU.

Gold.
FOR RENT
Large room furnished; modern
uioi neat lor wniic.
Conveniences
Houlh Seventh.
Nice
room, sleeping porch, all
F01tRENT
modern conveniences. Finely located. Call
iTlfi
West
Foil RENT Large front room and sleep4IS South Third, for gentleing
man; no Invalid. Prtvato family. Inquire
Mrs. Tllton liogh.

t

RL&1
V"JS&ff

I

-J

If

she: smo

and

CHAED
"CE SHE.

JOHN W. Ull.hON
Attorney
Rooms 15, 17 and 19.
Cromwell Building.
1172.
Phone
V- DKNTISTS
Dlt. J. K. KR.tl'P
Dental Niirgeoa
Phon J44
Rooms
Barnett Building
Appointments Made by Mall
iCTTcoi-DenlKI
Malinl Building
Rooms
AND

PHVSIt IANH

HI

KGKONM

V."T. Alt KI'IIV, M. I).

Pructlce l.lmlled lo Tuberculosis Wright
building: opposite postotflce. otflc hours,
2 to t p. m. Phone, office
10 to 12 a. vn
397-residence 397-.Dlt. M AIIGAKliT g". CAKTWItliillT
l'rarllce Umited lo Woiuea'a and Children's Discuses
ll'.'l E. Central Phono 571, Albuquerqoe.Jr
UK.

HAIttll foKKIt

l'riletire I.lmltrd lo Children.
Office Rooms 1 and 2. Wright Bldf.
Fourth and Gold.
Hours 3 n. m. ta 6 P. m.
Office l'h"ne
Residence Phone 2076.

FOR

pump and
motor. With pressure control. Ap-

ONE

ply D. Weinman, care I2uouomlat.

WANTED

Miscelianeoui.

sl'Hi.'IAI, ratei. made i picnic and fishing
parties, call 1581-J- .
WANTED If you need a carpenter, call j.
S. Durllng.. Vhone 1695-J- .
WANTED Sumo one for coaching In Algebra. L. E. M. eare Journal.
WANTED To buy tho best twelve hundred
pound horse six years old. John Matin.
WANTED A second hand sewing machine.
Must be In No. 1 condition. Phono 2114-11- .

i

Mwcellaneou.

REN1

3tr'nl

HORSES aod
rates. 8. uarcia, i
""""
H
"
RIiNT. The K.
P.ANO-FO.
..j.-..I'JO
aim
Vhone
Music Co.,
.
West Gold.
location
FoirifENT Ideal tnealer ,..,central
. . htislneaa.
completely equippe,.
seats 450. Apply Arthur Everltt. Jeweler,
Albuquerque.

For Rent

With Board.

Room

7"nnRBNTKas't

'wiS" porch

room"

tatiniy.

with hoard
WmpSU,
horn, private f.rollv. Phone

;

lb

JI4H-W-

8ATn
for Centrifugal

--

.

board.

'"u"r"

room in mouern
Ideal jor .uo.......

Furnished
fT7r"hF,NT
home. With board.
1 31 fi.
.
Phone
For" TtliNT Across from University wsm
I......
.1..,, n.. relies With bnaril, Phlia
21M-W- .
for summer rate
FOR RENT Rooms with sleeping porcliea.
hot snd cold water, 1st class table board.
Caan do Pro, 618 West Gold.
furnished
FOR RENT Sleeping porch
table board. 101 South
rooms, flrst-ela- sa
Edith. Phone 880. Mrs Ahhott
Nice room and porch euliabls
TT)TtiTT;NT
rate.
fur two with hoard, reasonable
J South Arno.
1M8-Phone
(

Hi Boutll
Furnished rooms.
Walter. Phone 202.
Foil "RENT Furnished "rooms with sleepBUSINESS CHANCES.
Bouth Edith,
ing porch and board.
Address
room
with sleeping
FOR ItENT Furnished
FOR SALE Furniture business.
porch, lady preferred. 101m- South Walter.
A. 1,., cure Morning Journalr Oft "RENT liirge roo- with
and
FoR RENT fwub"ulldrng toat Seventh
'ul after e p.
porch; Ideal for two. (It F.ast Central.
J. B. Ifilder.
Ceneral Avenu. Apply
Furnished room nowty furnFOR RENT
ANTED At once second hand furniture
Bent- ished, very reasonnble. 823 Houth Arno. "
end kitchen utensils: also conk atova or
FOR SALE Hotel, seventeen well furnished
Rooms with sloeidng porch range. Phone 2196-.FOR RENT
rooms, centrally located, close, lo depot.
with or without board. Phone 671. 1123 WANTF.1
Doctor wishes to purchase loOwner will sacrifice. See National InvestEast Central.
cation to practice iimillilne In New Mexment Co., I03 North Third.
Modern newly furnished sleep- ico. Address Doctor, cure Journal.
FOR RENT
MRSWrHrREF.rCoV"the T Wkhart Ranch
ing and light housekeeping rooms, with W A N T E D Cash buyer for tw
has moved to DOS flouth Arno. where she
good Ford
irssi also sleeping porches. 614 South' Arno.
All
cars
one
Is prepared to take health Broker. Phon
Biilclt
cars and
I'hone 1353-n- ..
In first class condition. Phone .149, Mr. Bush. 2335.
HIGHEST CARH PltlCR PAID FOR JUNK
Tho convalestiencrai.
ESCOND1IX)
151. JAIIDIN
BT TUB ftOITTH WBSTICRM JUNK CO
cents Ideal home. Ha room with prtvnl
FOR RENT
Very few rooms for men; most 114 WF.ST LEAD, PHON HI (II. WB ALSO hnth. Also desirable double room vacant.
desirable In city; shower bath, swimming BI'T OLD AUTO.
1801 West Central. Phone 111J.
WANTKD-Reconn-ana
pool. etc. f. M. O. A.
me' and boys' SHADY NOOK ranch offer excellent room
clothes, (hoe and underwear. Aim trunk
and hoard. Just the place to get atronc.
and suit cases. Call lit. Chjoago esond- FOR SALL Llveitock.
For rate phon I429F-4- : fre transportation
hand store. 117 South First.
Accommodation now available.' Mra H. B.
FuR HALE Belgian hares and hutches. 623 WANTfcn-io.Ou- O
from 2o to-Thornaa.
bats, y
West Fruit.
o
each. MO ton scrap Iron. Pay from
Two well broken cow ponies. to M Per lb. Patriotic duty, Su UiUls
FOR SALE
MONETf TO LOAN.
Junk Co., 405 South first street. Phon 871
Bexemek's Dairy. Phona 151.
"
barFOR PALE One good milch "cow,
WANTED To sell or trade for heep or MONET TO LOAN On real estate security.
Plmii. lit.
e
IS7 Weal nnld.
ranch property, ono
Realty
gain, lis South Fourth or Ranchlo l)c
farm, has five
At risen, near Dlckensons.
room modern bungalow, artesian well, loFOR SA LE Rabbits bucks, does, young ones cated at Huntington Deacli, California. Infine for breeding: also young bantam quire of M. L. Garcia, Box 434, Magdalelia,
N. M.
J
chickens. Phone 1679. 807 Houth Edith.MAIL RTAGK
THE RIO GRANDE DCROC HOC! CO., of WANTED Careful kodait finish! ng by mas-te- r
Albuquerque The largest breeders of regcall anywhere
photographer. Twlc.o dally service.
Phon
any time.
In
the
southwest.
Can
istered hogs
Send Lv. Silver City T a.m.; ar. Mogollon 8 p m.
supply Remember, satlsfnctloit guaranteed.
ou with herd boars and young stuff at your flushing to a reliable, established firm.
T
ar.
Silver
a.m.;
p.m.
City
L. Mogollon
moderate prices. We can also supply you Hanna ft Hanna. master photographer.
Best eoulnned auto livery In southwest,
with medicated crude oil for 4Jce, at 60c per
MOTOII
TltAN'SII
BENNETT
C.
gallon. Plain crude All at 23c per gallon,
Sliver City. IV. M.
FOR SALE Automobiles.
nil furnished to all pig club member free,
1216
Third.
,
South
ortlce
FOR SALE Cheap, Maxwell roadster. Auto
TIME CARDS.
Sales Corporation,
FOR HALIi)
1918 MaxwelK
Must sell at once. Going to war. 911 South
FOR RENT Furnished apartments. Ellni
Second,
Hotel, corner First and Tljeras.
FOR SALE Two-to- n
auto truck eight
FOR RENT Two and three-rooapart407
months old, best condition.
South
ments and alaeplBf rooms.
Highland
Seventh.FOR-ftE-

r..'i

r

ft

.......

Hmrse.

FOR RENT Three or four room furnished
apartments, modern: 609 South First. Inquire Savoy hotel office.
Four-rooflat unfurnished on
FOR RENT
Gold between Fourth and Fifth, Apply
Gold.
410
West
t.
A.
Morrison,

TYPEWRITERS.
TYPEWRITERS All makes, overhauled and
repaired. Ribbon for every machine.
Tynwrtter Exchange. Phone 914
1?l flnnth 1Pmrtf

CARPENTERING.
H CAKl'ENTER
Card 101 NortU

work, reasonatti. Drop

Pint itrsst,

FOR SALE Oakland 'Sensible Six'
ing car, or will trade for roadster.
812. Phone 1016.
Two g'xjd Fords and two
KORPALE
Hupp cars alt In excellent condition,
be sold best offer gets them. Auto
Corporation, Phone 349, Corner Fifth

Gold,

tourBox
good

must
Sales
and

City.

FOR SALE A 1914 model
Pslge car, latest equipments, just overhauled, nt a bargain. Can be seen at Sandla
even miles north of Los Lima. Address H.
Lyngholm, Los Luna. N. M.
FOR BALE Aprise for some one. Beautiful
1911 Mitchell car, nearly new, a man,
Cash, 81,225; terms. 81,271. It will be reduced '5 each week till sold. Act quickly.
Phone 885 Second week August I to 11.

ATCHISON',

TOI'KKA

"E

SANTA
CO.

Westbound.
Arrives
Class.
7:10 pm.
t. The Scout
!. California Limited ..11:45 am.
. 10:45 9m.
7. Fargo Fast
1:80 am.
9. The Navajo
Southbound.
801. El Paso Express
807. El Paso Kxpress ...
Kantbound.
10. The Scout
T:S5ara,
:00 pin.
t. The Navajo
4. California Limited .,.:00pm.
8. Santa Fe Eight
9:'.5pm.
No.

From Bftulh.
818. Kansa City and Chicago
60s. Kansas City and CalcaeW

lilAL-WA-

Y

Departs.

8:30 pm.
12:45 pm.

11:15am,
2:30 am.
10:15 pm.

11:45am.

:06am.

8:40 pm.
7:00 pm.
10:2 pm.
7:00 am,

...,7:35pm,

.r)

EIGHT

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
Wt'ST

$18

AVE.

CF.NTR.AJj

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

II

ABSOLUTELY

is.

GUARANTEED.
ALBCQTERQUE,

WARD'S

i

STORE

HOMER

H. WARD
315 Marble Avenue.
....172-17S-17- 1
Phones .

TODAY ONLY
Nell Shipman and Alfred Whitman in

"A Gentleman's Agreement"
Vitagraph Feature in Five Reels.
ALSO A GOOD COMEDY REEL

PHONE

chcll, which was scheduled for that
night, has been continued until a later
date. Dr. Kenncott's lecture will be
free to the public.

NUMBERS

UNDELIVERED

495 and 496
Matteucci, PaEIadino & Co.
GROCKIUES
801 W. Tljcras,

Hohhlna

J

and

John Papas remained undelivered at
the office of the Western t'nion be-

cause of insufficient address.

AND MEATS
IMioneg

495-49-

0

DISABLED MEN TO
r Tf f

999

Uti vug UlUtllVlO
Undertakers

FROMPT SERVICE.

PHONE
STRONG BLK., COPPER
AND SECOND.

LOCAL ITEMS
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafn.
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Fhone 273.
J. Van Ilouten of Katon Is here on

business.

O. S. Willhoitc and M. P. Smith of
Ciillup, X. M.. were hero yesterday.
J. G. 'Griffith of Mosilla Park, who
was here Saturday, has returned
home.
Robert Fletcher of Trinidad was a
visitor In Albuquerque Saturday and
yesterday.1
Bom yesterday morning to Mr. and
Mrs. Cortez K. Quickel, 810 Park avc
nue, a son.
Sergeant Edward Polsley of 134th
infantry at (.'amp Cody, who was here
visiting, left last night.
J. T. Phillips, 415
.South Walter
Ktreet, has returned from a two
months' stay in Oklahoma.
Among the New Mexico visitors in
Albuquerque yesterday were: J. M.
chapman, Willard; Grace Guffey and
iMrs. M. It. Frost, Bejen.
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Mueller and
Mr. und Mrs. George E. Kverett and
son returned yesterday front a two
weeks' vacation at' the Jemei! sprint's
Kastbound Santa Fe trains Nos. 2, 4
nnd 8 of yesterday were reported Indefinitely lute last night on account
of a washout at Haverland. Calif.,
west of Barstow.
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Belmore, Jr.,
and Miss Estra Stutlem of Tucumcari,
who were here Saturday, left for
home yesterday.
They are making
the trip by automobile.
W. C. Ashcraft, division accountant
of the Pecos division of the Santa Fe
railroad with headquarters at Clovls,
spent yesterday in the city. He returned to his home last night.
The Fraternol Brotherhood,' lodge
No. 388, will meet In regular session
tonight. There will be installation of
officers. Refreshments will be served.
All members are urged to be present.
The two bit club yesterday received
a total sum of $22 from Wie two bit
clubs at Pajarito and Padillas. Two
crochet yokes were also received from
the clubs. The clubs in each of the
towns meet every Thursday.
There will be a regular stated session of Ballot Abyad Temple, A. A.
. N. M. 8. this
evening at 8 o'clock.
A full attendance Is desired for the
of
purpose
arranging for the ceremonial to be held August 22.
George Clifford, stamp clerk at the
poatoffioe here, who has been transferred to the postoffice at Los Angeles, left for the Angel city yesterday
He will be Joined by Mrs.
morning.
there a short
Clifford, who went
time ago.
Dr. George F. Kenngott. professor
at the 1'nivcrsity of Southern California, will speak at the University o(
New Mexico at 8 o'clock Tuesday
.night. The address of Dr. L. B. Mlt.

SPRINGER.
HAULS

ANYTHING

1

1

4

76.

MESSAGES

for Jessie

Messages

Dave nittenhouse, son of Mr. and
Mrs.
nittenhouse of this city,, who
enlisted in Battery A here soon after
the entry of the United States into the!
war, in a letter to his parents telss oil
Ins observations on t ho front. His letter follows:
"I only wish you were here for an
hour to see how this little war Is progressing., Never in all my life have I
heard so much noise. Most of it is at
night and we sleep when we can get
it. Day before yesterday I was within
s
of a kilometer of the
front line trenches and believe me the
cold steel was flying fast.
"I was observing shots from our big
guns and saw one village that was in
Herman hands fly all to pieces and the
lew nuns mat were leu went in an
directions. I also witnessed nine Hun
airplanes attack one of our balloon!
and bring it down In flames, also one
of the Hun planes.
"Our troops marched 500 Huns by
us yesterday and from all that went on
Inst night we must have at least 10- 000 prisoners this a. in. A Hun flew
over and dropped three or four gas
bombs at 1:30 a. 111.. I ut we npver qui!
firing for a little thing like that. I1,
may seem strange to say that we never
see the Huns we are shooting at, but
it in so far, we have long range guns,
you know, and don't have to see what
we are shooting at to kill them.
"I'm a phone opc rator and I'm either right up close to the trenches 01
away back of the guns, so I get to seo
the Huns blown Into a thousand pieces
whenever I do get near them. Don't
worry about me. I'm O. K. and having a wonderful time."
Americans Fearless.
The daring deeds of the American
soldiers cause the French people to
think the Americans are fearless
fighters, according to Sergeant Robert
Babbitt, of a cavalry troop in France
In a letter to his father, Hiram
M.
Babbitt. He explains that the spirit
of each American is to get a German.
His letter In part follows:
"We have lost a few men t the
front, but it must bo expected for we
are Raining ground steadily and
pray to God that we continue to do
so, until we drive the Germans into
the Baltic sea and let them drown.
"I wish it was so I could tell you
all 1 know of this war, but J can't
so wc will have to let it go at that, but
can tell you this much. The French
people think we are crazy, for at the
front the men there do some of the
most daring stunts. They think wo
have no fear, which Is true. Every man
here wants a chance to go to the front
and get himself a German, nnd in"
only ambition is a chance to get a sho
at the kaiser. I know I won't misn
for I can hit an eight-inc- h
spot three
times out of five, BOO yards away, and
if I get a chance to line my sights on
the kaiser, I feel pretty sure that thc;i
will need a new kaiser in Germany."
Faulk tier's Letter.
German aviators seldom reach the
heart of Paris in their air raids, writes
Corporal F. L. Faukner of Bolen and
member of Temple Lodge, A. F. ami
A. M., in his letter to Dr. L. II. Chnm-berll- n
here. Faulkner is a member
of Battery A, 146th field artillery, now
stationed in France. His letter in part
follows:
"We are seeing lots of France,
the opportunity of seeing the
old ancient castles
and dwellings,
which have proved very Interesting,
indeed. While near Paris attondlng
school we experienced a few air raids
which proved very interesting, Indeed.
The French always hold a warm
reception for them and It is very seldom that the Germans ever reach the
heart of the city. We also, while visiting the city, experienced a few shells
of the long range gun. Their damage
Is very small, Indeed.
"Our Y. M. O. A. has done lots for
the comforts of the soldiers, having
toilet articles, fruits, candies, tobacco,
at lowest cost possible. They also arrange to have good entertainments and
fine speakers.
thre-fourth-
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There seems to be, and it Is perhaps only natural, a disposition on
the part of the public to misunderstand the relation of the United
States government to various classes
of enlisted and drafted men who have
broken down with tuberculosis, and
John Tombs, executive secretary of
New Mexico public health associa
tion, offers the following statement
In explanation. It will he remembered
that Mr. Tombs recently made a trip
to Washington
for the purpose of
finding out. among other things, the
actualities of this very situation.
"Recently," states Mr. Tombs,
"there appeared in the Dally Official
Bulletin, over the signature of Surgeon
General w. c. Gorgas, U. 8. army,
this statement, 'Hereinafter no member fit the military service disabled
in line of duty, even though not expected to return to duty, will be discharged from the service until he has
attained complete recovery or as
complete recovery ns It Is to be expected that ho will attain when the
nature of his disability Is considered.'
The date of Issue of that statement
makes it effective for all men already
In the army and all men from the
second draft on.
This does not affect the? men who
enliHted and who were In the first
draft and broke down with tuhercu
losls in the training camps and were
discharged by the army surgeons as
being "not in the line of duty." The
system now is that if a man passes
the examination at the camp he is in
the army and will be taken care of as
per the statement this article opens
with. On the other hand, there are a
great many men who ,have been rejected on account of tuberculosis who
enlisted or were in the first draft and
were in some instances as much as
three months and were still rejected
by the army surgeons as being "not
In line of duty." The first thing to do
for such men is to see that they make
'

TO BE RESUMED

Peggy Hylani
"Other Men's
Daughters"
--

,

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROBERT JONES
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M
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Dave Rittenhouse Tells of His Parade to Be Feature; Line of Attorneys for Widow and Mrs,
March Announced; GovernAndros Leave for Santa Fe
Observations on Front Line;
to Argue Case Before DisThink Americans
or and Staff Will Be Invited
French
to
Attend
trict Judge Mechem.
Fearless, Says Babbitt,

No.

Coal and South Walter,

Lest You Forget

WRTES SOLDIER

N. M.

CLICQUOT CLUB GINGER ALE
is and to those that enjoy good Ginger Ale
but have never had a chance to try Clicquot
Club.' For a limited time our price will be 15c
per bottle, $3.50 per case of two dozen bottles
License

life-
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Here is Good News to the people of Albuquerque that know how good

V. S. Food
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Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
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Monday, August

Albuquerque Morning Journal,

"France is certainly a beautiful
country with her fields In full bloom,
her trees, rocks, covered with mosses."
letter of I.orriKan.
Another letter to Dr. Chamherlin
from W. H. Lorigan, also In France,
pays a tribute to the Red Cross and
Y. M. C. A. and touches In a general
way upon life In France.
Lorigan

writes:
"I like France so far and cannot
complain of our treatment. The boys
over here realize they are here for a
purpose, so everyone is proceeding In
businesslike fashion from day to day.
doing their bit to get a crack at the
game that we are here to play. NoFrench
body seems to he lonesome
people are very kind and living in the
success
of
since the grand Unithopes
ed States has put her forces to the
plow.
"We are happy because the Red
Cross helps us to be that way. The
Red Cross treated us Immensely
grand, hverywhere we went In old
United States we were met by the
nea cross girls and were given a
The Germans are go
grand send-ofing to get the biggest surprise of their
lives and that will be "defeat."
"French women are mostly wearing
black with very heavv veils and try
Ing to be happy as possible. Our boys
ai( getting along very nicely with
the French, trying to learn their lan
guage.
Private Andres Cassados of an engi
neering corps, who has arrived In
France only recently, writes to his
nromer. uon R. Casados, nere tnat
he likes the country. All the men In
his regiment, he says, are feeling fine.

Col.
application
through Lieut.
Charles E. Banks, medical advisor of
the bureau of war risks and insurance
Washington, D. C, using form 26, to
prove that they broke down as a result of exposure, measles or some
their
hardship that
condlons if such was the
cae. Failing that, it Is up to the lied
Cross home service section or t,hoir
state or home committees to take care
of them, if they are unaWo to care
for themselves, as the army does not
consider that it has any responsibility
for them inasmuch as they broke
down (Turing what may be termed
and what the army at that time considered to be a period of probation.
PARTNER WANTED.
This rule has now been changed,
as indicated above, and from this on,
I
want
a man to take an Interest
once a man passes the final exam- in and
charge of a well established
ination which admits him Into the and
growing Motor Truck business.
army he will not be discharged if
C. M. BARBER.
he breaks down with tuberculosis.
215 West Gold.
Also, the surgeon general wishes him
to remain at least three months In a
trAOte boraea. Trtmble'i
Mtwj and
sanatorium at the government's ex- Red
Bsrn. v
pense. At the end of that time he has
his choice of going or staying, and it
is expected that by the end of three
Bryant's Delivery
months he will have learned to apFOR QUICK SERVICE
can
do
sanatorium
what
the
223 West Copper.
preciate
Phone ni.
for him and will consequently stay
useuntil he is restored to health and
Persons who wisa co renew or lake
fulness again. 6000 beds have already nnt memberships in the Red Cross
been provided.
can do so by calling at Strong! Book
Tuberculous soldiers will have the
Store, O. A. Matson & Co., Grimshsw'i
same opportunity for
along new and more suitable lines of or Mrs. n. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
endeavor that other wounded and (he chairman of the Membership
. ,
'
:
mlttee, NO. iSJl-r!
crippled men Will have,

Plans for the Labor day celebration
at
grove, September
were more Huning
than half completed at
the meeting of the representatives of
various labor unions at Union hall on
houth Second street, yesterday morning. One of the features of the day will
be the parade.
This will form at
Tenth street and Central avenue, and
beginning at 10 o'clock will proceed
ens! on Central avenue to First street
south on First street to Gold avenue,
west on Gold avenue to Third street,
north on Third street to Central avenue and west on Central to the park,
where the divisions will disband.
A
band will lead the parade and also
piay at the exercises at the grove in
the aftornoon.
Shop employes will have the largest
delegation in the parade, more than
500 expecting to march.
Resides the
various trade unions which will be
represented, there will also be divisions of boys, some to lie dressed in
overalls and some in their every day
to be held
2

N ItlLi: THAT ".TRIM'S
HACK HOMi:.
A FLAY WITH A MORAL AM) MANY 111(1 THRILLS
A
l'ri'tty star mid a Clover Story.
IY F,. LLOYD SHF.LDON. KTAGKI) RV CARL IIARRAIGII.

A VIOLATION

widow of M. W. Flournoy,

Flournoy,

former vice president of tho First
Natmnnl bank, is sueinT to recover
$22,000 life Insurance left to his exe
of a
cutors by Flournoy and
community estate which is Inventoried
one-ha-

lf

over iJOO.000
which Mrs.
and
Flournoy says is valued at more than

at

ALSO

According to attorneys the will of
Flournoy left the wife $20,000. "In
lieu of all claims upon the estate'."
Mrs. Flournoy, however, claims the
insurance is her's according to law
and asks also a portion In tho com
munity propertv of the estate, wmcn
she says her husband had no1 right to
dispose of by will. The insurance was
left to the estate and Is claimed by
the widow under the exemption statutes. Mrs. Andros claims that the
$20,000 was received by Mrs. Flournoy in full settlement of all claims
against the estate, and that Mrs.
Andros is entitled to the remainder of
the estate by a provision of the will of
the dead man.
The estate consists largely of stocks
and bonds, mostly those of tho First
Nationul bank, the Occidental Life Insurance company, the Occidental Fire
Insurance company and the First Savings Bank and Trust company.

OF Till: (JOLDI

TVO RF.KL SI NSHINF COMEDY

"A TIGHT SQUEEZE."

300,000.

clothes.
The boys are requested to
wear overalls and some in their every
The boys are requested
day clothes.
to wear overalls if they have them.
Others who do not have them are requested not to buy any for the occasion.
A division of Boy Scouts wearing
drum caps will march in the fore part
of the procession. Gov. W. E. Lindsey,
his staff, and Maj. K. P. Bujac and
his staff will be Invited to take part in
the parade and also to attend the exercises. William Phillips has been appointed marshal of the day, with the
STRUCK
authority of namins two aids. Each AGED MAN IS
local union has the power of appointBY CITY ELECTRIC CAR
ing Its own aids. Each local will have
a bnnner to distinguish it from the
others.
Antonio Chaves was seriously
The retail merchants, through their
injured when he was hit by a
secretary, C. G, Ackerman, will be
street car of the City F.lectrle
in the observance.
asked to
company at Fourteenth street and
It. W. Lewis of the labor bureau has
Central avenue, yesterday noon.
been asked, to make the principal adHe sustained several fractured
dress of the afternoon. The afternoon
rib on hi right side and a
head. He is about 70
bruised
program, besides a few speeches, will
consist of various amusements, inyears old.
Chaves was carrying a load of
cluding a baseball game between the
shop team and a town team, this game
timber home when the accident is to be played for the
nernrred. As b cot in tile midchampionTwo teams of the school
die of the street, he dropped one
ship.
of the boards on the track. Ho
league also will play.
There will be refreshment stands
picked it up and started on. An
on the grounds at noon to accommoInstant later the street car hit
date those who want to provide their
the timber, knocking its carrier
own lunches.
v violently to the ground.
Friends of the injured man say
!
he is partly deaf and think ho
probably did not hear the car.
The car was going west at the
ADVANCE
Mr. I3lue- time of the accident.
her and County Clerk Nestor
Montoya. who were driving by In
an auto just after the man was
hit. stopped, put Chaves in the
car and took him to his home,Sixteenth street and Roma avenue.

LAI (HI AND Ki:i'.l COOL AT THE PASTIME

TIME OF SHOWS
Matinee 1 to 6
Nights 6 to 11
"

1

30, 7:00 8:30, 10
Children 5c, Adults 10c
Children 10c, Adults 15c

:00, 2;30, 4:00,

COMING TtlXRAY

THEATRE
LAST TIME TODAY
CLASS IN EVERY WAY

HIGHEST

GUI

The Germans, "will not be able to
check the present drive oft the allies
now that it has started Is the opinion
of Private Claud C. O'Ghallon formerly of Canada's "Fighting Seventh,"
who is here to recuperate
from
wounds and gas attacks.
Private O'Ghalion spent two years
and seven months In the Canadian
army, having enlisted In the latter
part of 1915. He was first wounded
In the right shoulder by shrapnel at
Ridge 204. After spending three
months In the hospital, he was transferred from the Infantry to the mechanical department of the aviation
corps. I,ater he asked for a
to the infantry. O'Ghalion was
figthing the Germans in a
bayonet contest at Laneville
when he was wounded a second time.
A nun bayonet was thrust through
his right knee. It was In this charge.
Private O'Ghalion says that he was
also wounded In the forehead by a
piece of shrapnel from a shell fired
from
the German
artillerymen.
O'Ghalion was gassed twice and once
terrible
liquid fire.
experienced the
Ho carries a scar on his chin to in
dicate that.
"The only way to save yourself
when you meet the liquid fire," the
soldier said yesterday, "is to bite the
ou re lucky If you escape at
dJist.
all."
The soldier said he had witnessed
hun atrocities of the worst kind. The
Germans will do anything he said
and the American people will not
have the least doubt after some of
the boys have come back to their parents and tell them of what they have
seen.
hand-to-han-

d

MARGUERITE CLARK

n

IN- -

Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Bring the Children to This Delightful

Picture.

SEE

sire to join the home
guards had
their first taste of drill practice at the
In the
armory yesterday morning.
aosence or Maj. C. M, Baroer, wno
was out of the city on business, Capt.
ernlng board, put the men through a
were present.
iew tactics. Forty-si- x
The drill followed a general conference at which the purposes of the
organization were set ionn.

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
PHONE 567
DELTTEBY
FREE CALL
ANT)
BATCJTH

Dentist
$. Whiting Ball ding
Phona So. 684.
Oornnr Rncorxl and GoML

t and

BITTNER
HOUSE ROOMS
2
First. Phone 881.
South
tit
YOUR HAULING BY TONS
Is Motorized by Henry's Delivery.
:
t
Phone fl.tu.
FOR RENT--IDEA- L
THEATER
Fully equipped and ready for business;

Immediate

JSTCrltt, Jeweler,

. .

.:

;

WHY WAIT?

Want positions on farms soma
Emhands.
are experienced

have

SUITS CLEANED,

$1
$1.25.

VOW

RENT

Co.

Furnished
Sleeping porch and
ftvo-roo-

WHITE GARAGE,
Fourth

and

Copper.

BRITISHERS
ENLIST NOW!

SHEEP RANGE

All persons wishing to enlist In the
British or Canadian forces are requested to call on the undersigned.

1040.

"Two-Bit- "

Red Cross dues. This is

a duty you should not
neglect.
WANTED
PORTER
AT GRIMSHAW'S

several thousand head
Breeding
young Rambouillet
Ewes for gale very cheap.
are
These iKwes
among finest
In stale, Will shear ten pounds
Also

British Canadian Recruiting

possession,
;

.:

Apply

Mission

'

George Roslington
Resident Officer

Second Street and Gold Avenue.

s.

pold Meyer, 701 West Copper. Photic

Pay your

should

MORNING JOl RNAL. OFFICE

Wm. Staley & Co,

80.

t

Farm Labor Agent

FOR LEASE

Hawkins, Skinner, Champion, Con-ro- y
and Son Jose Market; 6."o dozen.

men

needing

ployers
see the

five splendid
different makes, all In
perfect condition, and priced so
low that If you are interested at
all vim cannot help but buy.
We

.

FARM LABORERS

Buy, now while you can Ret
what you want and save yourself
money.
cars of

OF

A N I'M HER

Used Cars the Same as New
Ones Are Getting Higher
Every Day.

GENTRY'S EGGS

pressed

5

1

ht

Phnn

po

Adults 15c, Children 10c

.

USED CAR ISALE

Let Us Send a Man

Look Over the List Yon May
Find Just What Yon Want. '
Overland
One
Touring,
$275
One Overland Roadster. .. .1450
One Overland
tourlntr (in excellent con
$800
dition) almost new
$150
One Hodge Touring
.
One Overland Touring,
- passenger.
,
$250
$150
One Dort, Touring
One Overland Light Touring,
$150
One Wyllis-KnigTouring,

To Replace That Broken Window
Glass.
LUMBER
CO.
ALBCQCERQCE
42S N. First.
rhone 421.

The Real Hoover Candy

X

....

6-

inoculate siiop chocolates

GRIMSHAW'S

ht

Second and Central
"Grlmshftw U7an
i Una Vah"

7-

- passenger

buy),

(an excellent

$1250
BARGAINS
AMONG
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK TilEM OVER

MANY

OLD STAND

B. M. WILLIAMS
Booms

...

10c

CI

In 1917 the ranking was;
Arizona, 4.122: Nevada, rt.1 Bn New
Mexico. 2.220: Colorado, 2.040; California, 1.09S: Oklahoma, 1.53; Kansas. t.2M7; Texas, 1.021.
states In the
Of the forty-eig1'nlon, New Mexico In 1916 held
thirty-nint- h
As
a result of last
place.
year's campaign. It crept up to eighteenth place.

TtalWeirr.

o
S

WORLD.

t(vaocoo(yonc70(

there were sold In the slate
Red Cross seals per capita of
population whereas last year the sale
amounted to 2.22 seals per capita, a
very substantial Increase, according
to figures of the New Mexico puhlic
health association.
As compared with the other states
embraced in the1 area known as the
southwestern tuberculosis conference,
New Mexico this year stands third.
Last year it was fifth. The year previous It was last. Slowly, but) surely.
New Mexico Is forging her way to the
top. In 1916 the state ranked as follows:
Arizona. 1.26n: California. 1.120;
New
Nevada, 1.029; Colorado,
Mexico. .717; Kansas, .42S; Texas,

targe basement. All modern improve-mentclose In. Inquire of Mrs. Leo-

HELD BY HOME GUARDS

Admission

to 6

6 to 11.

Tn 1916

new buiiKalow.

FIRST DRILL PRACTICE

TU10

o

.717

Four suit

IS

"WORLD'S EVENTS"

INCREASE IN SALE OF
RED CROSS SEALS SHOWN

Contract plan. Columbia denning

111

r,
S

1

4IOI.

Grow Old

Stxirj That Will Never

A

.

,;i7; Oklahoma,

PRESENTS

PARAMOUNT

WILL CONTINUE
u

AND WEDNESDAY'

Mable Normand in "The Venus Model"

ALLIED

f.

..1

Senator Isaac Barth and A. B.
attorney, left yesterday morning for Santa Fe, where today they
will argue the case of Mrs. Nell F.
Andros against Mrs. M. W. Flournrty
be'ore .Judge M. C. Mechem.
The case is a suit In which Mrs.

i

IN-

WANTED.
Experienced bookkeeper and
salesman wants position.
to leave town.
BOX 56. CARE JOCKNAL.

LOST
Large Oval Turquolss Matrix
Please return
Pin, set In silver.
to 500 North Eleventh And receive reward. Valuable as keepsake.

GRAZING LAND FOR SALE

Suitable range

for aheep for
.

lease on long or short term lease.
Wm. L. Staley & Co., Second and
.
Gold Ave.

Gallup Lump
Cerrllloa Lamp

1

1

JTTclIlO

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

i

Phone

710.

51S-51-

fVOal V(J
f,

PHONE

1

91

CO.

D

W. Central

5

Gallup Stove
Oerrfflos Stove

'

'

ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL.
,;.- -.'
Coke, Mill Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood;- Native Undliag.linN.
i

ANTHRACITE.

.

-

t

